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ABSTRACT 
 

 This dissertation explored the impacts of interpersonal interactions between sports fans 

and famous sports figures (FSFs) and how these meaningful interactions may transform fan 

identity. A total of 531 participants participated in a mix method survey to address elements of 

fame, meaningfulness of an interpersonal engagement with a FSF, and relationships between fan 

identity and interpersonal variables including fanship, rapport, parasocial interaction, and fan 

identity to navigate the impact of a serendipitous interaction.  

Participants conceptually define fame, and a grounded theory approach was used to 

analyze responses. Results indicate that fans perceived fame as one of the following nine 

categories - (1) name recognition and general recognizability, (2) playing at the highest level of 

professional or college, (3) contribution and legacy to sports, (4) marketability, (5) FSF’s 

individual skills, accolades and accomplishments, (6) team association and affiliation, (7) 

community engagement, (8) media (social and traditional), (9) role model and pro-social 

characteristics. Results imply that current sports communication variables used to capture fame, 

may not accurately represent how fans are presently defining fame, and future research utilizing 

fame may benefit from a recalibration of how fame is measured. 

Participants recalled an experience when they met a FSF in-person coincidentally, and 

expressed elements of the interaction that made this unique engagement memorable and 
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meaningful. Through a grounded theory approach, interactions with FSFs were categorized as 

meaningful in the following seven ways - (1) Memento, (2) Nonverbal Behaviors, (3) Surrealism, 

(4) Authenticity, (5) Affability, (6) Aspiration, and (7) FSF Disappointment. Each category 

defines how fans develop these memories and how they perceive them post-interaction. 

Last, participants distinguish interpersonal and sports fan significance through several 

sports and interpersonal measures. Results indicate that the interpersonal variables along with the 

sports fan centered variables had numerous significant positive relationships as well as described 

differences between fan identity levels.  

Results signify that interpersonal interactions with FSFs are impactful for many fans and 

fan identity values, and attitudes may shift in positive and negative directions based on brief 

moments shared. Theoretical contributions to sports and human communication are discussed 

with implications for future research on fan-athlete (FSF) communication. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

 It is difficult to envision a subset of people that rival athletes’ societal influence. Between 

their shear net-worth and regular public appearances during live sporting events, 24/7 dedicated 

sports television and radio, and the never ending stream of information delivered from social 

media, athletes are regularly plugged into the masses (Bush et al., 2004; Martin & Bush, 2000). 

Biskup and Pfister (1999) state explicitly that “people need role-models and idols” (p. 199), and 

athletes are well situated for this position as a guiding light in someone’s life. Sports icons and 

role models may impact individuals from a young age and accelerate interest in cultural figures 

and cultural interests. This may take place predominantly through mediated avenues such as 

sports representation, advertising and branding, and non-sport entertainment such as social media 

engagements on Instagram and TikTok (Anderson & Cavallaro, 2002; Becker, 2013; Feder, 

2020). Additionally, athletes can provide external motivation and inspiration based on their 

physical abilities and physiological features (e.g., a child watching Wayne Gretzky) (Anderson 

& Cavallaro, 2002). Athletes’ abilities can result in a perceptual attitude from the fan, that 

glorifies sports figures as larger than life and capable of unimaginable success (Payne et al., 

2003). This observation of sports figures throughout a lifetime can set the tone for interpretation 

of athlete impact on fan identity.  
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Going beyond the ability to watch, is the ability to interact. Fans who are granted and 

fortunate enough to have the opportunity to engage with professional, and even collegiate 

athletes in venues such as meet and greets and open access events (i.e., US Tennis Open and 

Premier Lacrosse League gameday events) bridge the experience from viewer to participant and 

bring feelings of euphoria to the fan, which one can only imagine impacts identity (Sanderson, 

2009). Even quick moments, such as an impromptu encounter with an athlete, can allow for a fan 

to make snap judgements through a thin-slice and perceive impact to one’s fan identity (Ambady 

& Rosenthal, 1993). Thus, identifying and exploiting this feeling that one has when meeting an 

athlete in-person, seems meaningful to observe under the research lens as both positive and 

negative consequences of interpersonal interaction will impact the behaviors of fans and 

manipulate their identities (Wenner, 2015).  

Sports figures have privileged access to the emotions of individuals with the ability to 

alter how we feel and how we behave, similar to how other role models impact individuals 

(Anderson & Cavallaro, 2002). This is not to say there is intent to manipulate or control, rather 

this is to display their influencing capabilities. Regularly athletes influence prosocial behaviors 

through health awareness and stigma awareness (Parrott et al., 2020), promote charity events and 

causes, and raise money towards the betterment of others (Babiak et al., 2012). Currently, 

research indicates that the strength of a parasocial relationship (Frederick et al., 2012) with an 

athlete is great enough to create emotional and personal feelings and garner feelings of 

attachment (Hartmann et al., 2008; Pegoraro, 2010). Furthermore, a simple parasocial 

relationship can even contribute greatly to consumer purchasing behaviors (Sun, 2010; Sun & 

Wu, 2012). While the ability to nurture relationships through mediated accounts is prioritized in 

the 21st Century, as it is a convenient and rapid means of building connection between sports 
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figures and fans, the impact had during a face-to-face conversation remains valuable and 

meaningful. However, as the current research unfolds, viewing the change in fan identity and 

fanship towards a sports figure as the result of an interpersonal, in-person event may develop into 

a worthy communication phenomenon that has been recently undervalued and overlooked 

(Wenner, 2015).  

 Athlete to fan interpersonal interaction research is a limited area of communication 

studies and sport. As discussed in depth by Wenner (2015), communication studies and sport 

looks to broaden the sports communication research paradigm, which is currently petite in 

comparison to sports and media, by observing the “interpersonal, group and organizational 

communication dynamics” (p. 255). While Wenner directly links this communication studies 

research agenda more closely to management, there is a gap in the research when determining 

the impact athletes have directly on people (fans) when they encounter each other in a 

spontaneous fashion in the wild and not behind a computer screen. Immediate, personal, and 

(positively or negatively) authentic athlete to fan interactions are worthy of research 

consideration due to the immediate and drastic impact and experienced attitude change that can 

be evoked within an unsuspecting fan. For example, reporter Alex Prewitt of Sports Illustrated 

captured the memory of a young man meeting Gordie Howe, noted to be the greatest 

professional hockey player (at the time), to ever lace skates: “He was better and bigger and nicer 

than I ever imagined in my head or my book reports, just a very surreal meeting and moment for 

me in my life. It changed my life.” That person who is quoted here just so happens to be Wayne 

Gretzky, also noted as the greatest to ever play the game of hockey (Prewitt, 2017).  

 Additionally, fan identity (Wann, 2006), and fan identification theory (as a subset of 

social identity theory) carries important pre- and post-engagement attitude markings. Sport is 
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anything but a yes or no activity, hobby, or interest (e.g., I consume sports or not; I am a fan of a 

team or not; love or hatred for a team or not), which again braces the importance of 

understanding how an in-person, interpersonal encounter with an athlete can affect a fan’s 

identity. Fans may believe that they have an understanding of an athlete based on their 

observations of them through mass mediums, however, how do the experiences gained from an 

interpersonal interaction alter this sports fan identity? Using fan identification theory, thin-

slicing, and parasocial interaction the current research looks to build a foundation for the 

interpersonal consequences of athlete to fan engagement. 

 To summarize, this dissertation will offer a mixed method design to contribute to the 

underdeveloped field of interpersonal sports communication, a niche community, however still 

considered a pillar, of the sports communication field (Wenner, 2015). Using fan identification 

and fanship as a dynamic variable, this dissertation is determined to offer observation on the 

effects of parasocial interactions and thin-slicing supplemented through felt rapport, as a means 

to express the importance to not only the fan, but to sports figures, of the impact of a meaningful 

interpersonal, face-to-face communication event. This dissertation will utilize a grounded theory 

analysis to capture major themes and patterns of positive, negative, and neutral meaning when 

the fan and athlete share an interpersonal moment. Statistical analyses will be conducted and 

offer quantitative results showing the impact that a sports figure has on an individual’s fan 

identification and fanship through traditional sports fan scales and through novel concepts such 

as thin-slicing, a traditionally nonverbal judgement of the communication partner deduced in 

seconds, and parasocial interaction as a means of measuring a continued relationship that may 

have been created through a chance interaction. Dissertations are novel and should test an 

original idea through the lens of active theory, and through the presented research, the goal is to 
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objectively progress an understanding of what fans are looking for in their athlete-to-fan 

interactions and how a simple impromptu engagement can lead to a lifelong, or short-lived fan. 

Additionally, this dissertation serves to provide foundational research that is pro-sports figure in 

a sense that the current athlete-to-fan communication phenomenon ambiguity can be reduced, 

even slightly, for the sports figure to assist them during rapid fan interaction. 

 This introduction will be followed by Chapter 2, which reviews relevant theories, 

constructs, and literature as they pertain to interpersonal interactions between fans and famous 

sports figures. The literature review chapter first reviews parasocial interactions (PSI) relevant to 

fan identity impact, which is then followed by perceptions on fame and celebrity, thus offering a 

narrative that describes the social significance of sports figures. From there, interpersonal 

constructs of rapport and thin-slicing are reviewed creating the foundation for the human 

communication phenomenon researched within this dissertation. Last, the literature review 

covers fan identification theory, fan identity shift, and research on how meaning is perceived 

within interpersonal dynamics.   

Chapter 3 reviews the survey design, sample, and coding procedures. Within this chapter, 

scale adaptation and usage within the survey is discussed. Chapter 4 is segmented into three 

sections. The qualitative results from Research Question 1 are thoroughly discussed and is then 

followed by the qualitative results from Research Question 2. The quantitative results from 

Hypotheses 1 through 8 and Research Questions 3 and 4 complete the results section. To 

conclude this dissertation, Chapter 5 discusses findings and offers theoretical and applied 

contributions with the intent to fill literature gaps and suggest future research directions. Four 

Appendices (A-D) are available at the end of the dissertation and include a full example survey, 

a codebook from Research Question 1, and Institutional Review Board (IRB) documents. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Traditionally a concept utilized for nonverbal behavior reflection, thin-slicing is the 

ability to form impressions of others based on limited amounts of information or limited 

exposure to a stimuli (i.e., time) (Ambady & Rosenthal, 1993). Rooted in social psychology, 

impression creation and management is a privileged and novel functionality that humans 

operationalize through gut feelings, schemas, and exposure (Kruglanski, 1989). In the current 

scenario of a serendipitous engagement with a sports figure, fans are expected to utilize this 

innate ability to determine felt levels of authenticity, defined as the ability to be highly 

integrated, in which behaviors beliefs and values are felt to be genuine (Tou et al., 2015).  

Thin-slicing is uniquely suited for the current research due to previous usage in research 

on reactionary evaluation to snippets of nonverbal communication and the judgement of 

personality prediction (Ambady & Rosenthal, 1993; Waller et al., 2013). The reactions that fans 

may have to their interaction can be based on preconceived expectations (based on a parasocial 

interaction), and gut feelings towards the athlete. The product of the engagement – a shift in fan 

identity – is due to the thin-slicing procedure. Observing one’s fan identity adjustment can have 

practical and theoretical implications from consumer behavior and attitude to a larger 

understanding of social identity, fan community and cultural shifts. By further understanding the 

consequences of interpersonal, face-to-face communication between a sports figure and fan, the 
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communication studies discipline can further contribute to sports communication as a broad area 

of study.  

Parasocial Interactions 

 In this dissertation, while parasocial interaction (PSI) entering an interaction is not 

formally tested, PSI becomes an intriguing outcome variable to consider post-interaction. Fans 

may hold a preconceived expectation for a potential interaction with a sports figure, such as the 

idea that if a sports figure is kind over Twitter, they will also be kind in-person. Additionally, 

parasocial interaction will be considered an objective tool, in this dissertation, when determining 

the success (or failure) of an athlete-to-fan interaction through social media following or 

subscription (or removal from their social media accounts), following an interpersonal 

interaction. Furthermore, it is interesting to consider just how dynamic parasocial interaction can 

be – can the interaction transition from two-way communication in-person to a one-way 

interaction completed over mediated formats? Considering these thoughts, it then becomes 

compelling to consider parasocial interaction as a tool to gauge fan identification changes that 

occur in an ever-changing communication environment and evolving communication context. 

For the majority of fans, spontaneously meeting a famous athlete is something that one 

may think about, but few believe will happen with certainty. This may attest to the joy one feels 

when meeting an athlete. However, the precursor to this potential meeting may include one-way, 

mediated encounters through social media, or in other words parasocial interactions and 

relationships; "The media serve as agents for fan-athlete relationship development” (Earnheardt 

& Haridakis, 2009, p. 27). Parasocial interactions (PSI) are encounters held through mediated 

platforms in which a viewer, fan, and audience interact with a media figure, with communication 

normally conducted in a singular fashion from viewer to the media figure with no (to minimal) 
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reciprocation (Horton & Wohl, 1956). Additionally, it can be said that PSI allows for the growth 

of felt bonds between a viewer and an unaware media figure (Frederick et al., 2012). While the 

original authors of PSI did not intend to traditionally include minimal reciprocation, minimal 

reciprocation seems impossible to avoid when considering modern mediums such as social 

media, where users can see who is viewing their videos and story posts, and media figures can 

simply respond with emojis or select a “like” button (Sokolova & Kefi, 2020). Thus, the current 

belief is that celebrities and athletes are active on social media when it comes to interactions 

between them and fans, in general. However, this being said, it is critical to note that the sports 

figure (or celebrity), is controlling the message and choosing when, where, and who to respond 

to at all times (Cohen & Perse, 2003) and that they may be responding to hundreds of followers 

using a variety of techniques (Frederick et al., 2012). Additionally, the communication between a 

single fan and the athlete may be inconsistent, thus continuing to push this interaction towards 

parasocial and away from true interpersonal communication (Giles, 2002). 

 PSI plays a unique role as a precursor to potential face-to-face interactions because in 

traditional parasocial engagements, only one party is aware of the budding relationship, while the 

other is simply noted as a performer (Horton & Wohl, 1956; Kelman, 1958; Sokolova & Kefi, 

2020). The other party, the sports figure, is producing content that is meant to build a brand or 

image and communicate messages meant to entertain, inform, and persuade large audiences 

about content that is relevant to them at either a professional or personal level (Brown & Basil, 

1995; Kassing & Sanderson, 2009; Kassing & Sanderson, 2010). However, what is taking place 

is a growing connectedness between a fan and an athlete (Giles, 2002).  

It is important to address that there is a difference worth discussing between parasocial 

interactions (PSI) and parasocial relationships (PSR). As noted by Claessens and Van den Bulck 
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(2015), the differentiation between the PSI and PSR is the time spent growing the connection 

with PSR being an extension of PSI as connections between a fan and sports figure, continues to 

blossom. PSI is defined within Claessens and Van den Bulck’s research as a short-term 

encounter in which the fan feels like they are capable of interacting with the athlete through a 

mediated avenue, where as PSR is the continuation of PSI over time thus developing additional 

levels of emotional connectedness. Giles (2002), however seemingly uses the two 

interchangeably, thus raising a philosophical question. For the purposes of this manuscript, 

parasocial interactions and parasocial relationships will be used interchangeably. This 

justification is made because it would be difficult to assume that fans treat each individual sports 

figure with as much attention and care as their favorite sports figure, thus while fans may be in a 

parasocial relationship with specific athletes, this does not mean that their face-to-face 

interaction was with this person. And, for this manuscript, the researcher is not asking for 

imagined interaction, thus the participant is limited to their actual spontaneous engagement 

which could be with their favorite player, least favorite player, or any in between.  

Early research on PSI maintained distance from the potential impact on one’s identity, for 

example Rosengren and Windahl (1972) suggested that during a parasocial interaction, a 

viewer will interact, but not identify with the media figure. However, this notion seems 

improbable as research in the realm of social learning theory (review seminal work by 

Bandura & Walters 1977) and socialization theory (review Kenyon & McPherson, 1973) 

have shown how viewing a performance by someone who is seen as an expert or simply 

looked to for guidance in a community can influence attitude and behavior. Hence, 

research began to display how viewers and media figures can share similar ideologies 

(Giles, 2002). 
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Within the realm of sports, parasocial interactions are regularly observed between 

professional sports figures and fans through the social media lens. Traditionally, interpersonal 

communication between athlete and fan was both limited and rare, being reduced to organized 

meet and greets and events. With the growth of social media, fans and athletes can connect 

instantly as “social media are inherently designed to facilitate human connections” (Sanderson, 

2011, p. 494). Rubin et al. (1985) identified four general motivations as to why fans may pursue 

interaction and relationships with a media figure and includes “seeking guidance from media 

personae, seeing media personalities as friends, imagining being part of a favorite program’s 

social world, and desiring to meet media performers” (pp. 156 – 157). Interestingly, these four 

broad relationship guidelines can be teamed up with fan motivations such as eustress, self-

esteem, entertainment, and especially group affiliation (Wann, 1995).  

In the early 1990s, sports communication research focused heavily on in-person fan 

communities and fan connectedness to one another. For instance, Wann (1994a) and Wann and 

Dolan (1994) observed the impact of team biases in that those who were increasingly identified 

with a team believed more strongly that their team would win more games, which subsequently 

increased self-esteem among fan groups. Through the progression of the Internet age, 

communities became gradually more engaged and intertwined especially through the growth of 

social media defined by Weinburg as “relating to the sharing of information, experiences and 

perspectives through  community-oriented websites” (2009, p. 1). Following this, Pegoraro 

(2010) identified Twitter as tool to peel back the layers of sports figures as a means to introduce 

their personalities beyond their identity as an athlete. Subsequently, information that was once 

esoteric including sports figure personal lives, personality traits, hobbies, and attitudes were now 

publicized voluntarily, via personal anecdotes, and professional journalism. This novel level of 
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visibility led to an important study on parasocial interaction and fan identity towards athletes 

conducted by Earnheardt and Haridakis (2009). This particular study looked to identify 

consistencies between those who maintain high levels of fandom, parasocial interactions, and 

fanship through athlete identification. It had been previously observed in the sports 

communication literature that the more entrenched and intense a fan is, the more likely they are 

to have high levels of fandom (community based connectedness), fanship (affinity towards a 

player or team), and increased media consumption (James et al., 2002; Reysen & Branscombe, 

2010; Wann, Dolan, McGeorge, & Allison, 1994; Wann, Dunham, Byrd, & Keenan, 2004). This 

study demonstrated that fandom and fanship towards an athlete is correlated with the strength of 

parasocial interaction. Fans noted higher scores for media consumption as well, and in 

conjunction the greater the consumption for sports, the more powerful the desire was for fans to 

be as close to the sport as possible, which includes becoming closer to the players, as a natural 

progression. 

It is critical to understand how a perceived “pseudo-friendship” impacts a fan because it 

can be foreseen how this fan identity would contribute or at a minimum be impacted in some 

form when meeting an athlete in a much more intimate manner; being face-to-face (Earnheardt & 

Haridakis, 2009, p. 28). This assists in the justification for this dissertation as a larger 

understanding of fan-athlete interpersonal communication can assist in professional building 

between athlete and organization towards the fan and also an increased understanding in how 

fans participate, perceive, and interpret social interactions with athletes, which can guide their 

future interests as fans including attitudes, and viewing and purchasing behaviors. 

Through parasocial interaction with a sports figure, fans can become attached to a player 

through relationship development based on a series of internalized needs and wants which can 
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include companionship (Rubin et al., 1985), and as a replacement for interpersonal interactions 

(Earnheardt & Haridakis, 2009). Additionally, sports fans are continuously seeking new and 

unfamiliar avenues to interact with their favorite sports team, which can be completed through 

traditional (e.g., reading about the athlete in news articles) and novel (e.g., new social media 

such as TikTok) methods, however the desire to be further indoctrinated into the daily activities 

of teams exist (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016; Su et al., 2020; Trail et al., 2000).  

Within the lens of fans closing the gap between themselves and the organization, fans 

desire to move closer to the individual sports figures they identify with as this presents increased 

gratification and association (Earnheardt & Haridakis, 2009; Robinson & Trail, 2005). In today’s 

modern, technology-superior culture, it is not uncommon for people to forego in-person 

interaction for mediated interaction, as mediated communication can create interpersonal 

dialogue with fans (Rosengren & Windahl, 1972). This interpersonal behavior and lead-taking 

from the sports figure can steer change in one’s fan identity, and this can in turn set the standard 

and expectation for an in-person engagement. Progressing, this dissertation will conceptually 

define fame and celebrity to create a foundation for what qualifies as a famous celebrity. The 

following section is valuable because it will clarify and expound on the impact that these 

privileged citizens have on the general public. 

The following hypotheses are offered in regard to parasocial interaction and fan identity. 

H1: After the interpersonal interaction, parasocial interaction will be positively correlated with 

fan identity. 

H2: After the interpersonal interaction, parasocial interaction will be positively correlated with 

fanship.  

H3: Communication valance (from negative to positive) will be related to parasocial interaction 
with the sports figure. 
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Fame and Celebrity 

 Along with the privilege of being identified as role models, sports figures are frequently 

identified as celebrities who enjoy the benefits of fame and public acknowledgement. Much 

research has been completed on athletes’ endorsement capabilities (review Bergkvist & Zhou, 

2016). In regard to parasocial interaction, research has identified that celebrity endorsement 

impact is dependent on the publics’ felt closeness to the celebrity and also the relationship 

between the product and the celebrity, as perceived by the public; for example an athlete 

promoting a health supplement makes more sense than promoting music equipment (Knoll & 

Matthes, 2017; McCracken, 1989). While fans may increase or decrease their perceived fan 

identity with the endorsement schedules an athlete may follow, it is important to define what is 

fame and what is celebrity. The larger purpose of this section is to further understand how fame 

and celebrity interact with each other as variables, and how they are defined within the literature. 

Following this, a brief discussion of how athletes fit into the role of fame and celebrity will be 

offered.  

 Fame and celebrity are continuously used interchangeably, and it is not uncommon to 

hear peers, friends, family, and those around you seamlessly transition from fame or famous and 

celebrity. The difficulty in operationalizing fame and celebrity could be in part to limited 

research on what is fame and celebrity (Rockwell & Giles, 2009), which could also be a response 

to internalized and felt subjectivity on what is fame and what is celebrity that the public exude. 

In other words, there is difficulty in defining fame and celebrity as the public and mass media 

regularly interchange and exchange each to then describe a vaulting range of fame and celebrity 

levels on a routine basis. Braudy’s (1997) book, The Frenzy of Renown: Fame & Its History 

places fame in a global ideology. While not explicitly defined, Braudy used historical figures 
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such as Alexander the Great, Charles Lindburgh, and past presidents to express fame as a trait 

that traversed and withstood time, and in many cases fame was reviewed as an expeditor to 

immortality. Thus, it could be seen that fame, in an essence, is beyond celebrity, but on the verge 

of legacy. 

In contrast to fame (or famous), celebrity was defined by Gamson (1994) as a modern 

phenomenon that is driven by traditional and new mass media such as television, newspaper, and 

social media, and also includes forms of expression such as cinema, music production, and other 

various forms of pop culture (Rockwell & Giles, 2009). Boorstin (1992), stated that a celebrity is 

“a person who is well known for his well-knownness” (p. 57). Additionally, there is a notion that 

celebrity is one who is known by many, knows few, and are objectified for their skill, talent, or 

in this case athleticism (Escalas & Bettman, 2017). Creating this distinction from fame is 

difficult, as someone can also be famous for their abilities, which causes an unintended blending 

of the two terms. Additionally, further intricacies lie when phrasing such as a “famous celebrity,” 

for example is used to define an individual. This can leave the message receiver, such as a mass 

audience or individual, unsure as to the character of the person being discussed. Rockwell and 

Giles (2009) assist in the differentiation of fame (or famous) versus celebrity with their definition 

of fame as “long-standing phenomenon largely derived from mass society, typically urban, in 

which individuals are glorified for their deeds” (p. 179). In this instance, there are two variables 

that contribute largely to fame that escape celebrity and this is long-standing and glorified for 

their deeds, whereas celebrity was someone who is simply well known by a mass audience. In 

colloquial communication, there does not seem to be harm in the tangling of these two terms, 

fame and celebrity, however in research there is a demand for clear definition and 

operationalization. Thus, moving forward, designation will be given to professional athletes, 
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sports figures, and select college athletes as celebrities due to their mass audience availability 

and visibility, however the designation for famous would be awarded to those athletes who live 

in the pantheon of sports greatness, for example Kobe Bryant and Michael Jordan. Perhaps 

sports, again, has shown their ability to lead in societal labeling and foreshadowing as they have 

clearly distinguished between fame and celebrity with a simple honor only achieved by a fraction 

of the total number of athletes to represent a professional sports team – The Hall of Fame.  

It is important to introduce a third attribute that can also be intertwined with fame and 

celebrity, which can also give way to the impact had by fame and celebrity - opinion leader 

capabilities. The concept of the opinion leader is rooted in early communication literature 

beginning with Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955) where interest in mass leading through the use of 

those who are expert or widely known (i.e., political and celebrity status) became a central focus 

in passing cultural structure, laws, and consumer products. A widely used definition provided by 

Rogers and Cartano (1962) theoretically defines opinion leaders as “individuals who exert an 

unequal amount of influence on the decisions of others” (p. 435). This references the idea that 

opinion leaders must synchronize with the product or statement or may face perception of being 

ingenuine or fake (Flynn, Goldsmith, & Eastman, 1996).  

Those who are considered opinion leaders may very well be celebrities and famous, 

hence their ability to be an opinion leader;  “Celebrities provide meaning to objects through 

product endorsement” (Escalas & Bettman, 2017, p. 299). Escalas and Bettman (2017) identify a 

well-known trait of sports figures is their capability to positively market consumer products. 

While this is not a new concept, as athletes and celebrities have been endorsing products for 

generations, it does display one of the many celebrity powers that is gleaned from their opinion 

leader status. Harvey (2017) states that opinion leaders have access to two large types of 
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persuasive powers due to celebrity status and include the ability to spotlight issues through media 

tactics (e.g., Kaepernick taking a knee to spotlight police brutality), and the ability to persuade 

mass audience to consider and potentially accept a position on a variety of topics from political 

to material consumerism (Guest & Cox, 2009). Burt (1999) views opinion leader abilities, such 

as the two mentioned previously, as social capital or value within the realm of community, 

communication, and public and societal behaviors.  

The order of which fame, celebrity, and opinion leader is affecting the other and which is 

being impacted is difficult to parse and in many academic instances, is largely based on the 

phrasing. Fame, for example, is regularly used as a noun with some examples from past studies 

including “Fame makes you extremely vulnerable” and “I was going to get there and I was going 

to get it done: the fame, the work, the TV station” (Rockwell & Giles, 2009,  pp. 188 - 189). 

Rockwell and Giles (2009) undertook a large qualitative endeavor to capture what fame meant to 

15 “well-known American celebrities” (p. 178) in which large categories of what fame creates 

are offered. This ability for fame to create feelings such as loneliness, anxiety, and immortality 

bring upon tangible benefits such as pedestals or privileges, describes the character of these 

American celebrities. Fame, through the eyes of these celebrities, is the end-goal; it is what 

people strive to obtain (Rockwell & Giles, 2009). Following this trail, it seems that celebrity 

status is gained first and this can be through the building of opinion leading over time, or through 

other traditional methods of achieving celebrity status (and potentially fame) such as being a 

gifted athlete, singer, actor, or television personality. It is interesting to reflect on how the 

general public use words such as fame and celebrity. A line heard between friend groups when 

one may make an appearance on the news is “You’re famous, you were on TV!” However, 

through the usage of traditional definitions, one would be closer to celebrity (i.e., known by 
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many and know few) versus famous (i.e., longstanding legacy, glorified for deeds). This example 

is offered to make us cognizant of the regular, everyday (mis)usage of this language dilemma, 

which is not static, as it appears that fame and celebrity both lie on a lawless continuum in which 

fame could be expressed through celebrity and vice versa. It is clear, that while formal 

definitions are available, fame and celebrity can be manipulated and interchanged while still 

maintaining their colloquial meanings and can withstand communication without losing meaning 

between message exchange. Through this, fame’s role, and also celebrity, in this dissertation is 

that of an independent variable as the level of fame and celebrity a sports figure has may largely 

impact the perceived meaningfulness of the engagement between the athlete and fan. Research in 

the past has not demonstrated how fans perceive fame as a definition, thus encouraging research 

questions to be asked in an effort to offer a generalized definition of fame, created in the public’s 

expectation through their own experiences. Through thin-slice judgement and fan identification, 

fans will recall their experience during the survey and consider what elements were important to 

them when judging the fame of the sports figures. The following section on rapport is used as a 

platform to further push the capabilities of thin-slicing. Rapport building, as described in the 

forthcoming section is something that is felt and used to gauge conversational elements including 

enjoyment and valence, thus it becomes a meaningful lens for this dissertation which is looking 

at the impact of a resulting athlete-to-fan interpersonal interaction. 

To further contribute to the field of sports communication, this dissertation will aim to 

offer future researchers with a qualitatively deduced description of elements that allude to and 

are directly used to define a famous sports figure. This research question is intended to guide 

future studies navigating the topic of fame and help, in-part, in the understanding of how fans 

conceptualize a famous sports figure. 
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RQ1: What will respondents constitute as making a sports figure “famous?” 
 
Rapport and Creating Meaningful Interactions 

 Rapport is a dynamic concept in which communication event participants feel a sense of 

interpersonal success, warmth, and growing closeness through internalized and explicit verbal 

and nonverbal behaviors (Tickle-Degnen & Rosenthal, 1990). Described as the outcome of an 

interpersonal communication event, rapport is not a human personality trait (Tickle-Degnen & 

Rosenthal, 1990), although those who have strong interpersonal traits such as high levels of 

nonverbal immediacy can create higher felt levels of rapport through posture, gaze, gesturing, 

touch, and implicit verbal cues (Mehrabian, 1968). Nonverbal immediacy is defined by Jones 

and Guerrero (2001) as a series of interrelated behaviors intentionally meant to increase the 

physical connection and perceived psychological closeness and warmth of an interaction 

(Andersen, 1999). Within an interpersonal interaction, participants can enact a number of 

nonverbal behaviors that expressively show that one is listening and willing to be available both 

cognitively and emotionally during the communication period (Andersen, 1999). Additionally, 

Wiener and Mehrabian (1968) determined that nonverbal immediacy can be used to express 

positive affect as well as one’s perceived liking for the other individual. An individual’s 

nonverbal immediacy towards another is motivated by their desire to be closer with that person, 

and in essence, immediacy, either towards or away, is a culmination of internalized feelings, 

liking, and positive affect towards another (Guerrero, 2017). This feeling of desire to be closer to 

an individual could be performed by a fan’s desire to be closer to a famous sports figure. 

Consistently reported forms of nonverbal immediacy include closing physical social distance, 

smiling, touch, and vocal expressiveness such as a positive tone and an upbeat cadence 

(Guerrero, 2017; Jones & Guerrero, 2001). Recently, communication scholars have utilized 
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nonverbal immediacy as a means of investigating the relationship between instructors and 

students in the classroom environment. While meta-analyses revealed that instructor clarity is 

largely the biggest predictor for student learning (see Titsworth et al., 2015), theoretically 

speaking intrinsic motivation is a psychological need that is curbed through interaction (Frymier 

et al., 2019). This is to say that nonverbal immediacy is an action that creates social vulnerability 

in that if one is giving nonverbal immediacy and the other is not, a feeling of cold 

communication may be felt and resulting feelings may be negative towards the unresponsive 

individual. The opposite may convey relationship strengths and feelings of positive rapport. In 

regard to this dissertation, feelings of nonverbal immediacy offered by both a sports figure and 

fan may lead to rapport building and conclude in a positive overall interaction, and thus a 

positive influence on fan identity. The alternative would indicate a negative interaction and 

potentially a negative influence on fan identity. In the upcoming section on rapport, this concept 

will be further discussed with the implications of such events impacting how one perceives and 

retrospectively interprets their interaction with a famous sports figure. 

The Nature of Rapport 

Due to the capricious nature of interpersonal communication including environment, 

individual attitudes and personalities, and context, rapport is a difficult variable to capture as it is 

the product of the communication event. However, while rapport is difficult to test, it is still a 

heavily judged, personal sentiment that individuals use to base future interactions on, and 

reflection of the interaction may guide future and current opinions of the other individual 

involved in the engagement. Accordingly, rapport then becomes a viable unit to examine and 

understand as those who feel strong to weak rapport during a face-to-face engagement with a 

sports figure, may continue to use that remembered feeling to navigate their own fan identity and 
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felt fanship towards that sports figure as a measure of their personae after the engagement. The 

following sections will briefly discuss rapport and its impact on face-to-face interactions.  

Rapport as an experience can be colloquially reported when people felt as if they 

“clicked” or felt strong interpersonal “chemistry” and connection to one another (Tickle-Degnen 

& Rosenthal, 1990, p. 286). Compared to a similar communication construct, credibility, rapport 

stands apart as a result of a communication event, whereas credibility plays a role in the pre-

cursor characteristics of an individual in a persuasive manner (Aronson et al., 1963). Credibility 

plays a role in communication message acceptance, which can lead to a variety of outcomes such 

as liking, similarity, and cognitive dissonance (Aronson et al., 1963; Yuan & Lou, 2020), 

however, the research is aimed to better understand how one feels (i.e., the connection had) after 

a communication event, which is better identified as rapport.  

Recently research on interpersonal synergies have demonstrated how interpersonal 

coordination is used by individuals to gauge levels of connectivity with one another, largely in 

part to the importance of felt alignment during a communication event (Riley et al., 2011). The 

modernized view of interpersonal synergy is an expansion on a foundational feature of rapport - 

reciprocation during interactions. Conceptually defined, reciprocity is a communication behavior 

in which individuals exchange mutually beneficial components, either tangible or intangible, 

during communication events (Gouldner, 1960). Additionally, reciprocity is considered to be 

morally obligatory and is the starting ground for a successful interpersonal event (Cotterell et al., 

1992). Further validating the importance of reciprocation, research has demonstrated that even 

when an individual had positive feelings towards another, that if the feeling was not reciprocated 

then rapport would not progress (Tickle-Degnen & Rosenthal, 1987, 1990).  
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Across cultures and ethnicities, reciprocity has been seen to be a ground-level mechanism 

for increased rapport building. Goodman-Delahunty and Howes (2016) deductively coded 

persuasion tactics utilized by law-enforcement agencies in Asian-Pacific regions during 

precarious scenarios, finding that one of the most prominent rapport building tactics used 

between criminals and law enforcement was reciprocity – a give-and-take during initial 

interviews. In a study of social influence conducted by Matsumoto and Hwang (2017) findings 

continued to support the importance of reciprocity, even those of varying ethnicities, that rapport 

increases which then leads to growing communication effectiveness. This idea of rapport, fueled 

by reciprocation is important within this dissertation because when determining impact of a face-

to-face encounter, especially through a recall process, what participants may remember are the 

elements of rapport, and not necessarily the term “rapport”.  

The sports figure’s behaviors, whether warm and embracing or cold and unidimensional 

may essentially navigate the experience. Under this mindset, it can be envisioned that rapport 

and previous parasocial interactions create a baseline expectation for the sports figure’s 

personality, and may in fact work with or against each other when the fan reflects on their 

engagement. Additionally, moments of reciprocation such as the athlete offering time, 

conversational energy and excitement, reciprocating proximity, and touch are all elements that 

would create a sense of developed rapport and in this sequence, a positively felt interaction that 

may very well likely boosted fanship towards the athlete and fan identity in accordance to felt 

association with the athlete. In order to utilize rapport in this manner, it is important to briefly 

cover what Tickle-Degnen and Rosenthal deem the “three essential components” of rapport: 

mutual attentiveness, positivity, and coordination (1990, p. 286), each of which will be outlined 

in the following section. 
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The Three Pillars of Rapport 

 When individuals engage in an initial interaction, there is an expectation to be pleasant 

and attentive to one another, as there are known beneficial social consequences of being viewed 

in a favorable light (Knapp et al., 2013). Furthermore, and connecting the necessity for 

reciprocity, Sprecher et al. (2013) found that individuals who met during an initial interaction 

were more liked when appropriate amounts of self-disclosure were applied in conversation as 

opposed to little or no self-disclosure. There is a level of over-disclosure that can spoil 

interactions; however, this level of information sharing does vary based on the individual. What 

can be gleaned from this study is the importance of some level of self-disclosure, as this provides 

social invitation to discuss and share experiences and moments. What is then seen is an increase 

in rapport, which leads to positive judgement of individuals, and for the purpose of this study and 

increase in potential fanship towards an athlete. Too little self-disclosure or none at all, a cold 

one-way conversation, can diminish the potential for liking and may set the tone for future 

interactions (Sprecher, 2014). It is important to recall that sports figures are most likely given 

additional social privileges that the general population would not be privy too, which could mean 

that the fan may still perceive the interaction as a positive moment, even if it wasn’t up to typical 

engagement standards. Two ideas stem from this; a) the fan does not realize that the conversation 

could have been even more meaningful and they were simply happy with the off-chance 

interaction, or b) the athlete was potentially given a benefit of the doubt (e.g., “they’re busy”; 

“they had a bad game yesterday”). The value of likability leads into the first component of 

rapport, mutual attentiveness. 

 As defined by Tickle-Degnen and Rosenthal (1990) mutual attentiveness creates a 

“focused and cohesive interaction” and is the first step in rapport building between individuals in 
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an initial interaction (p. 286). What makes the initial encounter difficult is that traditionally when 

strangers meet there is a sense of perceived awkwardness and potential for communication 

misunderstandings. To combat this sense of communication ambiguity, individuals reach back to 

culturally appropriate and stereotypical greeting and initial conversation behaviors (Altman & 

Taylor, 1973). The type of communication presented at primary meetings between non-romantic 

partners is regularly superficial, nonintimate, and usually focused on external attributes about the 

two individuals (Altman & Taylor, 1973; Duck, 1977). This purposefully keeps enough social 

distance, while still continuing the process of social penetration, which sets up interactants for 

the remainder of the engagement as well as future involvement.  

In the unique scenario of meeting a famous athlete without prior expectation or 

notification, the fan in this scenario, may be aware that future meet-ups have low probability, but 

may however wonder if they were remembered, memorable, or in today’s modern age potentially 

mentioned on a social media platform (e.g., athlete tweets a photo of the meet-up after both 

parties leave). Mutual attentiveness signals to conversational participants interest and can also 

clue participants in to the willingness of the other to continue the conversation (Tickle-Degnen & 

Rosenthal, 1990). In a study by Tschacher, Rees, and Ramseyer (2014) saw that nonverbal 

synchrony during events in which participants completed cooperative and competitive tasks that 

last five-minutes found that those who could remain in synch found more positive mutual 

enjoyment and liking, as opposed to those who could not find nonverbal mimicry. This continues 

to push the agenda of mutual attentiveness through the idea of being alert of the communication 

partner and explicitly reciprocating in a genuine, mutually beneficial fashion (Miles et al., 2009). 

In a related sense, early mutual attentiveness is almost a thin-slice moment offering participants 

the opportunity to make early judgements on the directionality of the engagement and person. 
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This conversational dance continues, and the outcome of the event is then dynamically judged as 

a success and positive or unsuccessful and negative.  

 The second pillar of rapport is labeled positivity and is simply presented by Tickle-

Degnen and Rosenthal (1990) as “mutual friendliness and caring” shared and felt between the 

conversationalists (p. 286). High levels of perceived positivity and high levels of mutual 

attentiveness seem to be a secret sauce in regard to successful rapport building. Here it is again 

prevalent to incorporate the importance of nonverbal immediacy as these positive nonverbal 

behaviors such as increased eye gaze, smiling, light and appropriate touch, and closing of 

appropriate proxemics along with a shared enjoyable conversation tend to guide this sense of 

positivity. Additionally, shared moments such as the jovial fan meeting his or her favorite athlete 

and the athlete expressing enjoyment in the interaction would include recognizable behaviors 

that would explicitly show mutual positivity. Furthermore, shared empathy and 

acknowledgement can increase this felt positivity as mutual liking reduces ambiguities, 

awkwardness, and increases the chances for a successful interpersonal moment (Sprecher et al., 

2013). Furthering the nuances of the interpersonal encounter, it is possible for one or both parties 

to use deceptive tactics, as it is probable that celebrities are not fully engaged in the moment at 

all times. What is important is that the performance during the engagement is believable enough 

for the other individual to be satisfied.  

 The final element noted by Tickle-Degnen and Rosenthal (1990) is coordination, as in 

social-conversational coordination, which they define as a level of harmonious balance and an 

interpersonal equilibrium where both participants feel low levels of social ambiguities, can 

predict the moves of others to a fairly accurate extent, and feel a level of comfort. This pillar of 

rapport, in regard to the current project, is slightly less impactful in that the communication 
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phenomenon being observed is primarily a one-off, unique event that may never occur again. 

Coordination between individuals takes time and repetition, and in many cases the fan will have, 

if they are lucky, a single opportunity to meet a famous sports figure. However, with this being 

stated, rapport is still a viable measure for interaction success as parties can still recall levels of 

mutual attentiveness (e.g., Paul ‘Biznasty’ Bissonnette was right there with me the whole time!) 

and positivity (e.g., Mia Hamm was so excited to meet a fan!).  

Tickle-Degnen and Rosenthal (1987, 1990) agree that initial engagements regularly 

include low levels of coordination as naturally, both parties are adjusting to each other. A 

thought emerges however, that if famous athletes routinely participate in one-off interactions 

with fans, do they have a schema, better said, a play-book for how to handle these brief 

interactions? If so, the athlete might be more attuned, coordinated, and prepared for these 

communication events. Regardless, it is with the two beginning elements, mutual attentiveness 

and positivity, that become critical to understand and observe when considering the impact, a 

famous athlete may have on a fan during brief interpersonal interactions. 

Thin-Slicing 

Unless one works in a major sports industry, they will have relatively few interactions 

with famous athletes in their lifetimes – this can then impact fans in two ways. First, due to the 

rarity of these interactions, engagement with a famous athlete will be held to a higher standard, 

and thus greater impact. Second, while an interaction may be short, the fan’s heightened level of 

interest in this engagement may result in surging sensitivity due to veracity of the moment 

(Grace et al., 1995; Remland, 2016). Beyond spoken word, one is capable of seeing the 

nonverbal elements that personalize, emphasize, and minimalize a spoken message (Frank et al., 

2012). This message enhancement can allow for keen insight into the thoughts and motives 
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behind what is verbally spoken. Thin-slicing is the ability to form impressions of others based on 

limited information and time (Ambady & Rosenthal, 1993). Impression creation and 

management is a functionality that humans are able to operationalize through gut feelings, 

schemas, and exposure (Kruglanski, 1989). Research across numerous studies and 

communication niches including education (Ambady & Rosenthal, 1993), sports (Furley & 

Schweizer, 2014; Furley et al., 2012), public speaking presentations (Cullen & Harte, 2017), and 

in film (Waller et al., 2013) have shown that humans are capable of three impression 

assumptions.  

The first assumption is that people can ascertain conclusive judgments about total 

strangers. The second assumption is that the judgements being passed are accurate in predicting 

self-reported traits of the person being observed. Lastly, the third assumption is that even with 

zero crossing interaction between the two parties, the judgements can be accurate based on high 

consensus of others and in self-confidence ratings (Kruglanski, 1989). While science cannot be 

conclusive as theoretically these elements can be challenged, there does seem to be repeated 

accuracy among humans and their internal compass when generating judgment on others, even 

with minimal information.  

Thin-slicing is a conceptual way of processing a minimal amount of behavioral 

information toward long-term and short-term predictive assumptions (Ambady et al., 2000; 

Furley, et al., 2012). Thin-slicing has been used heavily in sports communication and has 

demonstrated that participants can, make accurate judgements of the outcomes of professional 

sporting events (Furley & Schweizer, 2016; Furley et al., 2018). Jones et al. (2018) were able to 

see a correlation between facial appearance and agreeableness as well as extroversion and 
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introversion, and past research has shown that people even make political decisions based on 

facial appearance and expression (Little et al., 2007).  

In popular culture, Malcolm Gladwell (2006) discusses the research of Gottman, who is 

notable for determining relationship success (divorce or marriage continuation) with 95% 

confidence based on a thin-slice of roughly one hour of conversation with a couple (Gottman & 

Levenson, 2000). A critical ability of the thin-slicing concept harkens back to the predictive 

qualities of and assumption of accuracy through confirmation of third party sources. In Ambady 

and Rosenthal’s (1993) foundational manuscript on thin-slicing, participants were asked to 

review a silent, 30-second clip of college instructors and report teaching evaluations. The silent 

video clips displayed a graduate student teaching fellow engaging in lecture activity with the 

recorded teaching content coming from a teaching laboratory where graduate students can have 

themselves recorded and receive feedback. Their research showed statistically significant 

congruent assessments and judgement of the teacher whether the participant reported the 

evaluation after 30-seconds or after a full semester. Within the same study, Ambady and 

Rosenthal were also able to show that individuals were able to make accurate judgements under 

even more time restraints. Study 2 used teaching content from high school educators and was 

captured from teachers who were employed at a private high school during live teaching 

exercises. Again, judges found consistency in reviews of the high school teachers, but this time 

within a shorter viewing window of only six-second and 15-second videoclips.  

Applying this to the current research, it is then perceived that these snap-judgements of 

individuals can be completed by fans who are engaging with an athlete. In these roles, it is 

believed that athletes would be the spotlight of the interaction, thus it will be the fans making 

judgements of the athletes and not necessarily the opposite, for the purpose of this study. 
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Expressive behaviors such as the display of universal facial expressions (e.g., happiness, anger, 

contempt, and surprise) are capable of being compartmentalized by the message receiver’s 

schema and then evaluated quickly and accurately (Ambady & Rosenthal, 1992; Goffman, 

1979). This allows the fan to make a judgement on the authenticity and overall satisfaction (or 

dissatisfaction) of athlete based on their brief engagement.  

More recently, thin-slicing’s relationship to sports has been almost exclusively utilized 

during live games. Thin-slicing has been studied during soccer penalty kicks in attempts to 

determine the perceived striker and goalie confidence level by other soccer players (Furley et al., 

2012) and for fan perception of winning and trailing within sporting events (Furley & Schweizer, 

2016). These research attempts have yielded statistically significant findings that fans can make 

accurate and informed inferences using only a small snapshot of the on field events. In addition 

to sports and nonverbal communication, thin-slicing has been used to assess the perceptions of 

socioeconomic standing (Kraus & Keltner, 2009), relationships and divorce rates (Houser, 

Horan, & Furler, 2007; Mason et al., 2010), and job interviewing (Nguyen & Gatica-Perez, 

2015). Thin-slicing is the research equivalent of trying a slice of deli meat at your local grocer 

before purchasing the full pound; it is a teaser of what is to come, and making long-term and 

short-term impactful decisions requires the perceiver to use all available cues when providing 

judgement, including their pre-disposed fan identity.  

 Similar to other schema-driven theories, thin-slicing postulates that people utilize 

schemas when making decisions for efficiency reasons (Furley et al., 2012). The most efficient 

route a person can take while making these snap judgements is to use what is readily available--

nonverbal cues. Observing and making judgement based on nonverbal cues is a practice that 

people perform from an incredibly young age and used continually during “social interaction to 
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classify a person into a certain category or person schema” such as friendly (positive) or cold 

(negative) (Fiske & Taylor, 1991; Furley et al., 2012, p. 64; Roth et al., 2016). When people look 

onto others, meaning is generated, and relationships are created; this person is smiling, thus they 

could be enjoying this moment, due to past experiences where smiling equated to positive 

interactions.   

Humans create person-centered schemas through the perceived attributes of an individual 

and assign meaning to these specific attributes through exposure and experience (Furley et al., 

2012). Schemas are used in static and dynamic scenarios (Fiske & Taylor, 1991). Dynamically, 

for example, people are known to make assumptions about teams that wear black uniforms are 

more aggressive than white colored uniforms in sports. When shown teams that wore black 

jerseys and non-black jerseys, participants perceived that those organizations that wore black 

were more aggressive based off of two viewed football plays (Frank & Gilovich, 1988). 

Zebrowitz and Montepare (2005) observed the judgment of static headshots, as people perceived 

those with more babyface facial features as less competent than their more matured counter-parts 

during a study that focused on publicly elected officials - perceptions were accurate of the 

outcomes. These examples are used due to their research credibility; however, it should also be 

expressed that these schemas are also prevalent during interpersonal engagements as well. The 

intended point is to assert that people do in fact make snap judgements and build perceptions, 

however it is one’s social schema that allows for this processing to take place. As this 

dissertation progresses, it is important to attach the concept of thin-slicing to a group. Thin-

slicing as demonstrated in the provided literature review, is the action of creating judgement 

towards an individual during a brief interaction. An opportunity to utilize thin-slicing as a 

research tool, is to apply this judgement structure to fan perception of athletes during 
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interpersonal engagements. Therefore, the fan and fan identity will succeed this section to create 

an image of the individual who will be judging the thin-slice.  

Fan Identification Theory 

Fandom is defined as the fan community connection one feels (Reysen & Branscombe, 

2010) fanship is defined as the strength of the relationship one may feel toward a specific athlete 

(or team, league, sport entity, etc.) (Branscombe & Wann, 1991), and one’s fan identification 

becomes the culmination of fanship and fandom and how it is both implicitly felt and explicitly 

shared (Devlin et al., 2013). One’s fan identity can be both fragile and strong. Fan identity is 

built over time (Wann & Dolan, 1994), regularly sharing moments with friends and family, and 

displaying public affection for teams (Wann, 1994). Fan identity can be fragile however, and a 

clear example is no better said than an old adage: never meet your heroes.  

An individual’s fan identification is the foundation for how the judgement of the 

engagement with the athlete will be assessed. How a fan’s pre-disposed position on teams, and 

athletes are created through the fan identification and socialization process. Fan identity 

development can be reduced through the socialization process of causal audience, spectator, fan, 

and highly identified fan (James et al., 2002). Fans fall on a spectrum, and their positioning on 

this imagined plane determines the perceived level of impact a fan may have on a player (Wann, 

2006). Increased perceived fan identification levels can equate to increased media intake, 

monetary spending, and creation of perceived similarity between fan and athlete (Earnheardt & 

Haridakis, 2009; Wakefield & Sloan, 1995; Wann & Branscombe, 1993). Additionally, fans find 

themselves feeling closer to athletes who they see as more similar to their own personality traits 

(Theodorakis et al., 2012). What this summates to is a fan who is particular about who they cheer 

for and who they either dislike or feel apathetic towards (i.e., lack of interest towards a certain 
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player, not necessarily a dislike). When fans begin to embrace their fan identity, loyalty 

blossoms and the fan may find themselves in an even greater realm of perceived fanship, 

potentially even leaking into a parasocial relationship if the connection intensifies (Bauer et al., 

2008). Understanding how fan identity both evokes explicit consumer behaviors and emotional 

attachment bolsters the importance of better understanding what happens when fans meet a 

player during unexpected, in-person interactions.  

Fan identity is defined as “the extent to which a fan feels a psychological connection to a 

team and the team’s performances are viewed as self-relevant” (Wann, 2006, p. 332). Fan 

identification theory purports that the actions of a fan’s team, or in this instance, an athlete will 

impact the fan emotionally and interpersonally (Devlin et al., 2013). Socialization (Kenyon & 

McPherson, 1973) is the forming of one’s preferred identity through the assimilation of skills, 

knowledge, and values in order to perform as a member of a cultural or social group, such as 

one’s fandom – felt affinity towards a team or athlete community (Parry et al., 2014). Family and 

friends provide a staggering percentage of explained fan identity creation, however not far 

behind familial influence (specifically, a father figure) are the athletes themselves (Melnick & 

Wann, 2011). This can be due to athletes being the next closest thing to a tangible, and 

“possible” relationship. Athletes offer visible athletic skill, attractiveness, public appeal (i.e., 

community outreach), and the potential for two-way communication through asynchronous and 

synchronous social media platforms (Fink et al., 2009). However, what the fan is seeing majority 

of the time, are either polished performances through athlete led media production, 

organizational efforts to maximize positive behaviors and minimize negative behavior, 

performance on the field, or generally minimal information. If and when a spontaneous, in-

person interaction occurs, the ability for this type of censorship effort is removed, allowing the 
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fan to truly experience, either fortunately or unfortunately, an athletes authentic and genuine 

behaviors and attitudes. What becomes of this engagement, is where this research will contribute. 

As this dissertation literature review concludes, it is critical to discuss a featured, resulting 

component in the perceived success or failure of a communication event, fan identity shift. 

Communication events leave participants with a variety of thoughts and feelings, however, the 

strength of these felt concepts are largely based on how meaningful the event was to the 

individual. Thus, the following section will review previous literature on the fluid characteristic 

of fan identity. 

The following hypotheses look to further solidify and understand the capabilities of fan 

identification theory. 

H4: In regard to the sports figure met, fan identity and fanship will be positively related. 
 

Meaningfulness and Fan Identity Shift  

 Meaningfulness of an engagement between a fan and an athlete is predicted to be the 

most powerful independent variable that would impact a fan identity shift (i.e., the dependent 

variable). It seems that other independent variables can be combined into a variable called 

meaningfulness. Variables resulting in meaningfulness include length of the interaction (time: 

short, medium, long), expressed nonverbal and verbal messages, prior ideals, standards, or 

expectations (PSI), and general acceptance of the engagement (i.e., the athlete engaged with, the 

athlete disengaged from me [avoided conversation]). Looking from the other side of the 

conversation, conversely these should be interpersonal actions that athletes should be exposed to 

via a public or community relations team in an effort to produce positive interactions a majority 

of the time, as both return positive feedback in the form of support (financial and emotional) to 

the player and team.  
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 Fan identity shift in either a positive or negative direction from the starting point in which 

the individual began the conversation at, is the dependent variable within this dissertation; did 

the fan grow positively towards the player, team, or league or negatively diverge away from 

these entities? In the previous section on fan identity, the positive outcome of belonging to a 

sports fan group, team, and athlete were discussed and included, but not limited to, increased 

group affiliation, which can lead to family and friend socialization and connection, an increase in 

consumer behaviors, viewing of sporting events entertainment, stress reduction, aesthetic beauty 

of the game, and self-esteem (Chadborn et al., 2017; James et al., 2002; Phua, 2010; Reysen & 

Branscombe, 2010; Wann, 1995). Thus, with such strong community and social benefit amassed 

with the length of time and energy spent to create a fan identity, it could be difficult to drastically 

change, however at the same time when something very close to the individuals’ self falls short 

of expectation, a shift in identity may occur.  

 Identity in sum is composed of a series of self-relevant meanings, in which these 

meanings are then used as tools to create standards that support the felt identity (Burke, 2006).  

What individuals value as meaningful are then used as the “mediational responses” to an event 

that may push or pull at the involved identity be it occupational, familial, or sport related (Burke, 

2006, p. 81). In regard to identity meaning, standards are constructed within the meaning that 

allow for the individual to move about within the identity (i.e., a standard that is met or not met) 

(Burke & Reitzes, 1981). This indicates that the meanings that guide a larger identity are reliant 

on these standards, which can impact the group or individual identity such as a fan of a particular 

sport, team, and athlete. For example, after observing continuous pro-fan behaviors from a 

beloved athlete, the standard for any imagined interaction would be that this person would also 

be pro-fan in the interpersonal engagement. This standard then creates a meaning, which then 
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guides the fanship identity towards this athlete – however, if this standard is broken, then 

meaning, as an entity, must respond and identity shift may follow. To further this point, Burke 

described the identity shift process as a change in identity equates to a change in the meanings, 

which was set by the standards created (2006; Burke & Tully, 1977).  

Identity standards and identity meanings that create and maintain identities are dynamic 

and require self-regulation, which occurs when the identity is activated in a result to a stimulus 

(e.g., such as meeting an athlete) (Burke, 2006; Burke & Reitzes, 1981). It is known that 

achieving and then holding a fan identity results in fan behaviors such as purchasing behaviors, 

media consumption, and social behaviors. Additionally, as an individual develops and justifies 

their identity, the creation of standards become increasingly apparent as one begins to create 

judgement that can be passed towards others interpersonally, and intrapersonally towards one’s 

self (Burke & Harrod, 2005). In this moment, the behaviors around the individual begin to 

become scrutinized (e.g., an athlete who stops to talk or continues without interaction), and this 

is where meaningful interactions with athletes begins to crystalize, because as one’s identity 

matures, expectations mature parallelly. Emotional responses such as stress and anxiety or high 

levels of elation seem to manifest when identities are on the forefront of the engagement (Cast & 

Burke, 2002). Thus, putting the interaction, unbeknownst to the fan or the athlete, in a 

predicament where identities can be reinforced and solidified or weakened in a cognitive 

dissonance-like scenario. 

 Identity change has been observed to be slow and small (Burke, 2006), however a caveat 

should be included in that sports regularly maintain priority in many lives and can be seen as 

premier identity for individuals as sports does present identity that can traverse not just hobby-

level activities, but friends and family groups, occupations, financial decision making, and 
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parent-child communication. Thus, while identity change may be slow, it could also be 

immediately beneficial or damning. For example, Lundberg, Taniguchi, McCormick, and Tibbs 

(2011) observed how sports can help those with disabilities overcome stigmatization through the 

building of social groups and networks, experiencing moments where the fun of sports trumped 

individual look or ability, and feeling a sense of normalcy. For someone with a disability, sports 

may have offered an identity that was life changing, and harm to that identity could be 

devastating, and the opposite boost to that identity such as local recognition, or an increase in 

leagues, would just as readily expedite identity growth and appeal.  

Furthermore, it could be imagined how someone who beat a life-long struggle such as 

substance abuse, obesity, or tragic family events through the identity shared and felt towards an 

athlete can be incredibly impacted by their messages and behaviors during an engagement. Using 

a positive real life example, Carey Price, renowned goaltender for the Montreal Canadiens, was 

involved in the life of Anderson Whitehead and 11-year-old boy whose mother passed away 

from breast cancer. Immediately following a morning practice skate and as Price was leaving the 

ice he and Whitehead engaged in a moment that was full of tears, hugs, and encouraging words 

(Pickens, 2019). Whitehead then went on to be a guest of Price’s at NHL games and most 

notably received a full ovation at the NHL Awards ceremony in 2019. This moment caught on 

video swelled hearts and created fans from all over the NHL fan spectrum. Through an 

exceeding action that broke identity meaning standards, the behavior put fans in a position to 

grow more and those against the Canadiens a moment to relish and potentially ease their distaste 

for Price and the team. In sum, identity change can be the product of meaning disturbance, issues 

verifying and validating the identity, and multiple identities that are activated simultaneously, but 
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require intersecting meanings to surface (e.g., being a fan of Michael Jordan, but also being a fan 

of the Utah Jazz in the late 90s).  

 Identity change does not happen in a blink, and while the latter commentary may 

introduce doubts in one’s identity structure and resilience, it should be briefly discussed that 

changing one’s identity is also cumbersome and incredibly taxing socially and emotionally 

(Nason et al., 2017). Recall the sizeable incentives for maintaining group loyalty and identity to a 

team, these factors incentivize and in a sense push on an individual’s rationale for not removing 

themselves too quickly, again harkening back to the idea that identity change is slow and 

methodical. Removal from an identity could result in loss of social elements that one has worked 

to obtain, and one’s ability to be resilient and persevere during a time of identity threat could 

signal even stronger loyalty towards the community one belongs to in what seems like a quasi-

boomerang effect (Packer, 2008). For example, a story of a negative interaction with an athlete 

from one’s favorite team may open up a discussion with others in the fan community about their 

overall dislike for a player and could even result in additional personal engagements with said 

player, thus group comradery can increase.  

 Direct sports identity change is an area of research with a limited library (Carter, 2016), 

with articles that look to cover attitude change over the course of a fan’s life and how activities 

within the sports realm develop, change, and end. Identity change, as a pure characteristic of a 

fan, have been solemnly observed, and part of that difficulty could be due to the speed of identity 

change. However, it is worth challenging that a fan’s identity weakening because overtime the 

players they grew up with retired and the team failed to replace household names adequately is 

vastly different than a negatively meaningful personal, face-to-face interaction. Furthermore, a 

concept called “broken loop identity interruption” described by Carter (2016) in his 
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autoethnography, could also clue researchers in to identity discrepancies that one may have that 

could be a catalyst for identity change or shift (p. 7).  

Broken loop identity interruption can be described as an identity meaning change similar 

to how Burke (2006) described hurdles within meaning standards as Carter (2016) describes his 

feeling of void due to his lack of identity verification as his beloved Charlotte Hornets moved to 

a new geographical location across the country. As this dissertation progresses, it is important to 

realize that sports fan identity change is dynamic, and past research has not portrayed the direct 

impact of an interpersonal engagement between and athlete and a fan. Thus, it is critical to 

understand how fans portray these positive and negative engagements as research in this niche 

can contribute to the swath of identity literature, but more importantly contribute to the minimal 

identity research when concerning athlete-fan communication, in which a better understanding 

can benefit not only academicians, but also the fans and the athletes directly. 

The following research question is offered to observe how fans interpret a meaningful 

interaction with a famous sports figure.  

RQ2: What are elements of a meaningful interpersonal interaction with a sports figure? 

The following hypotheses and research questions aim to better understand how the 

valence of the interaction had with a famous sports figure impacted participant fanship and fan 

identity.  

H5: The valence of the interaction had with a sports figure will predict the direction of one’s 

fanship towards that sports figure. 

H6: The a) valence of the interpersonal experience, will be positively correlated with the b) 

individual’s sports fan identity (SSIS) and c) the perception of the FSF’s ingroup status. 
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H7: The meaningfulness of the face-to-face interactions with a famous sports figure will differ 

between fans with a) high, b) moderate, and c) low fan identities. 

H8: Meaningfulness of the face-to-face interaction with a famous sports figure will be positively 

correlated with amount of time spent. 

RQ3: How will perceived rapport levels experienced during the interaction with a sports figure 
relate to parasocial interaction? 
 

RQ4: How will perceived rapport levels experienced during the interaction with a sports figure 

relate to fanship? 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS 

 To accurately assess the aforementioned research questions and hypotheses, a multi-

layered survey incorporating both scale measures and open response questions was presented to 

sports fans across the United States. The survey measured the participants current fan identity, 

fanship, parasocial interaction, and the perceived rapport from their interaction. The survey then 

requested participants to share a personal face-to-face, spontaneous interaction with a famous 

sports figure. Following, the survey then prompted respondents to gauge their felt 

meaningfulness and valence of their experience. Together, this dissertation aims to offer insight 

into the impact that a face-to-face interaction with a sports figure has on an individual. With this 

objective, this research intends to fill in the research gap that is interpersonal athlete-to-fan 

interaction, offer insight in parasocial interaction phenomenon, and in the future, offer a 

foundation for athlete-centered communication research and sports communication through the 

interpersonal lens. 

Survey Recruitment 

 Survey recruitment occurred during the month of November and December of 2020 using 

a combination of Redditors, students from a large southeastern university, and paid respondents 

from Amazon Mechanical Turk via Cloud Research. The Reddit sample was obtained from the 
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following subreddits - r/hockey, r/basketball, r/NHL, r/SampleSize, r/NBA, r/NFL, and 

r/NFLFandom.  

Sourcing Reddit is a synergistic endeavor that contains subscribers who range in fan 

identity intensity from fans who are simple observers of sport to those who call sports life. There 

are weaknesses to utilizing Reddit including computer bots, incomplete surveys, internet trolls 

(i.e., those who look to intentionally disrupt an activity), and online gatekeepers. However, the 

strengths create a risk-reward scenario that can crystalize into a large number of free, completed 

surveys taken by sports fans who are excited to share their story and tell researchers about their 

best and worst experiences. Reddit subscribers are moderately diverse in biological sex, 

identified gender, age, identified race, and ethnicities. Many sports subreddits were asked for 

permission to post, however only the following agreed to share the survey - r/hockey, 

r/basketball, r/NHL, r/SampleSize, r/NBA, r/NFL, and r/NFLFandom. Each post included a 

recruitment statement and a link to the survey. Redditors contributed to 102 out of 540 total 

responses (18.89%).  

 Paid survey takers are not uncommon in social science research (Boas, Christenson, & 

Glick, 2020; Dillman, 2011). These survey takers come with many benefits, the largest being 

monetary incentivization, which results in high motivation to complete surveys promptly and 

completely. Using paid surveyors through sources such as Amazon MTurk via Cloud Research 

results in a diversity of demographics that help increase this research’s generalizability. Cloud 

research is a third party service that provides an additional level of survey competence as these 

individuals have been identified as reliable and trustworthy. Surveyors must have completed 

over 100 surveys as a member of Cloud Research and must have at least a 90% lifetime 

satisfaction score. A recent study by Boas et al. (2020) found that Qualtrics panels while 
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politically and demographically representative, observed Amazon MTurk providing researchers 

with inexpensive, quick, and attentive responses. In total, 424 of 540 (78.52%) completed 

surveys were obtained from Amazon Mechanical Turk and Cloud Research. 

 Additionally, a limited number of students (n = 14, 2.59%) contributed to the total 

surveys. This limited sample was taken from a large southeastern university from a single 200-

level and 300-level communication course. The survey was announced by the course professor 

along with the opportunity to earn extra credit. The researcher was not in attendance for the 

survey announcement and did not have any connection to the courses.  

In sum, a total of 540 surveys were collected; however, different analyses determined a 

slight variation in total surveys used in each of the three analyses. For example, not every 

participant recorded a usable meaningful interaction or definition for fame. Furthermore, 

additional participant attrition occurred between the open response and scale questions, thus the 

quantitative portion only uses 519 out of the 540 total surveys collected. The justification was to 

rigorously ensure that data included in either of the three analyses were complete and up to set 

standards. 

All quantitative analyses were completed using IBM SPSS Statistics software version 26, 

and a .05 alpha level was determined a priori to analyses to determine statistical significance. 

ANOVA testing was elected over t-test analyses for the post-hoc analysis of H3 and for H7 

because the ANOVA analysis provides a parallel statistical significance for mean differences, 

however, also includes additional insight into variance and model strength. Similarly, it was 

elected to conduct a regression analysis, over a Pearson correlation as there is perceived 

directionality and predictability within the respective variables associated with H5 and H8. All 

analyses, except for post-hoc procedures, were determined a priori.  
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Survey Design  

Following the initial informed consent and digital agreement to continue the survey, 

participants are prompted to complete open response questions that directly ask for their 

experience in meeting a famous sports figure. Participants were explicitly encouraged to take as 

much time as needed and offer as much detail possible. The first open-response question prompts 

the participant to tell their story of their athlete interaction and serves as an opportunity for the 

participant to recall, remember, and express their interpretation and actions of the engagement 

with the famous sports figure.  

Next, an open-response question is included within the survey to further operationalize 

how a participant defines fame. Included is an open-ended question regarding the participants 

expectations of the interaction. Additionally, the inclusion of two scales ranging from -5 to +5 

are offered in regard to valence (negative to positive) and meaningfulness of the interaction. 

Interpersonal meaningfulness does not inherently mean positive or negative, rather interpersonal 

meaningfulness is seen as a level of impact, which can be positive, negative, or neutral. 

Justification for including these two questions is to better understand the intensity of the 

impressions gleaned from their interactions. Additionally, the participant is asked to view a 

series of three scale questions that directly asks if this interaction had altered their fanship 

towards that person, their affiliated team, and affiliated sport on a 7-point Likert scale. 

The survey then ends by capturing current levels of the participants sports fan identity, 

fanship towards the FSF, and parasocial interaction towards the FSF, and felt rapport during the 

interaction using Likert-scale measurements. The sports spectator identification scale (SSIS) 

(Wann & Branscombe, 1993), the sports fandom questionnaire (Wann, 2002), similarity and 

attractiveness scale and their impact on fan identity (Fisher, 1998), and the parasocial interaction 
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scale which was originally produced by Rubin, Perse, and Powell (1985), adapted by Auter 

(1992) and then modified to fit this research looking at the impact of famous sports figures. Last 

the rapport scale is adapted from Anderson and Anderson (1962) and is reflective of an 

interaction had with a sports figure.  

To finish the survey, the participant answered a brief demographics section to capture 

age, identified race, biological sex, and identified gender and a validity check was provided at 

the end of surveys prompting respondents to confirm their completion by submitting a numerical 

code. A full survey is available for review in Appendix A.  

Coding 

 All open response survey questions were analyzed using the grounded theory process 

(Glaser & Strauss, 2017). Grounded theory is a qualitative method of coding that allows for large 

interpretation of the data received from participants. Grounded theory offers two critical features. 

First, codes are generated which are the direct product of the relationship between the data and 

categories built. The second feature is data that is mutable throughout the course of analysis due 

to the intake of new data (Lindlof & Taylor, 2017). Per grounded theory procedure, data is coded 

into as many categories as possible prior to a collapse of codes that seem to represent strong 

similarities (Glaser & Strauss, 2017; Lindlof & Taylor, 2017). An open coding method was used 

and data was coded line by line for text that can yield insight to the respective research questions. 

A codebook was created that describes the codes, offers examples, and provides categorical 

boundaries. The codebook for coding the definition of fame can be seen in Appendix B (Glaser 

& Strauss, 2017; Lindlof & Taylor, 2017). The primary investigator reviewed each full survey 

and open coded as many data points as possible in an unrestricted manner (Lindlof & Taylor, 

2017). A second coder engaged the codebook built by the primary investigator to code 10% of 
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all received data for how fame was defined by the participants. Intercoder reliability will be 

assessed through SPSS to ensure consistency and codebook validity.  

Analysis of the scale measures was completed using quantitative analyses through SPSS. 

Each of the presented scales uses an average system. This means for each measure, a participant 

is given an average score from their 1 to 7 scales that describes their fan identity, fanship, 

rapport, and parasocial interaction. Correlation, regression, and ANOVA analyses were 

conducted during the analysis. Additional descriptive statistics will be offered to describe the 

sample of this dissertation.  

Open-response survey analysis procedures are outlined in each of the two respective 

results sections. Additionally, sample demographics are offered in each of the three results 

sections for accuracy. This was done because the method of analysis varied slightly, based on the 

research question, sample size, and responses given by the participants. This organization offers 

readers detailed preparations for each analysis in relation to the hypotheses or research questions 

being examined. 

Analysis Plan 

Hypothesis or Research 
Question 

Variable Type Analysis (Quantitative or 
Qualitative) 

 
RQ1: What are elements of 
perceived FSF fame? 
 

Perceived elements of fame Grounded theory 

RQ2: What are elements of a 
meaningful interpersonal 
interaction with a sports 
figure? 
 

Perceived units of 
interpersonal interactions 
 

Grounded theory 

H1: After the interpersonal 
interaction, parasocial 
interaction will be positively 
correlated with fan identity 
(SSIS). 

Continuous IV: PSI 
 
Continuous DV: Fan Identity 

Pearson Correlation 
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H2: After the interpersonal 
interaction, parasocial 
interaction will be positively 
correlated with fanship. 
 

Continuous IV: PSI 
 
Continuous DV: Fanship 

Pearson Correlation 

H3: Communication valance 
(from negative to positive) 
will be related to parasocial 
interaction with the sports 
figure. 
 
 

Continuous IV: Positive 
Interaction 
 
Continuous DV: Parasocial 
Interaction 

Pearson Correlation 

POST-HOC RQ: Valence 
will be categorically grouped 
into negative and neutral, and 
positive (2 groups Neg-Neu 
and Pos). Will differences 
among valence groups exist 
with regard to parasocial 
interaction? 
 

Categorical IV: Valance 
groups (Neg./Neu., and Pos.) 
 
Continuous DV: Parasocial 
Interaction 
 

One-Way ANOVA (t-test) 

H4: In regard to the sports 
figure met, fan identity and 
fanship will be positively 
related (completed using the 
second Fan ID and Fanship 
scale at the end of the survey 
about the sports figure met) 
 

Continuous IV: Fanship 
 
Continuous IV: Fan Identity 
 

Pearson Correlation 
 

H5: The valence of the 
interaction had with a sports 
figure will predict the 
direction of one’s fanship 
towards that sports figure. 
(regression with the variables 
being a positive to negative 
score and fanship as the two 
continuous variables) 
 
 
 

Continuous IV: Valence of 
the interaction 
 
Continuous DV: Fanship 
 

Regression 
 
 
 
 
 

H6: The a) valence of the 
interpersonal experience, will 
be positively correlated with 
the b) individual’s sports fan 

Continuous IV: Valence of 
the interaction 
 
Continuous IV: Fan Identity 

Pearson Correlation 
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identity (SSIS) and c) the 
perception of the FSF’s 
ingroup status. 
 

 
Continuous IV: Perception of 
ingroup status 

H7: The meaningfulness of 
the face-to-face interactions 
with a famous sports figure 
will differ between fans with 
a) high, b) moderate, and c) 
low fan identities. 

Categorical IV: High, 
Moderate, and Low Fan 
Identities 
 
Continuous DV: Perceived 
meaningfulness 
 

One-Way ANOVA 

H8: Meaningfulness of the 
face-to-face interaction with a 
famous sports figure will be 
positively correlated with 
amount of time spent. 

Continuous DV: Perceived 
meaningfulness 
 
 
Continuous IV: Estimated 
time of face-to-face 
interaction 
 

Regression 
 
 

RQ3: How will perceived 
rapport levels experienced 
during the interaction with a 
sports figure relate to 
parasocial interaction? 
 

Continuous IV: Level of 
rapport 
 
Continuous IV: Parasocial 
levels 

Pearson Correlation 

RQ4: How will perceived 
rapport levels experienced 
during the interaction with a 
sports figure relate to 
fanship? 

Continuous IV: Level of 
rapport 
 
Continuous IV: Fanship 

Pearson Correlation 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 

Qualitative Results (RQ1) 

 This results section is dedicated to Research Question 1 (RQ1) and will be separated into 

two large sections. First, the grounded theory approach procedure will be examined including the 

processes and steps taken to complete the analysis. Second, the categories that emerged will be 

conveyed in order of frequency, with each category being paralleled with an accompanying 

definition and examples. Further elaboration of the categories including implications, theoretical 

associations, and contribution to the sports communication field will be expanded upon in the 

forthcoming discussion section.  

Grounded Theory Approach 

To adequately answer the research question – What makes a sports figure famous to you? 

– participants answered open response prompts to indicate elements that they may consider 

famous, or at least fame educing, and a grounded theory approach procedure was used to 

interpret the data (Glaser & Strauss, 2017). Out of the 542 total surveys completed, 531 

participants, 98% of the total dataset, indicated what they believe are qualities of fame for a 

sports figure. It is important to recall that generalizations within this study may only be 

applicable to those who are members of the sports profession and that elements of fame may 

differ depending on the profession. To begin the coding process all 531 responses were read line-
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by-line with only notes and memos being created to help guide my thought process. After the 

initial read, Phase I of coding began with a full elaboration of codes to exhaust all potential 

responses for what may indicate fame to level of theoretical saturation (Charmaz, 2006). This 

process yielded 1,044 non-unique codes; for example, the code “being a starter on a pro-team” 

appeared numerous times as indicated by multiple participants. This resulted in roughly 1.97 

codes, or elements of fame, per response.  

In Phase II, the 1,044 responses developed into a list, and logically organized into larger, 

more meaningful categories. At the end of Phase II, 17 larger categories emerged from the 1,044 

total elements reported by fans and included the following: (1) name recognition, (2) play a 

prominent role on team, (3) playing at the highest level, (4) famous within respective sport, (5) 

Marketability, (6) played in top college programs, (7) player ranks within sport, (8) good team, 

(9) being a member of pop culture/being culturally relevant, (10) being known in the team's 

home city, (11) community engagement, (12) regular media interactions, (13) pay/Salary, (14) 

career longevity, (15) player accomplishments, (16) role model, and (17) miscellaneous. 

Development continued through response sorting via one of the 17 categories to strengthen each 

category. This process occurs within qualitative research as a means of checking validity for 

each category (Charmaz, 2006; Lindlof & Taylor, 2017). The following steps included a 

dimensionalization of responses (Lindlof & Taylor) and axial coding (Saldaña, 2011). 

 Phase III organized the first-hand exemplars to develop a definition for each category, in 

a process described as dimensionalization. This process coupled with the process of axial coding, 

the final consolidation of categories, requires the researcher to integrate codes and categories to 

provide meaningful connections that provide contribution to communication in a theoretical 

manner. These two steps are completed simultaneously as definitions were developed, and 
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categories condensed further based on definitional similarities within participants’ responses. For 

example, the categories playing at the highest level and played in top college programs are 

conceptually similar as they indicate an elite status or pinnacle level in a playing career 

dependent on age and league accessibility. Additionally, participants combined elements of fame 

together in their responses, for example participant #123 states the following, “To me, anyone 

able to make a huge impact at the major college level (Division 1) and/or play professionally.” 

The resulting axial coding process produced 10 final categories; (1) name recognition and 

general recognizability, (2) playing at the highest level of professional or college, (3) 

contribution and legacy to sports, (4) marketability, (5) FSF’s individual skills, accolades and 

accomplishments, (6) team association and affiliation, (7) community engagement, (8) media 

(social and traditional), (9) role model and pro-social characteristics, and (10) miscellaneous. 

 Phase IV included the development of a codebook and a total recode of the entire dataset. 

The completion of the full recode yielded the following descriptive statistics - within the 531 

total responses, 862 individual codes emerged for an average of 1.62 (SD = 0.75) elements of 

fame per participant response. At this time, a second coder was introduced to the codebook. A 

total of three hours were spent reviewing the codebook, supervising practice, and having the 

second coder review 10% (54) of the responses. The second coder viewed randomly selected 

responses generated using a random number generator from Google.com. The coder was 

instructed to code all 54 responses with the codebook independently and to indicate any 

questions or concerns they may have experienced. Based on the manner in which this research 

question was asked to participants, it was not possible to separate elements within each response 

as some responses utilized as many as five elements of fame within a single sentence. Thus, it 

was expressed to the coder how many individual codes a response should have, however the 
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designated codes remained undisclosed to the second coder. A Cohen’s kappa analysis was 

completed using SPSS and found intercoder reliability at .937, signifying a high level of 

agreement. A full codebook is available in Appendix B. 

 Frequency of the categories was counted to offer additional granularity. To achieve this, 

Microsoft Excel was used to organize all the of 862 individually coded elements of fame and 

counted how much they appeared in the dataset now having intercoder reliability. The following 

section will outline each category, the definition and parameters, and offer the frequency of 

appearance within the dataset. Categories will be discussed in order of frequency, with the 

interpretation being that those that appeared more frequently have superior salience when 

considering how fans identify and recognize fame within sports. 

Categories 

 Category prominence guidelines offer additional category organization and are broken 

into the following three levels - primary, major, and secondary categories. Primary categories 

range from 10% of the dataset and larger. Major categories appeared from 9.9% to 5% of the 

time. Secondary categories include those frequencies less than 5%. The most frequently cited 

element is Famous sports figure’s individual skill, accolades and accomplishments (herein FSF 

skill) with 29.002% or 250 appearances within the entire dataset. Conceptually defined, FSF skill 

is described as indications of the FSF’s athletic abilities, skills, accomplishments, draft level, 

general career success and longevity, and the reception of individual awards or athletic 

recognition and championships. This category conceptually captures on-field, -ice, or -court 

behaviors and recognition for the FSF’s personal athletic performance. The following examples 

provide guidance to the creation of the category; “Widely considered to be the greatest 

goaltender to never have played in the NHL and one of the greatest goaltenders to have played 
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period [sic] in his era;” “He is an MLB hall-of-famer;” and “Having [sic] accomplished 

something like winning an Olympic medal.” An important distinction from this category and a 

forthcoming category titled team association and affiliation is that individual FSFs maintained 

sole focus versus team association, in which fans believed sports figures may achieve fame 

through a team that is well known, such as a depth player on a Super Bowl team. 

 The second most frequent category is name recognition and general recognizability and 

appeared a total of 203 times (23.55%) out of the 862 total codes. This category exists to capture 

statements of general recognition stated by participants. For example, stating “I know them [sic]” 

without any additional context provides an idea that they are recognizable; however, without 

additional context and detail, responses such as the latter express that being famous may be 

related in some capacity to just being known in society. Additional responses did offer more 

detail, however the breadth of which a player is known by the general public was underlying 

conceptual definition of this category.  

Taken from the codebook, this category was defined as fan awareness of the FSF within 

sports communities, larger sports fan networks, and also non-sports fans. This category also 

included recognition of FSFs based on geographical location and largely aimed at baseline 

recognition of the FSF without other variables such as skill, community service, or team 

affiliation. Examples of this category include the following; “If they are a person that would be 

readily recognized by others;” “Of [sic] they are recognized easily in public in (non-uniform) 

clothing;” “You can mention their name to other fans of the sport and they will know who that 

person is;” and “If your average non-sports fan would likely know who they are.”  

 The third most documented element of fame within the dataset is role model and pro-

social qualities. This category appeared 92 times or 10.67% and is conceptually defined as 
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responses that indicate fame being related to those who consider FSFs role models and 

inspirations. Additionally, this category was used to denote responses that focused on FSF 

character traits that were viewed as pro-social and may potentially contribute to the idolization of 

the FSF including being a leader, humility, work ethic, and general comments about the FSFs’ 

personality that resonated with fans. Examples of this category include, “I admire the sports 

figures with [sic] how hard they work;” “I seen [sic] his journey and the way he has love for [sic] 

Pakistan cricket team, I became his fan;” “If they are a positive role model;” “Someone that is a 

role model, a positive influence and a strong character;” and “his life story is very compelling to 

us a [sic] kids, a real role model.” Implementation of this category is intended to capture 

individual attributes, and qualities such as direct fan interaction and community engagement is  

reviewed within the category titled community and fan centered engagements. 

 The following categories are considered major categories based on their frequency (9.9% 

to 5%) within the dataset. The fourth most frequent response offered by the participants is social 

and traditional media with a total of 77 codes or 8.93% of the dataset. This category is 

conceptually defined via fame related to traditional and social media appearances and general 

media accessibility. Importantly, this category does not include discussion about social media 

following counts. This distinction was implemented because a vast majority of the responses 

within this category focused solely on television appearances and emphasis on the FSF being in 

the news media related to their professional actions. To further this decision, the following 

examples are offered to increase clarity –  “You can watch them on TV;” “[FSF] is broadcasted 

that [sic] I can watch and follow stats…;” “They play on a nationally televised sport like 

football, baseball, tennis, etc.;” and “How much they are publicized in the media. [sic] (Example: 

someone who is putting up great statistics at a small D1 school isn’t getting a lot of attention = 
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not famous)”. Fans within this study sought a difference in media attention and having a 

following on social media, which will be captured within the category titled marketability and 

pop culture. 

 The fifth most frequent category is playing at the highest level (professional or college 

NCAA) with 75 occurrences, covering 8.7% of the dataset. This category’s conceptual definition 

is straight forward; responses will indicate that FSF fame is centered around participation at the 

highest level – either professional, collegiate NCAA, or for a national team. Participant 

responses from this category include; “Plays professionally at the top level (NHL, NFL, NBA);” 

“Plays in a top league;” “I follow hockey quite closely so basically any figure who makes it to 

the big leagues;” and “To me, anyone able to make a huge impact at the major college level 

(Division 1) and/or play professionally.” 

 After this category, the sixth most frequent category is marketability and pop culture with 

49 codes, covering 5.68% of total responses. This category was conceptually defined as 

marketable features such as a “cool” factor and more tangible elements such as promotions and 

endorsements, wealth, social media fan bases, and involvement in movies, television shows (i.e., 

character roles), or commercials. A standout example of this category was provided by 

participant #4 who stated the following:  

They have to have some sort of novelty or factor besides being a professional athlete. 

They need some coolness to them. Even someone like Jeremy Lin is very famous because 

of that Linsanity stretch. Just a regular basketball player isn't all that special or make [sic] 

them famous to me. (Participant #4) 

Additional examples of this category include the following responses – “His face was plastered 

all over promotional material;” “Being a part of the general zeitgeist;” and “Substantial social 
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media following, 3rd party sponsorships…” This category found its independence from others 

such as general recognition and media when participants directly spoke to sponsorships, wealth-

centered fame, direct following of their lives, and marketable features such as the Jeremy Lin 

comment above – the FSF became known for something that may go beyond athletic 

performance. 

 When considering the salience and impact of categories, categories that failed to reach 

5% of the total dataset are considered secondary categories. The seventh most discussed element 

of fame is team association and affiliation, appearing 41 times (4.76%). This was the only 

category, not including the miscellaneous category, that argued that fame was not necessarily the 

result of the FSF, rather the FSF benefited from the team’s familiarity or status. Conceptually 

defined, this category indicates that the FSF fame may be the product of the team-based 

accomplishments, being a player, coach, or affiliate on a well-known team or a member of a  

participant’s favorite or local team. Evidence includes, “He was the starting goaltender for the 

1980 Russian team for the miracle on ice;” “Especially being a player on a team that would 

eventually win a championship that year, like [FSF] and the [team] did;” “As someone who 

follows sports almost religiously, as long as they are or were part of the team, that’s famous 

enough for me;” “…a player from one of the teams I follow;” and “I grew up watching him play 

basketball on my favorite sports team”. Here identity tends to be stronger towards the team, than 

the FSF indicating a level of team loyalty, fanship, and fandom. 

 The eighth most coded category within the data set is community and fan engagements 

totaling 33 occurrences (3.83%). Comparatively to the role model and pro-social qualities 

category, this category highlights direct FSF-to-community, and FSF-to-fan behaviors. 

Community and fan engagements is defined in the codebook as community service and 
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engagement, and behaviors directly geared toward community actions and fan involvement. 

Examples from the data include –  “the [sic] charitable work he has done in impoverished 

neighborhoods;” “respecting their fans who make them famous;” “Kindness to fans is another 

important component;” “His/her ability to communicate with their fans;” “what kind of person 

he is when interacting with the public and his fans;” and “He started off on my local college team 

and now is making it big on the [team] team and doing good for his community and for charities 

as well.” 

 The ninth most referenced category among the entire dataset is contribution to sports and 

legacy and appeared 27 times (3.13%). This category is conceptually different from accolades 

and accomplishments when as participants focused attention on the importance of lasting impacts 

on sports at the team, organization, or league level. Additionally, some responses are community 

based, detached from sports. For example, participant #390 states the following: 

“The hospital where my mom would go for her treatments has a whole floor dedicated to 

him. He is still being represented by his two children at sporting events. He lives on and 

his legacy means a lot [sic] to the people of [city].” 

It is clear through this example that this category is more than a FSF’s athletic abilities, pop 

culture, or general recognizability. Conceptually defined, this category is described as responses 

indicating that a legacy was left past that FSF’s career or life. Additionally, participants may 

have noted comments about contribution to sports or that the FSFs name is synonymous with a 

team or league. This category highlights responses that focus on dedication and passion for the 

sport on a global level. The following examples are offered to provide additional evidence for 

this categories autonomy – “The impact on the sport the figure makes;” “Someone that is still 

remembered to this day;” “When it comes to being famous, that means they’ve done something 
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meaningful whether it relates to the sport or something not related to the sport;” and “He brought 

excitement and fun back to the [city]…” While some responses may be related in some form to 

the FSF’s abilities or championships won, those features were not mentioned within the 

responses for this category, rather they remained broad and focused on what the FSF left in their 

wake. 

 Last, a miscellaneous category is offered to retain any responses that were coherent 

thoughts, but did not necessarily fit into a category unless additional outside assumption was 

forced. Responses such as “I like tennis, [sic]” “I’ve seen him coach and participate in games 

from the sideline frequently,” and “They cannot be a political activist [sic] I pay to watch sports 

not be preached to” offer general ideas of miscellaneous commentary, that may not fit into the 

spectrum of the previous categories offered. 

Qualitative Results (RQ2) 

 Research Question 2 (RQ2) asked what are elements of a meaningful interpersonal 

interaction with a sports figure? To answer this exploratory question, participants answered two 

open response prompts. The first prompt stated, “Please describe in detail one meaningful, and 

unexpected face-to-face interaction with a famous sports figure” and the second prompt asked 

participants to “Please justify why this interaction was positive or negative.” To adequately 

answer this research question the two responses combined into one long response, analyzed 

using a grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 2017). 

Grounded Theory Approach Process  

In sum, 540 total responses were gathered from Amazon Mechanical Turk and Cloud 

research (424), Reddit (102), and students (14) at a large southeastern university. Responses that 

were blank or provided evidence of participant misbehaviors such as incomplete, incoherent, or 
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incorrect statements were removed from the data pool. An example of an incoherent response 

was provided by Participant #249 who stated “face to face interaction to the good study” when 

prompted to recall an interaction with a FSF. An example of an incorrect response that was 

removed from the data pool was from Participant #261 who offered the following response; 

however, they did not focus their statement on an individual famous sports figure and singular 

experience: 

During my early 20s I was fortunate to work at a well-known restaurant in Chicago for 

about four years. During this time I met a number of celebrities and athletes. Local sports 

stars would come in regularly. Less regularly we would have big entertainers come in. I 

always maintained a cool and professional attitude, but some people are so well known 

that it’s difficult to not feel some butterflies. In my experience these highly recognizable 

people were nice and engaging, especially if the person interacting with them was not 

making a big deal of the situation. Most famous people are used to the extra attention, but 

they seem to genuinely appreciate being treated respectfully like anyone else would. 

(Participant #261) 

An example of an incomplete response may look similar to the response offered by Participant 

#259, who responded with simply “motivation”. While the examples provided may indicate 

concern for computer bots, it instead provides a standard for removal during the data cleaning 

process.  

 Last, 17 responses were dismissed from the sample (14 from Reddit and 3 from 

MTurk/Cloud Research) leaving a total of 523 surveys. 50,383 total words constituted over 91 

single-spaced pages of total response answers from the 523 participants. To begin the grounded 
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theory process, each response was read line-by-line, creating field notes that incorporated larger 

concepts and various smaller ideas in preparation for the first initial code process.  

Phase I of the initial, line-by-line coding process took roughly 15 hours between reading, 

notetaking, and deciding on the level of potential theoretical yield these micro-concepts may 

offer. In sum, 100 small subcategories were extracted from the 523 responses.  

 Part of the difficulty during the initial coding process is the determination to reach a level 

of saturation where additional data no longer reveals novel information from participants that 

may potentially extend the findings (Charmaz, 2006). This line-by-line initial coding was done 

continuously, and is the premier method of analyzing data using the grounded theory approach.  

 During Phase II of the grounded theory approach, the 100 initial subcategories are 

organized and collapsed with the goal of creating rich categories making conceptual and 

theoretical sense. For example, during the Phase I coding process, comments such as the famous 

sports figure (FSF) was “nice” and “friendly” were coded as two separate subcategories as the 

participant presented these two characteristics as unique entities. For example, Participant #114 

states: 

I got to meet [FSF] after practice was over and he was leaving. I joked with him that the 

only reason I was a [team] fan was because they were originally a [city] team and that I'm 

from [city]. He laughed and joked back that he better do well so he didn't disappoint his 

[city and team] fans. Really nice and friendly guy. (Participant #114) 

However, upon review of these subcategories about communication quality such as “nice,” 

“friendly,” and “FSF was cordial,” it became clear that these can be reduced to a larger, 

theoretical category. To conclude the activities of Phase II, the data morphed from 100 

subcategories, to 14 larger, exclusive categories and include – (1) Time, (2) Memento, (3)  
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Nonverbal behaviors, (4) I’m a fan, (5)  Down to Earth, (6) Got what they wanted, (7) 

Expectation change, (8) Surrealism, (9) Friendly, (10) Role model, (11) FSF acted 

inappropriate, (12)  Disappointing interaction, (13) Shared a joke, and (14) Mutual 

appreciation.  

 In Phase III participant response organization was completed to support the new 14 

created categories (Charmaz, 2006; Lindlof & Taylor, 2017). The process dictates that by readily 

engaging in the data and categories (i.e., a constant-comparative method), there is dynamic 

amending process that acts as a validity check to ensure that categories being offered are tied to 

the participant responses directly. During Phase III, specific quotes as evidence were positioned 

directly from the survey responses to the categories to begin the rebuild of categories and to 

determine if additional collapsing is necessary. In total, 179 direct quotes were employed from 

the data pool to provide foundation and strength in the form of rich, first hand text exemplars to 

help develop the categorical meanings. This began the dimensionalization process that identifies 

properties of the now construct categories, which can be used to define and guide the narrative of 

this RQ2 (Lindlof & Taylor).  

 In Phase IV, axial coding, also labeled the integration stage, was used to complete the 

consolidation of categories now using the 179 exemplars pulled from the data during phase III. 

As described by Glaser and Strauss (2017) and Lindlof and Taylor (2017), this process creates 

purposeful connections between the categories in the following ways – causal conditions, 

context, interactional strategies, and consequences of the strategies. The global objective is to 

stretch ideas and concepts as far as possible and then rejoin them in a theoretically beneficial 

manner that contributes to the larger question and communication phenomenon. During this axial 

coding process, a final consolidation was completed and category names were developed to be 
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meaningful and unique to this study. Thus, the following seven categories became the findings of 

RQ2 which asked about meaningful interaction elements between FSFs and a fan; (1) Memento, 

(2) Nonverbal Behaviors, (3) Surrealism, (4) Authenticity, (5) Affability, (6) Aspiration, and (7) 

FSF Disappointment. The forthcoming findings section will navigate and express how these 

categories operate exclusively from each other using participant responses as evidence along 

with theoretical support to promote these observations. 

Findings 

 The present section offers further insight into each of the seven delineated classifications: 

(1) Memento, (2) Nonverbal Behaviors, (3) Surrealism, (4) Authenticity, (5) Affability, (6) 

Aspiration, and (7) FSF Disappointment. Due to the strict interpretive nature of this specific 

analysis, the discussion of the categories is based on the order in which the categories were 

coded. A Memento was the first element coded within this dataset that presented reason for a 

meaningful interaction, and FSF Disappointment was coded last within the responses offered. 

 I have a pen: Theme 1 - Memento 

 When it comes to having a special interaction, such as the ones had by fans and FSFs 

there may be a determination to walk away with a tangible object that in a sense solidifies the 

unique and memorable moment. The category of Memento inhabits this construct of holding 

precious memories vicariously through tangible goods such as photos, autographs, and 

memorabilia. This category’s intense level of meaning to fans is broken into multiple subsections 

based on concepts generated from participant responses and include maximizing the enjoyment 

of an uncommon scenario, retelling a memory and storytelling, and the feeling of personal 

acknowledgement. The goal for this section is to develop the findings into theoretical arguments 

for this category’s exclusive nature, as different from the other categories. It was difficult to 
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decide to not consolidate Memento with Nonverbal Behaviors, however receiving a physical 

token from this serendipitous interaction had deeper and unique meaning warranting a separation 

from the other components of nonverbal communication, specifically an artifact. For example, 

Participant #256 states:  

I was in a youth hockey league, and the great [FSF] came into the building, to meet us 

boys and our coaches. He shook my hand and wished me well playing hockey, then he 

signed a photograph of himself with a note to me personally which I still have. 

(Participant #256) 

What can be observed is that the autograph became a keepsake that returned in the form of a 

story element expressed in this response. This behavior is noted by psychologist Don Norman 

(2003) in which he describes mementos as keepsakes that play a role in evoking memories, 

stories, and informal and formal associations and relationships. What makes the memento unique 

is that items being discussed by participants can exist on their own without human initiation. For 

example, a photo can live on for generations and become a keepsake for family lineage and 

storytelling, and the persons involved may or may not be around to discuss the context, however, 

those viewing the imagery can discern environments and emotions through their own 

interpretation. Similarly, autographs and autographed items provide a level of tangible realism 

that go beyond a human recreation, that people may reflect on without assistance. The following 

example demonstrates a flashbulb memory where the autograph became the center of the story:  

Everyone flocked to him as he moved swiftly across the floor. Myself included. 

Somebody was holding up their program for his autograph. He asked if they had a pen. A 

pen. "I have a pen!" I said. He was so tall. So I held it up. [FSF] asked if I had something 

to write on. All I had was a tiny, 2x2 piece of paper so I gave that too [sic] him. He 
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signed his name and gave the paper and pen back to me and disappeared through the 

other door, never missing a step. I was excited beyond belief. I still have that little piece 

of paper with his autograph in my high school photo album. (Participant #234) 

The interpretation of this response shows the gravity of the success when receiving the 

autograph-- so much so, that if the autograph was not successfully obtained, the interaction may 

not have been viewed as a positive encounter or nearly as memorable.  

 A theme that emerged within the Memento category was the ability for participants to 

maximize the enjoyment of the uncommon scenario. Essentially, being observed in the response 

was that the action of receiving and active seeking of an autograph, photo, or trinket fulfilled the 

interaction to its perceived potential. For example, Participant #144 mentions that the 

engagement was positive because of their autograph attainment success - "The interaction was 

positive because he stopped to talk when it was late after a game and could have easily dismissed 

a fan looking for an autograph." In this moment, the interpretation is that the interaction could 

have become less affirmative as quickly as the engagement became positive, and it was because 

the autograph request was not rejected that this scenario seemed to approach a maximum level of 

fan enjoyment, as opposed to disappointment. Another example from Participant #17 displays 

similar urgency to approach the FSF when they stated "I was 12, grabbed whatever paper I could 

find, and just went up to him and asked for an autograph. He was super cool about it. I still have 

that autograph framed." In that moment, it became an opportunity to receive a sought-after 

keepsake and the explicit urgency noted by this participant offers perspective of this fleeting 

moment. 

 A second argument for the meaningfulness of receiving a memento during a spontaneous 

interaction with a FSF is the opportunity to capture a memory and subsequently retelling the 
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story to friends and family. Storytelling is a dynamic human action that can be used to enhance 

marketing and business narratives (Barker & Gower, 2010), help patients who are experiencing 

health-related issues (Haigh & Hardy, 2011), develop lines of communication between diverse 

demographics (Barker & Gower), and pass down family narratives (Polletta et al., 2011) to list a 

few related benefits. Storytelling is a distinctive, generational tradition used by humans as a 

method of disseminating information in a familiar context that allows for the story teller and the 

recipient an opportunity to assess cultural importance and value (Cragan & Shields, 1999). 

Expressed by Soin and Scheytt (2006) stories offer an experience “to make sense of what we are, 

where we came from, and what we want to be” (p. 55). To push the idea of Mementos as 

accessory to storytelling, Participant #133 shares a moment in their childhood about meeting a 

FSF with their father: 

My father was not a shy person.  he [sic] (with me) walked over to [FSF]. we [sic] 

explained pleasantries and my father mentioned that it would be hard for [FSF] to sign an 

autograph due to his broken arm which was the arm he used to sign.  this [sic] did not 

stop my father who suggested that [FSF] make an "X" on a piece of paper we had.  [FSF], 

smiling and pleasant throughout, signed a large "X" and my father, over it, wrote "[FSF]'s 

X."  this [sic] was about half a century ago and i'll [sic] never forget it. (Participant #133) 

This shared moment contains multiple pieces of evidence for the importance of storytelling 

including a voluntary timestamp – “half a century ago” – and an interpretation of how this person 

would tell this story to their own family and friends with such vivid detail including this person’s 

father writing “FSF’s X” and the broken arm suffered by the sports figure. The comment at the 

end – “I’ll never forget it.” – sings true to the meaning of storytelling and carries sentimental 

weight. Commentary is offered from Participant #109 who explicitly states that they literally 
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have a story to tell, “[FSF] was kind, didn't appear put out by my request for an autograph, and 

raised my memories for that sporting event. I have a cool piece of memorabilia now and a great 

story to tell others.” A key insight of this comment, and a testament to the Memento category, is 

the statement – “and raised my memories for that sporting event.” In this example, a direct 

consequence of the autograph was a heightened memory experience, and the keepsake received 

may become a catalyst for memory recall of that entire event and initiation of a shared story in 

the future (Nunes et al., 2008).  

The Memento category highlights a third interpretation: personal acknowledgement. It is 

important to recall that the actors involved in this communication dynamic are a fan and a 

famous sports figure. One of these actors may be wealthy and well-known, travel the country, 

and be presented on a variety of media platforms (Escalas & Bettman, 2017) and the other may 

live what is imagined as a stereotypical adult or child experience. This is not to say that one is 

better than the other, rather the research is focused on an interpersonal socio-cultural clash.  

Referenced previously, there is a level of perceived separation between those who are 

famous and those who are not famous and how those who are not famous feel motivated by their 

own intrigue and desire to become closer to these figures be it through a level of parasocial 

interaction or pseudo-friendship (Earnheardt & Haridakis, 2009). Part of this perceived distance-

reduction can be completed through acknowledgement, which may be better defined by scholars 

who research appreciation. As defined by Adler (2002), appreciation is the acknowledgment of 

meaning and value in a tangible or intangible entity, ranging from events, objects, people, 

behaviors, and ideals (Adler & Fagley, 2005). Thus, what may be ascertained is that the behavior 

of signing an autograph, offering a trinket, or taking the opportunity to take a photo with a fan 

may be a direct action towards offering self-worth and value as a person and as a fan, which may 
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boost perceived fanship towards the FSF and fan identity. Participant #136 offers a moment that 

had between a FSF, themselves, and their children: 

My sons were around eight and five at the time, really cute and always huge [team] fans.  

We all immediately lit up when we saw him.  He grabbed two baseballs, gave one to each 

boy, while I took their picture. (Participant #136) 

Described here is the feeling of the interaction being prefaced by this moment of mutual 

acknowledgement. Participant #367 contributes to this feeling of acknowledgment when stating: 

At halftime, [FSF] (who was a [team] player then) came out to warm up early before the 

second half. I was standing near the back of the basket and asked him to take a picture 

with me. He was nice enough to take a quick break from his warm up, came over, took a 

selfie with me and went back to work. It was awesome. (Participant #367) 

The interaction happened in a venue in which the probability of interaction is higher than normal 

(e.g., being at a professional sporting event). However, the likelihood that a player may stop their 

warm-up, essentially in the middle of working, to approach a fan and give them that moment of 

acknowledgment may have been a significant life moment for this participant. Lastly, Participant 

#443 shares an extract about a player recognizing their fanship and taking the opportunity to 

make the moment memorable - "[FSF] noticed I totally had a crush on him and gave me a special 

autograph. I was so excited and grateful at how nice they all were in person." While the athlete 

may not reciprocate this “crush” level of intimacy, the FSF still took the time to acknowledge 

this fan’s level of appreciation for them, and in return, the fan (i.e., Participant #433) felt highly 

positive towards this recognition.  

 Through the interpretation of these three pillars of Mementos, maximization of 

enjoyment, storytelling, and acknowledgement, an autograph, trinket, picture, or any other 
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keepsake becomes the foundation for meaning in this fan and FSF interaction. When returning to 

the RQ2, elements of a meaningful interpersonal interaction with a sports figure, it seems clear 

that this exchange of goods is an element that fans find gratifying.  

 I felt bulletproof: Theme 2 - Nonverbal Behaviors  

 Within the data pool, a category that emerged was the direct mention of the 

meaningfulness of certain elements of nonverbal communication. Nonverbal communication is 

broadly defined as communication that does not involve words (Knapp et al., 2013). Mementos 

and keepsakes can certainly be considered nonverbal as they are symbolic artifacts of 

experiences, yet the presented nonverbal category focuses largely on direct human gesticulation 

(e.g., waving or pointing), touch, proxemics (colloquially labeled as space), and chronemics 

(colloquially labeled as time). The separation of mementos from the nonverbal category occurred 

as the reception of memorabilia sacredness seemed conceptually different and vibrant in the data 

when determining long-term meaning, especially under the guise of memento ownership (i.e., the 

ability to own memorabilia, but not a hand shake with a FSF). Additionally, the action of signing 

an autograph, taking a picture, or giving an object to a fan seemed separate based on participant 

responses. For example, Participant #337 highlights a nonverbal moment completely void of a 

keepsake exchange: 

I was at a swim meet when I was about 20 years old and I saw [FSF] signing autographs 

because he was in California training. This happened a couple of years ago. He was very 

tall in real life and he smiled warmly at me... (Participant #337) 

This type of nonverbal behavior captured an intimate dyadic moment shared by a fan and FSF, 

and helped to describe meaning in this story. The participant’s recollection of a warm smile is 

different from an autograph. To an extent the inclusion of mementos in the nonverbal 
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communication category, may oversaturate the immense amount of personal, fan-focused meta-

information being shared in the data pool that is specific to very traditional elements of 

nonverbal communication. Thus, the second category, Nonverbal Behaviors, is fragmented into 

two subcategories consisting of nonverbal immediacy and time as a form of meaningfulness  

  Defined by Jones and Guerrero (2001) nonverbal immediacy is viewed as interrelated 

behaviors intentionally meant to increase the physical connection and warmth of an interaction 

(Andersen, 1999). Behaviors that support a willingness to be in the moment display an additional 

level of attempted nonverbal sociability (Guerrero, 2017). Thus, there may be a mutual benefit 

for the willingness of the athlete to provide some level of nonverbal behavior that is focused on a 

fan. Participant #42 offers a succinct support for this notion – “He shook my hand and that was 

good enough for me." This participant’s interaction with a FSF could have been longer, but when 

asked about the interaction, the response was simply put – the hand shake was enough.  

In the next example, the feeling of touch was able to conquer perceived distance between 

fan and FSF as Participant #105 shares a similarly succinct sentiment - "I got to shake hands with 

one of my favourite [sic] players." Again, on display is an explicit level of satisfaction offered by 

the fan. While expectation varies between each individual fan, for many this mutual sign of 

respect was enough to consider the interaction meaningful. Participant #137 offers their 

experience - "It was my first time running into a famous figure and I was able to shake his 

hand…” The goal is not to inordinately focus on the handshake, as much as to exact the cultural 

meanings and symbols behind simple nonverbal behaviors. Hall and Hall (1983) dedicated an 

entire manuscript to the handshake in which the action is defined:  

The handshake is a social act wherein we have a combination of contact experience 

between two hands of different persons that communicates the degree of mutual physical 
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resistance as well as the exchange of social identities and the beginning and ending of 

social activities. (p. 249) 

Interpreting and relating this definition back to the nonverbal experiences had by the participants, 

there exists plenty of application. First, visibly within this definition the symbolic, mutual respect 

and acknowledgement towards each party, and in relation to data presented here, suddenly 

worlds colliding, both physically and metaphorically. Participant #202 describes the moment 

where they intercepted a moment with a FSF in which the handshake was the central action: 

In any event, to my disbelief, I saw [FSF] walking down the street with a girl in each 

arm.  I could barely believe my eyes.  I walked up, said "hello", and shook his hand.  In 

my state, I was feeling gregarious and silly...so I shook it as hard as I possibly could.  He 

kind of laughed... (Participant #202) 

The participant’s behaviors were done so based on the direct circumstances and individuals 

involved within the interaction. Another element identified by Hall and Hall (1983) relating to 

the example is the exchange of social identity between the two parties. Notably seen in the 

examples offered above are the fan’s delight to have obtained the handshake in the first place, 

and this may have direct association with the thought that this FSF is a recognized figure and that 

this opportunity to meet someone who’s life is projected through various mediums as 

untouchable is physically greeting the fan. This sort of physical acknowledgement can be seen in 

the response from Participant #213 when they say, "He saw me staring and told me to give him a 

high five… He was the Heavyweight Champion of the world and picked me to come over to him 

(when there were lots of folks swarming him)." 

While the high-five is different from the handshake, in motion, there is still a level of 

intention offered from both parties and symbolism that results in feelings of being recognized as 
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noted by Participant #270 who says, "He let me high five him while he was practicing on the 

field… My favorite player acknowledged me." 

Nonverbal behaviors that promote a level of immediacy are not limited to handshakes 

and high-fives. Participant #44 had a unique and extended experience with a FSF: 

I had a T-Shirt with a Z on it (My name is [P's name]) and he asked if it was for [FSF], I 

said yes and he picked me up and put me on his shoulders and I sat up there for about 10 

minutes while they were talking to the group… They'd just won the world cup in 1987 

and one of the big names put me on his shoulders - I felt bulletproof. (Participant #44) 

While the expectation for a FSF to operate in such an open and active manner should be 

reserved, there is something to be said for going above and beyond to make that moment for the 

fan a lifetime memory. Sometimes, the nonverbal behaviors displayed can simply be performing 

in an intimate space.  

Participant #78 shares a story when a retired NHL player would show up to the local rink 

randomly to participate in open skates and play with community members - "[FSF]  (who was 

the captain of the [team] NHL franchise at the time) would show up at that rink and knock a 

puck around with whatever kids happened to be present since he lived nearby." This participant 

found meaning beyond their own interaction that made their experience worthy of sharing and 

remembering. This example provides some evidence for the importance of accessibility and 

being present as it pertains to the interaction with a FSF. While an in-arena experience with a 

purchased ticket is entertaining, there is a level of perceived intimacy and scarcity. The feeling of 

seeing something majority of others are missing, such as access to viewing a professional hone 

their craft in a relatively sized, familiar, and open environment is missed when paying to view 

live sports. To support this notion, Participant #493 says "As a kid my parents took me and 
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friends to a local ice-skating rink. We were shocked that [FSF] had stopped by to surprise the 

kids there and show off some skating moves!" 

 Concluding this first subsection of nonverbal immediacy, it is important to express that 

within each example, we see additional layers of nonverbal behaviors. An important element of 

nonverbal communication that perfectly pairs with touch-related actions such as high-fives and 

handshakes and also with intimate viewing of athletes in their element is the idea of reduced 

space. Famously within the nonverbal communication discipline, Hall (1959) offered a profound 

look at how distance is measured and how the decrease or increase is symbolic to emotions and 

intentions. Hall discusses four broad types of informal spaces: (from closest to furthest) intimate 

(body to 18 inches out), casual-personal (1.5 to 4 feet), social-consultative (4 to 12 feet), and 

public (12 feet and on). The type of activities that occur within one foot of the body are vastly 

different from those that occur 4 feet and further. Changes in distance generate differences in 

awareness, intent, emotions, and capabilities. Thus, when thinking about a handshake, a high-

five, or other forms of physical contact there is a level of trust, mutual respect and understanding, 

and intention. This is to say that nonverbal behaviors (and cues) that reduce the space in between 

one another and are recognized as the resulting feelings or behaviors of close contact are 

meaningful. 

 The second major nonverbal communication subsection that emerged is time as a form of 

meaning or chronemics. As stated, with slight jest, from Knapp et al. (2013) “Time plays such an 

important role in our lives that we often carry the date and time around with us on our wrist or on 

our cell phones” (p. 98). Time is a sensitive topic as we have at times heard the saying too much 

time on our hands and also the counter time waits for no one. Time is our mortal enemy and also, 

according to the responses from this data pool a genuine gift that can be shared with others. For 
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example, Participant #171 was able to hone into a level of elevated meaning simply yielded by 

the graciousness of given time: 

She is a sports celebrity and taking time to respond to all the fans she encounters itself 

shows her kindness, with her security she could have avoided us but she took time to say 

Hello. That's definitely a Positive Interaction. (Participant #171) 

It is clear that fans are able to perceive the extraordinary act of offering time and that may be 

largely due to the constant viewing of these FSFs via traditional media and social media avenues 

– people are aware of how busy and valuable (based on paycheck and sponsorship) FSFs are and 

fans are clearly thankful when athletes take the opportunity to value each other. 

Further evidence for the awareness of offering time as a meaningful gesture can be seen 

when Participant #16 states "Generous with his time — he was there with other people and could 

have simply acknowledged me and moved on." And the same is seen from Participant #102: 

I walked up and congratulated him and we chatted for about 5-10 minutes. He was super 

nice and it made me like him even more than I already did." "Gave me much more time 

than he needed. Was very nice and gracious. (Participant #102) 

Participant #297’s response is included to further push the importance of time when they say, "It 

was positive because I saw one of my sports heroes and she was friendly and took time to talk to 

me."  

When it comes to assessing meaning, and meaningful interactions between two people 

who are perceived to be vastly different in terms of occupation, value, and notoriety, time is a 

unbiased and universal way to navigate meaning as it is culturally, psychologically, and 

physiologically impactful. Further evidence for the meaningfulness of time and the awareness of 

fans when engaging with sports figures may best be represented by someone who felt that they 
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were not afforded the same honor as the previous participants when Participant #357 says, “The 

interaction was so brief, but I remembered it because I was so underwhelmed by it." 

Viewing this interaction as a single entity, what is noted by the fan was the short 

interaction. Uniquely, it is fascinating to see fans be aware of the time they were granted by 

sports figures, and potentially even more important is that some fans may feel undervalued based 

on the lack of time offered and may view the sports figure as apathetic. 

To end this subsection of the Nonverbal Behaviors, there is one more comment from 

Participant #377 then seemingly sums up the level of gravity, meaningfulness, and appreciation 

had for the FSF in regard to time with simplicity - "He actually took time to talk to me." 

There is an understated, yet profound level of appreciation within this comment that summarizes 

the intangible and inescapable feeling of dwindling time crossed with the generous nature of a 

FSF giving time to a fan in that moment to create the feeling of tangible connectedness.  

The interpretation of Nonverbal Behaviors was led by the exceedingly common comment 

of interactions enhanced by a form of physical or at least socially close gesturing. The 

acknowledgement of time by numerous participants coupled with time as a symbolically scare 

intangible variable made the moment that much more meaningful for some of the participants 

and this is why this category exists when attempting to answer RQ2  of what elements contribute 

to a meaningful interaction with a FSF. 

 Tongue-tied and shaking: Theme 3 - Surrealism 

 While the feeling of being star struck maybe more academically defined as the emotion 

of surprised, the phrasing Surrealism offered a more appropriate and meaningful idiom when 

attempting to deduce the meaningful elements of having a sudden interaction with a FSF. As 

such, this category Surrealism is dedicated to those who found meaning in the astonishment of 
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meeting a FSF. This category becomes unique from others such as the previous section on 

nonverbal communication because this category includes fans’ opportunities to express their 

affinity towards FSFs and the feeling of being incapable of functioning around FSFs. These two 

subsections will guide the justification for this category.  

 When it comes to expressing affinity towards FSFs, what may be prominent is the ability 

and accessibility to Tweet or tag these people using social media methods. It is simple to tag 

public figures and tweet directly, thus giving the fan the impression that they are speaking with a 

FSF and that information being sent is actually read and acknowledged by the FSF. The latter is 

the foundational expectation for those who participate in any level of parasocial interaction 

(Horton & Wohl, 1956), however what does tend to occur behind these social media accounts are 

organizations and media teams viewing and selectively responding to fan commentary. Thus, 

when considering fan-FSF communication, potentially one of the only certain communication 

methods is in-person; this yields to the importance of the interaction for the fan and in result, the 

words the fan chooses to say may be more or less calculated over the course of time in subtle 

preparation in the off-chance of meeting this person. This of face-to-face encounter then provides 

a fan the chance to ensure the message is successfully delivered and the intention of the message 

is not misconstrued based on noise or context of when the FSF is receiving the message; in a 

sense, the face-to-face environment provides a quasi-controlled environment for communication 

exchange. Participant #13 provides a passionate example of a time when they were able to 

communicate with the FSF directly and the FSF was able to respond: 

I reached out my hand and said, “Hi man, I just wanted to say what a fan I am and how 

much I appreciate what you bring to [city], I hear from everyone how great of a guy you 
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are.”  He took my hand in his monster paw, shook it, looked me in the eyes and said, 

“Hey dude I really appreciate that, that means a lot”. (Participant #13) 

While stories shared are not mutually exclusive, what makes this response unique was the shared 

appreciation for one another and the ability for the fan to offer their commentary, unphased from 

Internet noise, and the FSF was able to respond in kind displaying a moment of reward for the 

participant’s fanship and fandom. The gratification was immediate and both of these elements 

(general gratification and speed of response) may be lost or not even acknowledged many other 

scenarios.  

 A case that adds to the distinctiveness of this category is the expectation variable that 

fans may hold. Majority of those who stated they were star struck had no notice of the ensuing 

engagement, thus in many cases expectation may not have been realized until potentially later on 

when discussing with friends or family and hypothetically, expectation if not mentioned, may not 

have been considered at all. Evidence of this can viewed in Participant #41’s commentary: 

 "I didn't really get anything out of it, just wanted to let him know I was a fan" 

And additionally, Participant #73 showcases this level of modest expectation when they say, "It 

was cool to run into a player from my favourite [sic] team, especially when it was not expected." 

Being observed here is satisfaction with minimal expectation and simply the opportunity to greet 

these FSFs. While these responses may sound mundane to an extent, they rather capture what 

was meaningful in this interaction to the participant.  

 Within this category is the idea of being in a state of surreality or serendipity. Being star 

struck is different from a forthcoming category labeled Aspiration because Surrealism is an 

immediate response to a FSF, however what will be seen in the Aspiration category is a much 
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more focused fan – one that has been following a player over a longer term and the experience is 

perceived as more tailored. An example of being star struck is offered from Participant #188: 

When I explained to the salesman that I was looking for a ball cap or pennant with the 

[team] logo and [FSF] himself walked out of an office and introduced himself. I was 

starstruck! He stood there smiling and I was tongue-tied and shaking... he was better 

looking in person than any game I saw him play on TV! (Participant #188) 

The interpreted level of incredible surprise had by the participant is one is tough to replicate, and 

may tend to be a behavior that results from being in the most improbable of scenarios. 

Participant #255 shares another moment of being caught off guard by a FSF: 

The closer they got the more the person resembled [FSF].  I noticed that the woman was 

holding a baby and I realized that [FSF] was there with his wife and kid.  He said hello to 

me in a courteous way.  I was in disbelief.  It took me a minute to get myself oriented. 

They stopped and looked at the eagle on display that I was observing.  I asked him how 

he was doing and stopped there, I hesitated to ask him for a picture. I thought about it but 

thought it would be best to leave them alone.  He answered my question and then smiled 

because he could see that I was shocked. (participant #255) 

The sheer absence of expectation within the moment seems to bloat the intensity of the 

engagement, and due to gravity of the moment a flashbulb memory may develop that will last for 

as long as the participant can recall, and evidence of this is offered through the response from 

Participant #390: 

I remember I was star struck. I was in wonder. I was in a state of awe. I was totally in the 

present. I was a kid in a candy store. It was a beautiful experience that I still remember it 

like it was yesterday. I can tell you certain details of the event. I could see the room. The 
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group of people. Who was all there [sic]. What [FSF] was wearing. This was many many 

years ago. Late 80s. That memory never fades away. I won't let it. (Participant #390) 

The cherishment that participants show is intense and meaningful, and what is interpreted 

is a category that offers elements exclusive to this particular type of reaction and subsequent 

engagement. What is offered within this category of Surrealism is the opportunity for the 

participant to express that the element of surprise and reward felt by being able to speak directly 

to the FSF to share their gratitude makes this category conceptually different from the other 

categories, but also viable as an independent category. 

 Down to Earth: Theme 4 - Authenticity 

One of the most recurring responses expressing meaningful elements a face-to-face 

interaction with a FSF was that the figure was authentic. Similar to the previous category, the 

category name was inspired by the participants wonderment with FSFs who shared the 

experience as if they were anyone else in the moment. As evidence for this category’s namesake, 

Participant #168 says "It was positive, because he was very cool and down to earth. A lot of 

times, football players give off the vibe that they are too good for everyone around them." The 

participant identifies two large subsections to be discussed within this conceptual category of 

Authenticity – providing a level of expectation change and performing in a manner that is both 

approachable and likable as if the FSF was any other person.  

Part of the inimitability of this category comes from conflicting narratives that may 

surround FSFs as their lives are on display from potentially a very young to a very old age. A 

FSF’s narrative may be dictated by media influence or dirtied by on-field personas, and mistakes 

made that put them in a publicly unfavorable position. Thus, what this category provides is a 

sense of fan realization that FSF’s are human – they have families, participate in day-to-day 
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activities, and are capable of having conversation revolving around hobbies, current events, and 

present contexts. Additionally, what is seen by participants is a level of misunderstanding 

between information digested from social and traditional media and the FSFs’ identity and 

private personality. Evidence of this interpretation can be seen when Participant #37 says, "The 

interaction was positive because it humanized a larger than life [sic] sports star and was 

generally a fun conversation." The interpretation of this interaction is that the participant may 

have had a neutral or negative experience in the past, or may have fallen prey to other’s 

description of FSFs in general, however, the larger elements recognized are FSFs can maintain a 

level of empathy and normalcy.  

There is a level of enlightening that appears uniquely in this category, and is within this 

realm that fans begin to build (or rebuild) their perspective on those who are famous. Further 

evidence of this sentiment can be seen within the response from Participant #531: 

He was so nice and helpful that I reiterated my initial thoughts which was athletes can be 

genuine too. They are just like us and not all have a "big head". Now the kid was one of 

the first picks in the 2020 NBA Draft [sic] (Participant #531) 

It is important to state that being friendly or nice is not lost in this category, rather this category 

focuses on the difference between friendly and accessible. Another example of a participant 

being predisposed to assumptions is provided by Participant #150, who states explicitly that they 

were intimidated in the moment: 

He could see I was intimated so walk down the aisle toward me stuck out his hand and 

said [FSF]. I mumbled yes I know seen the games am a big fan of the Motor City Bad 

Boys. He chuckled and said quite the name they gave us. I said well earned. He shrugged 

said we played aggressive maybe to aggressive at times. I said it worked…. other then 
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[sic] nerves and his size I was treated nicely by someone most said had a bad attitude. 

(Participant #150) 

Returning to this idea of a profound discovery, here is an example of someone who trusted the 

media’s nickname for a team so much so that it caused this participant to have a negative 

reaction when engaging with this FSF at a store. However, what is then seen is a personality that 

was unexpected, and may have caused some unexpected fanship and fan identity changes within 

this participant. From a global perspective, the overarching goal is to determine if fan identity 

and fanship is mutable based on an in-person, face-to-face interaction with a FSF, and through 

responses such as the latter from Participant #150. The following example orchestrates how fan 

identity and fanship may change during these down to Earth interactions: 

Given that informal or social interaction with players was against policy and grounds for 

termination due to the high-profile nature of the job, it was a humbling experience for 

even myself to know that these athletes who are so revered are really just normal people 

who drive themselves to work and like to banter about general things just like any other 

average Joe would. (Participant #393) 

Within the commentary from Participant #393 we see them say explicitly mention how the 

interaction was a humbling experience and that FSFs can perform in society as “normal people,” 

as described by this fan.  

Participant #175 says, "It was cool to hang out with such a huge sports star like a normal 

person. Shooting some bs [sic], talking about sports and cars. It [sic] was a really cool 

experience." Subsequently, in the response from Participant #175, there is a notable moment 

where this fan realized that the FSF was more similar to them than previously imagined. This 

sharing of similar interests and accessibility is connected to what some may consider an 
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interpersonal communication keystone – the idea that similarity breeds liking of others. Research 

has shown that behaviors expressing similarity (Urberg et al., 1998), values and rooted 

ideologies (Johnson, 1989), and attitudes furnish foundations for increased likability (Neimeyer 

& Mitchell, 1988). Additionally, research recently saw support for similarity resulting in 

increased liking in children as young as three (Fawcett & Markson, 2010), which further pushes 

this foundational communication phenomenon. Furthermore, realizing that a sports figure may 

carry different private identities becomes an important insight for identifying meaning for fans.  

To finalize this section, two additional pieces of evidence are extracted from the data. 

First, Participant #120 offers a unique experience: 

I got there a little early with a couple of co-workers and we ordered drinks and sat at a 

table until the game started. A man at the table next to us starting chatting with us and he 

looked really familiar. Someone walked up to him and asked for an autograph and that's 

when I recognized that he was [FSF]. I asked if he was wearing his Super Bowl ring and 

he was and he held his hand out so I could look at it. It was truly impressive. He was a 

very nice man and very normal interacting with us, not full of himself like you'd expect 

from a sports figure. He even played trivia on our side that night and he was pretty good 

at it! (Participant #120) 

It is important to highlight the uniqueness of this interaction. The fan was exposed to this FSF 

acting “normal,” and also offered the unique opportunity to be on the same team as this athlete. 

This harkens to Ashforth and Mael’s (1989) review of social identity theory and how the 

perception of oneness can advance this feeling of liking and unity. Lastly, Participant #126 

identifies similarities had with a FSF that helped bridge the gap from FSF to someone that is 

more similar to themselves: 
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Interaction seemed mostly like any other, just two people chatting about their "regular" 

lives, the only indication that he was a little different from the average person was that he 

mentioned another house In [sic] Colorado. We talked about his kids, family etc [sic]" 

(Participant #126)  

 The Authenticity category offers RQ2 a unique answer that fans may have when engaging 

with FSFs – the realization that FSFs are more like them than previously believed or imagined. 

First, the fan witnesses first-hand how private identities and personalities may conflict with on-

field traits and characteristics. Second, the fan may see that not only do fewer differences exist, 

but similarities are noticed. This realization of similarities may extend the fan’s identity and 

fanship or maybe even reduce negative feelings towards a FSF. Implications are discussed in the 

discussion section; however it goes without saying that in a league dependent on fans, it seems 

beneficial to be likable and accessible. 

 Truly a class act: Theme 5 - Affability 

 Being affable is the act of being friendly towards others (Bailie, 2012). Within the 

construct of affability is verbal immediacy, which is classically defined as the degree to which a 

source associates themselves with a message topic (Bradac et al., 1979). Thus, increased 

affability may indicate a closer relationship to the message topic or subject, and vice versa, a 

decrease in affability indicates a dwindling relationship or tethering to the topic or subject. 

Within the category affability, the focus of this section is largely verbal immediacy, thus 

elements will revolve around verbal messaging that contribute to relationship development. 

When revisiting some of the seminal generalizations of verbal immediacy from Bradac et al., an 

intentional level of directionality running parallel to the previously mentioned construct of 

similarity and liking exists. Thus, what is explored in the category labeled Affability are 
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purposeful linkages between fan and FSF through perceived verbal warmth and an explicit 

positive resulting attitude from the fan that moves them psychologically closer to the FSF and 

removing potential distance caused by dissonance or ambiguity.  

Separating this category from Authenticity and the former category, Surrealism, Affability 

is used when normalcy, appreciation, and the explicit behavior of being struck by the FSFs fame 

are not explicit in responses, while forwardness about the FSF’s positive, social behaviors exist. 

To respond to RQ2 and the overarching goal of determining elements of a meaningful 

interaction, the Affability category is broken into two major sections that deal directly with 

language and verbal immediacy – acting friendly and humor. These categories are not 

necessarily mutually exclusive, rather what was seen was friendly conversation can be 

operationalized through the use of humor, and humor can also lead to the perception of being 

friendly (Meyer, 2000).  

 Simply defined, verbal immediacy is the way in which a person conveys interest using 

words and language (Goodboy et al., 2009) and can be shown through the usage of shared 

languages to explicitly converse about topics that may reduce stress, encourage similarity 

sharing, and produce comfort (Bradac et al., 1979; Gorham, 1988). In accordance with this 

definition, the category of affability will focus on recognized closure of the psychological gap 

between the fan and the FSF, and since this study only observes how fans perceive meaningful 

interactions (not the FSF’s perspective) the responses will highlight the fans perception of this 

distance between them and the FSF. Participant #18 highlights succinctly their positioning from 

fan to friend – “He's an immensely friendly guy, treating you like a friend right after he meets 

you." Participant #18 is not alone, as many responses indicate this “friend” mentality. This may 

be perceived as immediacy, but there is also an active desire to feel psychologically closer to the 
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FSF, thus potentially driving the fan to move from highly distant, this person is a famous sports 

figure, to suddenly very intimate in that they are treating the fan as a friend. Participant #228 

agrees with this sentiment and says, "The interaction was very positive and left me with a good 

impression of [FSF]. He made me feel like we had been friends for a long time."  

Interestingly, there are FSFs who create this verbal immediacy by developing rapid 

relationships with fans through active questioning. During the analysis, it became evident that 

fans were not only appreciative of FSFs asking them questions, but they remembered these 

moments clearly as apparent in Participant #159’s response: 

[FSF] was truly a class act. Nothing about him has ever screamed negative to me and as a 

fan, he makes a last impact on every last one of us. He asked me about school and my 

mom back home and my plans for the future which most often times, is replaced with a 

mere autograph or photo opportunity. (Participant #159) 

This participant clearly enjoyed their conversation reciprocity and went on to say that it was 

more meaningful than a standard autograph or picture. In conjunction to FSFs verbal immediacy, 

there are instances cherished by participants where the FSF was the interaction initiator as seen 

in the response from Participant #210: 

I wasn't really planning on talking to him as I figured it happened all the time and 

probably got annoying but to my surprise he actually initiated conversation with me. He 

asked me where I was going on what I would be doing so we began by speaking about 

holiday plans. We then went on to talk about some past experiences and how they shaped 

our lives. We talked at length about sports and why we played them, there ups and 

downs. the conversation lasted for about 25 minutes before he had to leave to board his 

flight. He was a very nice and humble person. (Participant #210) 
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Another example of a FSF going out of their way to make an impression on a fan is through the 

experience of Participant #443: 

We had sat down and ordered, when suddenly a ton of the wrestlers flooded the 

restaurant. We were all stunned. One of my favorite wrestlers, [FSF], sat down a table 

where his chair was directly behind mine. As we were all dressed in our wrestling fan 

shirts, he and the others took notice. We were polite and waited until they placed their 

orders, then they came around to all of us. (Participant #443) 

Emerging from the data, FSFs in many scenarios were equally excited to be with fans as 

the fan was to be in the presence of the FSF. A unique dynamic, but one that certainly enhances 

the meaningfulness of the moment. An additional method of creating this friendly atmosphere is 

through the use of humor. Meyer (2000) identifies four functions of humor, two of which are 

used to unite those involved in an interaction – humor for identification and humor for functional 

clarification. Additionally, it is noted that humor is seen broadly as a desired communication 

quality, thus pushing individuals to utilize humor as a communication tool to reduce ambiguity 

or awkwardness and create positive affect (Meyer, 2000). Participant #74 demonstrates how the 

FSF in their interaction uses humor to lighten the tension and make a cold weather night feel 

easier to work through: 

One night the whole [team] team came to eat and I noticed [FSF] who I always admired 

on the ice and his off ice personality.  I caught him while he was leaving and asked for a 

picture. He responded, “sure man but hurry up it’s fucking freezing out here.” I laughed 

and got my selfie while wearing my [team] beanie, [sic] he made that cold bitter night a 

lot better for me. (Participant #74) 
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Participant #294 offers an additional piece of evidence to support the notion that humor can be 

used to create verbal immediacy: 

We crossed the street right towards him, as he was waiting for a "Walk" [sic] sign. I told 

him, "I know you don't like being bothered, but we really admire your talent as a football 

player.  Sorry to bother you!" He was very cordial and thanked us and asked if we were 

from around [city]. We told him [city] and he said "Boo [team]" and laughed. He walked 

away and we laughed. (Participant #294) 

By making light of the fan differences in the previous example, there is an attempt to create a 

friendly and cordial atmosphere, where fans and FSFs can openly communicate with reduced 

trepidation. Humor as a means of verbal immediacy is captured by Participant #114: 

Since it was hockey season at the time I was visiting, I got to meet [FSF] after practice 

was over and he was leaving. I joked with him that the only reason I was a [team] fan was 

because they were originally a [city] team and that I'm from [city]. He laughed and joked 

back that he better do well so he didn't disappoint his [city] fans. Really nice and friendly 

guy. (Participant #114) 

When it comes to humor, it seems that if both parties are accepting of the humor, then it can be 

used as described by Meyer (2000) in that it can unite individuals together in conversation and 

potentially offer openings into continued relationships.  

 Returning to the RQ2 and justification for the inclusion of affability as a viable, 

individual category it seems clear that enjoying a positive interaction with a FSF will have 

increased promise of becoming a more meaningful communication event. Pairing a conversation 

that contains verbal immediacy with the exclusivity of interacting with a FSF offers an 
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opportunity for both a) a meaningful event and b) potential fan identity and fanship change that 

benefits both the fan and the FSF. 

Stay grounded, young man: Theme 6 - Aspiration 

Through observation of the research completed on role models in sports, it is apparent 

that FSFs play a large and valuable role within the maturation of a fan, and as much as 

professional athletes need fans to maintain their end of the business bargain, fans need the 

opinion leaders and role models that are athletes to help guide them through growth be it 

physical or psychological (Anderson & Cavallaro, 2002; Biskup & Pfister, 1999). FSFs provide 

utility in the form of inspiration via the showcase of abilities and motivation in the form of 

verbal messages (Anderson & Cavallaro, 2002). During the grounded theory approach process, 

data revealed that participants find meaning in the ability to meet and engage with role models. 

The category of Aspiration is unique from Surrealism as there is explicit attention on the role 

model element within the interaction.  

FSF aspirations can be simply viewed through Participant #67’s recount of their 

interaction when they say" [FSF offered] words of encouragement for my own love of 

volleyball." Words of encouragement directly link back to the research previously noted on role 

model literature, begins to close the gap between FSF and fan. Participant #269 expresses what 

may be seen as the epitome of this category when they express that "It was extremely positive 

because I was finally able to meet him and I had looked up to him for so long, and now I met 

him and my fandom of him grew even more." The response here draws evidence to aspiration as 

the participant is directly informing the reader that not only have they been a fan, but they have 

been following this FSF for a long time and the conversation was so successful that this fan’s 

identity grew even more towards this person.  
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 Moving deeper into the Aspiration category, fans may take of ownership of the messages 

spoken to them by FSFs. This ownership seems to act as a replacement for a tangible memento, 

and may even offer a deeper meaning as evident by the recall abilities of those who expressed 

these similar interactions. Evidence to support this claim can be seen in Participant #9’s youth 

basketball surprise guest: 

He gave us a short little pep talk, about the importance of teams and brotherhood, and 

how we gotta [sic] work hard to achieve our goals." "But taking the time to talk to a 

bunch of 12-14 year olds [sic] from Canada about basketball and teamwork, even briefly, 

was very generous of him. I mean, this is 17 or so years later, and I still remember it like 

yesterday. (Participant #9) 

To further this sentiment of role model ownership, Participant #527 says, "...he said “Continue to 

work hard and stay grounded young man. Sky is the limit and with God you can do anything” It 

was a really awesome experience that I’ll never forget." Last, we see Participant #517 liken their 

interaction to a special exchange of secrets and less like a pep talk when they say, "This 

interaction was positive being that he was super nice and was nice enough to give my friends and 

I tips on surfing and insight as to how he excels at his craft." 

 When determining categories that provide adequate response to RQ2, it became 

increasingly visible within the data pool that interactions with role models held a uniquely sacred 

difference from meeting a FSF who may not be considered a role model. While the 

overwhelming consensus was that any interaction with a FSF was special in some capacity, few 

explicitly showed as much appreciation for the FSF’s words, time, and attention than the role 

model-centered responses. 
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I'm not Dick Butkus you little shit: Theme 7 - FSF Disappointment 

Leading into the final category it is important to explicitly state that there was no 

intention to discuss meaningful interactions as exclusively positive events, rather the responses 

were majority positive with few participants recalling and sharing negative interactions. This 

largely positive response will be discussed at greater length in the forthcoming section 

discussion, the larger general discussion located at the end of the entire analysis section, and in 

the limitations section. Based on the limited exposure to negative, or explicitly neutral events, 

the FSF Misbehavior category is reserved for varying levels of negative interactions. What was 

seen in the responses was that most misbehaviors were a direct counter to FSFs acting Authentic 

and Affable. Interestingly, this category can be broken down into three subsections; (1) general 

communication missteps, (2) alcohol induced behaviors, and (3) social transgressions.  

Under the subsection for general communication missteps, it is important to recall that 

the responses being shared are one-sided, from the fan’s point of view and do not offer much 

benefit of the doubt for the FSF. When reviewing these responses, readers should reflect and 

consider potential outside factors that led the FSF to operate in such a manner. Missteps are best 

seen as interpersonal gaffes rather than transgressions. For example, Participant #82 had the 

following encounter: 

I noticed a big and tall gentleman standing in front of me. From his profile I instantly 

recognized that he was a famous football player I have previously seen on TV. I turned 

around to my friends who were about 20 feet behind me and yelled "Hey guys look it's 

Dick Butkus!". A sunglasses-wearing [FSF] turned around with an angry look on his face 

and replied, "I'm not Dick Butkus you little shit!" then proceeded to walk away while I 

stood there shocked. (Participant #82) 
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As stated previously this lack of interpersonal tolerance ended quickly in a shout geared squarely 

at the participant and their friends. Another example of an interpersonal gaffe is seen in 

Participant #28’s story - "The way [FSF] ignored me while I was standing right next to him after 

he just took a picture with my mom was very rude. He has forever tarnished my thoughts about 

him." This story seems highly likely that the FSF didn’t hear the fan, however, per the participant 

involved they found this moment to be an interaction that was meaningful and negatively 

impacted their fanship and fan identity towards this FSF. Lastly, Participant #152 offers what 

may be one of the few neutral encounters: 

I felt like the interaction wasn’t personal. Like it was very upbeat and pleasant, but at the 

same time it felt rehearsed and somewhat shallow, and because of this it made me feel 

small. (Participant #152) 

This example was the single instance within the data that an individual identified a FSF’s 

interaction as a produced performance and not a spontaneous interaction, and it was noticeable. 

Analyzing this experience, it is hard to discern if the FSF did anything wrong at all, however the 

fan picked up on potentially more nonverbal, than verbal, cues that pushed the fan into a feeling 

of doubt and disappointment.  

 Alcohol usage among FSFs and the subsequent interactions that take place while under 

the influence offer an insight into moments that could have been avoided, however ended in 

negative moments for the fan. Take for example Participant #318 and their story about walking 

past a FSF outside of a bar: 

I was walking down the street and [FSF] was outside at a bar drinking with his friends. 

He turned to me and made fun of me. He goes "Nice backpack, yea nice tattoos" at me, 
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real sarcastic like… He's a famous sports dude and he made fun of me for no reason 

cause he was drinking with his friends. (Participant #318) 

Additionally, Participant #50 offers a grounded review of their interaction with an inebriated 

FSF: 

They were both drunk and that made the interaction a little more awkward as they get 

stumbling and giggling. After they left I was just kind of dumbfounded standing there." 

"If he wasn't so drunk I probably would've enjoyed interacting with him more. 

(Participant #50) 

The final subsection involved misbehaviors that were interpreted as intense enough to be 

considered transgressions, with enough damage to force the fan to completely reject fanship and 

fan identity towards the FSF. Participant #149 recounts their adventure as a server during a late-

night shift when a FSF and their entourage arrived – "…constant insults, being excessively loud 

and obnoxious, sexist remarks to the waitress. Sexual harassment, racism and inability to keep 

his dumbshit [sic] friends from making snide remarks. Left his table an absolute disaster…" 

Additionally, Participant #369 expresses a similar scenario saying, "It was negative until his 

friend was told to shut up. He didn’t shut his friend up though, the bartender had to do it." 

It is unfortunate to think that a fan had to potentially work through these conditions, however 

with respect to this dissertation, what needs to be extracted is how that event was seen as 

meaningful to the fan and how this assisted in the navigation of their fanship and fan identity.  

 Misbehaviors are an appropriate option when attempting to the answer RQ2 regarding 

elements that contribute to a meaningful interaction. While the entirety of the other six categories 

inhabit positive emotions and meaning, this category is dedicated to the unfortunate 

circumstances where anti-social behaviors lead to meaningful, albeit negative attributions of the 
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FSF. Majority of the limited misbehaviors offered by participants are comparable to human error 

and interpersonal gaffes such as being oblivious in public to responding positively, however with 

limited empathy for the moment. However, within this category exist misbehaviors that would be 

largely identified as deviant behaviors such as intoxication and spewing of insults, an inability to 

maintain decency at public spaces, and rowdy entourages.  

Quantitative Results (H1-H8, RQ 3-5) 

The following results section will specifically focus on the quantitative analyses 

completed to observe Hypotheses 1-8 and Research Questions 3-5. This section is broken into 

three main sections – sample description, overview of scale reliability, and the results of the 

hypotheses and research questions. 

Sample Description 

 To contribute to the narrative of this research, the present section offers a description of 

the sample obtained for this project. This description section includes the total number of 

participants, participant demographics, and a brief discussion of general normality to create a 

picture of the participant and how the sample characteristics influenced and contributed to the 

forthcoming findings of the hypotheses and research questions.  

 15 incomplete surveys were removed and six additional surveys were removed for 

concerns with participant answers rooted in how open response questions were completed. After 

cleaning the data, 519 completed surveys were used for data analysis.  

 The sample yielded an average age of 36.26 years old (SD = 12.77), with ages ranging 

from 18 to 76 years old. When observing identified race, the vast majority reported that they 

were White (n = 412, 79.4%). This was followed by Black (n = 45, 8.7%), Asian (n = 45, 8.7%), 

Other (n = 14, 2.7%), American Indian or Alaska Native (n = 2, 0.4%), and Native Hawaiian or 
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Pacific Islander (n = 1, 0.2%). Last, participants were asked to identify their identified gender as 

female, male, or non-binary. The majority of participants identified themselves as male (n = 338, 

65.1%), followed by Female (n = 178, 34.3%), and non-binary (n = 3, 0.6%).  

 The data itself had some unique qualities for example, the survey asked participants to 

score their interaction with a FSF from a negative (-5) to positive (5). A simple descriptive tool 

was used to determine the number of participants who experienced negative (-5 to -1) neutral (0) 

and positive (1 to 5) interactions and found that 504 (97.11%) of the 519 participants classified 

their experience as some degree of positive, while only 10 (1.93%) scored within the negative 

range, and 5 (0.96%) considered their interaction to be neutral. This overwhelmingly positive 

response from people is examined further in the discussion; however, what is important to note 

for the forthcoming analyses was that the majority found their experience to be positive, making 

analyses largely display patterns of positive recollection. Additionally, 412 (79.38%) out of 519 

participants reported that the person they met was affiliated in some manner with their favorite 

sport, while 107 (20.62%) stated that this person was not affiliated with their favorite sport. 320 

(61.66%) participants identified that the FSF they encountered was from their favorite team 

while 138 (26.59) said this FSF was not affiliated with their favorite team and 61 (11.75%) stated 

that this person is associated with an individual sport such as tennis, wrestling, or golf.  

 It is important to report skewness and kurtosis values and range of acceptability for the 

measured continuous variables. As mentioned in the previous paragraph the data sustained some 

unique characteristics, however these qualities were expected when working with a specified 

sample. For clarity, this research focused directly on individuals who have experienced an 

interaction with a famous sports figure. Thus, it is rational to assume that to recognize a FSF in 

public that the participants have, at some level, an initial moderate sports fan identity. The 
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acceptable range for skewness within this research is from -2 to 2, while the acceptable range for 

kurtosis is -3 to 3. The following variables are presented as variable (skewness, kurtosis) – 

fanship (-.653, .415), parasocial interaction (-.106, -.005), rapport (-.789, .707), and SSIS           

(-1.354, 2.078). Each of these four variables fall into the acceptable ranges for skewness and 

kurtosis under the purview of set ranges and the understanding that sports fans have an a priori 

negative skew towards being more highly identified.  

The interaction valence scale, however, did show negative skew (-3.321) and platykurtic 

(14.703) elements outside the range of acceptability. This reinforces the observation that 

interactions between fans and FSFs are perceived to be positive with an average rating of 4.18 on 

a -5 to 5 scale (SD = 1.494). To navigate this normality concern, a logarithmic transformation 

was completed to observe the optimal center of distribution and allowing parametric statistical 

analyses to be used (see Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983). To properly conduct the logarithmic 

transformation, the valence variable was recoded from -5 to 5, to 1 to 11 and then transformed 

using IBM SPSS Statistics. With the logarithmic transformation complete, the new skewness and 

kurtosis values reported are -1.219 and .819, respectively, with both values now within the 

acceptable ranges set in this dissertation. Moving into the analyses, a decision was made to 

present the statistics without data transformations as the findings did not meaningfully differ 

from the results using non-transformed data. This is to say that statistical significance levels did 

not shift significantly within the analyses that involved interaction valence. Thus, the logarithmic 

transformations are used to support that the analyses presented below accurately represent the 

data collected and were completed to provide assurance for the precision of the analyses. 

Last, participants were asked to what degree does the FSF categorize as a member of 

their in-group. FSFs within a participants’ in-group represent 390 (75.14%) of all recollections. 
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46 (8.86%) FSFs represent the undecided group (neither in- or out-group) and 83 FSFs (16.00%) 

represent the out-group affiliation. Thus, represented in the sample are participants that consider 

their experience to be regularly positive, with most FSFs belonging to in-group association. 

 One additional survey question asked participants to recall about how long (in minutes) 

their interaction lasted. Participants were instructed to list their interaction length in minutes, 

however a few cases existed where participants explicitly stated “seconds” and “hours”. In these 

select cases, the hours were converted to minutes and any interaction less than one minute was 

rounded up to one minute (e.g., 2 hours = 120 minutes and 30 seconds = one minute). The 

average length of an interaction was 17.03 minutes (SD = 34.18, mode = 5 minutes). The 

standard deviation expresses that moderate levels of variance did exist among interaction length. 

Some individuals experienced long events, with one case lasting roughly six hours. A limitation 

of the study exists in which the survey instructed participants to write about a brief experience 

that the longevity of the interaction was not defined, hence people may consider a few hours to 

be brief in the span of a lifetime or that the time went quick if it was that positive of an 

experience. To note, only 29 (5.59%) of the 519 participants experienced interactions that lasted 

longer than 60 minutes, with 75% of participants reporting interactions being 15 minutes or less, 

and 50% reporting their interaction was five minutes or less. 

Scale Reliability 

 Cronbach’s alpha determined scale reliability for the four major scales offered in this 

survey. Fanship was measured using Fisher’s (1998) attractiveness and similarity scale, which in 

this survey was an 11-part measure and resulted in a Cronbach’s alpha of α = .866. The 

parasocial interaction scale was adapted from Auter (1992) and Rubin et al., (1985) and was 

tailored to identify sports figures rather than other media personas such as actors, news reporters, 
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weather people, and musicians. The parasocial interaction scale was a 19-part measure and 

reported a Cronbach’s alpha score of α = .907. The third scale was used to measure interpersonal 

rapport and was adapted from Anderson & Anderson (1962) to focus on interactions with sports 

figures rather than a friend, co-worker, or family member. The rapport scale was a 7-item 

measure and reported a Cronbach’s alpha score of α = .819. Last, the Sports Spectator 

Identification Scale (SSIS) was adapted from Wann and Branscombe (1993) and used to measure 

overall fan identity. The SSIS used in this survey was a 7-item measure and reported a 

Cronbach’s alpha score of α = .927. The survey included two measures, each with one scale, to 

determine the positive to negative valence of the interaction and the overall perceived 

meaningfulness of the interaction, both using a -5 to 5 scale. Overall, scale reliability was well 

above an acceptable level and thus data analysis continued (Bland & Altman, 1997). 

Hypotheses 

 Hypothesis 1 (H1) stated that parasocial interaction will be positively correlated with fan 

identity (SSIS). To test this hypothesis, a one-tailed Pearson’s product-moment correlation was 

conducted to assess the relationship between the participant’s parasocial interactions with the 

FSF they encountered and their general self-reported fan identity. Results of the correlation 

analysis demonstrated a statistically significant, moderately positive relationship, r(517) = .369, 

p < .001, between fan identity and parasocial interaction behaviors, thus Hypothesis 1 was 

supported.  

 Hypothesis 2 (H2) stated that parasocial interaction will be positively correlated with 

fanship towards the FSF the participant interacted with. To test this hypothesis a one-tailed 

Pearson’s product-moment correlation was conducted to assess the relationship between the 

participant’s parasocial interactions with the FSF they encountered and their self-reported 
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fanship score which used Fisher’s (1998) similarity and attraction scale. Results of the 

correlation analysis demonstrated a statistically significant, moderately strong positive 

relationship, r(517) = .555, p < .001, between fanship and parasocial interaction behaviors. 

Hypothesis 2 is supported. 

 Hypothesis 3 (H3) stated that parasocial interaction will be positively related with 

interaction valence. To test this hypothesis a one-tailed Pearson’s product-moment correlation 

was conducted to assess the relationship between the participant’s parasocial interactions with 

the FSF they encountered and their self-reported negative (-5) to positive (5) interaction scale. 

Results of the correlation analysis demonstrated a statistically significant, moderately positive 

relationship, r(517) = .354, p < .001, between interaction valence and parasocial interaction 

behaviors. Hypothesis 3 is supported. 

 An additional post-hoc analysis was completed to offer increased depth on the topic of 

valence and parasocial interaction behaviors. To accomplish this, valence was transformed into a 

dichotomous variable to represent those individuals who had a negative or neutral experience 

(i.e., non-positive) (n = 15, 2.89%) and positive (n = 504, 97.11%). A one-way ANOVA was 

completed using the new dichotomous valence variable and parasocial interaction. A Levene’s 

test homogeneity of variance reported a non-significant finding of p = .385. The results were 

statistically significant, F(1,517) = 52.570, p < .001, R2 = 0.092 (9.2%), and differences can be 

seen between non-positive (M = 2.62 ± SD = 0.85) and positive means (M = 4.49 ± SD = 0.99).  

Hypothesis 4 (H4) predicated that in regard to the FSF the participant interacted with, fan 

identity (SSIS) and fanship (Fisher, 1998) will be positively related to each other. A Pearson’s 

product-moment correlation was conducted to test this hypothesis. The larger objective is to say 

that those who feel more strongly about their fan identity will have a positive relationship with 
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fanship towards the FSF they interacted with. Results of the correlation analysis demonstrated a 

statistically significant, moderately positive relationship, r(517) = .273, p < .001, between fan 

identity and fanship. Hypothesis 4 is supported. 

Hypothesis 5 (H5) looked to examine how the valence of the interaction from negative to 

positive would effect one’s fanship towards the FSF they encountered. To test this hypothesis, a 

linear regression was completed and a scatterplot was created to assist in the visualization of the 

regression. As expected, the scatterplot displayed just how positive the experience was for the 

vast majority of the sample. Due to the small sample of negative and neutral encounters, the 

results here are best used as speculation and future studies need to acquire more participants who 

had negative and neutral experiences. A Pearson product-moment correlation was conducted to 

first uncovered a moderately positive relationship exists between valence and fanship r(517) = 

.287, p < .001. An ANOVA was then utilized to determine if the model was statistically 

significant. The results of the ANOVA confirmed that this model is statistically significant, 

F(1,517) = 46.535, p < .001, R2 = 0.083 (8.3%). The regression equation was: fanship = 4.871 + 

(0.165*valence of the interaction). Thus, for each unit increase in positivity of the interaction, 

fanship would increase 0.165 units. Based on the statistical significance of this equation, H5 is 

technically supported, however with a low R2 and limited increase in fanship based on valence, 

elaboration of the findings are required and offered in the discussion section. 

Hypothesis 6 (H6) claimed that valence of the interaction, fan identity, and perception of 

the FSF’s in-group status will be positively related. Perception of in-group status is important 

because those with higher in-group status could indicate a higher level of identity and may also 

impact one’s perception of the interaction. A one-tailed Pearson product-moment correlation was 
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conducted and the results indicated positive moderate to strong relationships between all three 

variables. Table 1 offers the correlations and p-values for each of the variables.  

All significance levels were at the p < .001 level with the strongest correlation being 

between in-group perception and fan identity r(517) = .394. Hypothesis 6 is supported. 

 
Table 1: Means, standard deviations, and correlations for Hypothesis 6 
 

 

Note. ** indicates significance at the p < .001 

Hypothesis 7 (H7) sought to support the notion that differences in fan identity scores will  

differ based on perceived level of meaningfulness of the interaction. Fan identity (SSIS) was 

broken into low, moderate, and highly identified fans using the SPSS quartile break function 

when running variable frequencies. The results of the frequency procedure showed that the 

majority of the sample found themselves to be highly identified fans, in general, with an average 

fan identity score of 5.66 out of 7 (SD = 1.20). Thus, breaking fan identity into three 

proportionate groups required the data to be categorized in the following way – those who scored 

from 1 to 5 were seen within this sample as having low fan identity (n = 135), from 5.01 to 6 as 

having moderate fan identity (n = 163), and 6.01 to 7 being highly identified fans (n = 221).  

 Once the groups were created, a one-way ANOVA was completed to determine if 

differences existed within this sample between fan identity groups and overall meaningfulness of 

Variables M SD Valence In-group 
 

Valence 
 

4.18 
 

1.49 
 
1 

 
- 

 
In-group 

 
5.28 

 
1.71 

 
.206** 

 
1 

 
Fan Identity 

(SSIS) 

 
5.66 

 
1.20 

 
.252** 

 
.394** 
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the interaction. The Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances did come back significant at p = 

.004; however, this likely occurred due to the overwhelmingly large sample of those who 

considered themselves to be a highly-identified fan. The means and standard deviations for the 

three groups are presented – low fan identity (M = 1.73 ± SD = 2.54), moderate fan identity (M = 

2.60 ± SD = 2.31), and high fan identity (M = 3.17 ± SD = 1.80). The ANOVA test did report a 

statistically significant finding, F(2, 516) = 18.494, p < .001, R2 = 0.067 (6.7%). However, 

because of the result of the Levene’s test along with low variance observed, it is difficult to say 

how powerful this model is. A Bonferroni post-hoc analysis determined that statistically 

significant differences exist between each of the three levels of fan identity. Low and moderate 

fan identity groups were significantly different (p = .002), as well as moderate and high fan 

identity groups (p = .034). Last, the largest mean difference between fan groups existed between 

low and high fan identity groups (p < .001). Thus, while H7 is supported, however future 

research is required. 

 Hypothesis 8 (H8) was introduced to determine if the length of the interaction, measured 

in minutes, would have an effect on the perceived meaningfulness of the interaction. To prepare 

the regression analysis, a Pearson product-moment correlation procedure was used to determine 

if a relationship between the two variables existed. The results indicated that the two variables 

did not statistically relate to each other, r(517) = .043, p = .164. A regression analysis was 

conducted, despite the correlation result, to formally view the model and indicated a 

nonsignificant finding in the ANOVA, F(1,517) = 0.955, p = .329, R2 = 0.002 (0.2%). At this 

point, the regression analysis was aborted as the model was nonsignificant and Hypothesis 8 was 

not supported indicating that time did not have the expected effect on the meaningfulness of the 

interaction.  
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 A posteriori analysis was completed to determine if interaction length, categorized into 

quick, moderate, and long interactions, would offer an alternative angle on the perceived 

meaningfulness of the interaction. To do this, a quartile split via the SPSS frequencies function 

was conducted and determined that individuals indicate quick experiences from 1 to 3 minutes (n 

= 181, 34.87%), moderate experiences from 4 to 12 minutes (n = 196, 37.77%), and long 

experiences from 13 minutes and up (n = 142, 27.36%). A one-way ANOVA was conducted and 

found competing results. The Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances was nonsignificant at p 

= .141. The following perceived meaningfulness means and standard deviations are reported for 

each interaction length group – fast interaction (M = 2.04 ± SD = 2.385), moderate interaction (M 

= 2.99 ± SD = 1.949), and long interaction (M = 2.82 ± SD = 2.326). The ANOVA observed 

statistically significant results, F(2,516) = 9.541, p < .001, R2 = 0.036 (3.6%). A Bonferroni 

post-hoc analysis displayed statistically significant differences between the quick and moderate 

interaction lengths (p < .001) and quick and long interaction lengths (p = .005), however no 

significant differences emerged between moderate and long interaction lengths (p = 1.00). Thus, 

while the regression analysis did not observe an effect between time and perceived 

meaningfulness, the ANOVA does indicate that some perception may change based on the 

interaction length.  

Research Questions 

 Research Question 3 (RQ3) aimed to offer sports communication literature increased 

reference to the relationship between felt interpersonal rapport and parasocial interaction 

behaviors in regard to the FSF. A two-tailed Pearson product-moment correlation procedure was 

used to identify the relationship between these two variables, uncovering a statistically 

significant, moderately positive relationship r(517) = .276, p < .001. 
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 Research Question 4 (RQ4) aimed to offer sports communication literature reference to 

the relationship between felt interpersonal rapport and fanship towards the FSF after having this 

unique interaction. A two-tailed Pearson product-moment correlation procedure was used to 

identify the relationship between these two variables, uncovering a statistically significant, 

moderately positive relationship r(517) = .338, p < .001. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION 

Discussion (RQ1) 

 Based on previous research completed in the realm of fame and celebrity, it is apparent 

that these definitions have inherent ambiguity creating a gap in the literature (Rockwell & Giles, 

2009). Rockwell and Giles continue to mention that the reason why concepts such as the latter 

remain largely equivocal is due to the inherent internalization and subjectivity of these words. 

Fame and celebrity are plagued by casual and frequent interchangeability and parallel in the 

English language usage (i.e., Someone being a famous celebrity).   

To review, Gamson (1994) defined celebrity as an individual who is seen as a modern 

phenomenon and is propelled by media to extend their in-the-spotlight momentum. Boorstin 

(1992) identified celebrities as known for their well-knownness. Comparatively to celebrity, fame 

(or famous) is noted by Braudy (1997) as being someone who transcends time and may leave a 

legacy to be remembered and storied.  

 Rockwell and Giles (2009) offer a direct definition for fame as “long-standing 

phenomenon largely derived from mass society, typically urban, in which individuals are 

glorified for their deeds” (2009, p. 179). Observed again is this variable of time (i.e., “long-

standing”) and now interestingly, a glorification of their deeds. While it seems that the term 

“celebrity” is more accurate when defining a modern-day sports figure, especially when 
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considering Boorstin’s (1992) research, it seems colloquially unusual to call sports figures 

celebrities as the term famous tends to offer general feeling of simply being known. The full 

feeling of community support around a player or a team seems to err on the side of being well-

known, rather than being long-standing or even glorified for deeds.  

This dissertation aimed to move literature on fame and celebrity forward by offering 

additional qualifications beyond those mentioned within their academic definitions in the latter 

paragraph. The purpose for these qualifications is to offer increased salience, generalizable, 

tangibility, and an opportunity to quantify what sports fans consider famous within their personal 

interests. Thus, this research question had a single objective – What will respondents constitute 

as making a sports figure “famous?” 

Global Themes 

 Stated in the latter results section, it was observed that ten categories emerged, however, 

the tenth category was deemed miscellaneous, thus it will not be readily discussed in this 

discussion section, and focus will be placed on the nine categories that offer theoretical 

forwardness. The remaining nine categories will be discussed together and then individually. 

 One of the largest takeaways from the grounded theory analysis was a clear level of 

sports figure accomplishment across the entirety of the data collected. Across the nine themes 

(not including the miscellaneous category) accomplishment was noticed as recurring catalyst for 

the individual themes of fame. For example, playing at the highest professional or collegiate 

level is only achieved through accomplishment at lower levels, and playing at the highest 

professional and collegiate level is self-referential of an accomplishment. Beyond this single 

example, the other eight categories can, in some way, be connected to FSF accomplishment. 

Name recognition, aspiration, marketability, and media attention are results of accomplishment 
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based off high levels of success or notable failure within a sport. FSF led social activism is an 

additional avenue for achieving increased levels of public notoriety.  

 Similar to accomplishment, another element that emerges when considering the totality of 

the categories is FSF relevance. The categories each tended to involve a level of FSF relevance 

at the time of the engagement; that is to say, that at the time of the interaction a FSF was relevant 

to sports, and potentially the then current culture. Sports can be viewed as a cultural institution, 

pushing the boundaries of rapid wealth, political activism, cultural nuances, fleeting consumer 

fads, and athletic abilities (Smith & Stewart, 2010). Within the cultural institution of sports, the 

sports figures must at some level maintain their relevancy. For many sports figures, this 

maintenance can be done through the continuation of their success within their sport, namely 

their athletic abilities. However, figures may be capable of maintaining their fame-inducing 

qualities by playing into social trends or using their spotlight to help others, such as social 

activism (e.g., Colin Kaepernick and the Black Lives Matter campaign). Throughout the 

resulting categories produced by the grounded theory approach, relevance through multiple 

routes can be an appropriate for sports figures to utilize to increase and maintain their fame. 

 Another global element gleaned from the synthesized categories is visibility. Within the 

nine categories (not including the miscellaneous category), each can be traced to a level of public 

visibility – be it on playing field, in the community, on social and traditional media, or through 

marketability, the FSF maintains a level of public illumination. What is unique to this research is 

that the famous sports figure defined in the study was not limited to current athletes, rather it 

included coaches, front office staff, and retired sports figures. While current athletes may 

maintain visibility simply by playing, others maintained their visibility in a variety of ways from 

broadcasting to public service. 
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Singular and Joint Themes 

The most frequently cited reason for a sports figure to be regarded as famous to a fan was 

their individual skill, accolades, and accomplishments. This athlete-focused fame attribute was 

expected as because the foundation of sports is generated on athletic success. It goes without 

saying that competition within sport is a large reason why fans engage in sports as this compete 

can lead to direct group identity with a team and with other fans. The aesthetic beauty of 

watching elite, physically privileged athletes attempt to one-up each other is largely entertaining 

and creates social buzz that can be traced to the enjoyment of viewing sports with friends and 

family to fantasy sports (Wann, 1995; 2004; 2006).  

Wann (1995) notes that fans are motivated to enjoy sports for a plethora of reasons, 

however a few that can be readily observed within this category are entertainment, aesthetic 

nature of the gameplay, and eustress. Furthermore, this category of player skill and 

accomplishments harkens to some foundational elements of what makes sports captivating and 

that is fan identity and the result of competition – winning and losing. When fans begin to form 

their identity there is a growth in their loyalty to a team or player (Wakefield & Sloan, 1995).  

During fan identity development, a selection process occurs and is important because 

fanship may blossom into larger behaviors such as parasocial relationships, which can dictate 

time spent and media watched, and purchasing behaviors (Bauer et al., 2008). For many 

participants within this sample, the focus for fame is on the abilities of the FSF, thus it seems 

likely that this will drive fanship towards a player as this was the most salient element when 

considering fame in sports.  

FSF accomplishments and accolades reinforces the idea that FSF professional 

achievements, be it personal accolades like an MVP award or a league championship, matter to 
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the fans when considering fame. This concept seems congruent to the definition of celebrity, 

being known for one’s well-knownness, as well as fame - legacy over time - in that winning 

awards and championships or playing at a skill caliber that may put a FSF in contention for these 

awards would accelerate their recognition and what fans may consider to be fame.  

 Another category related to fan identity is the category of team association and 

affiliation. Uniquely, this category puts the team in front of the FSF and found that some fans, 

agree that the FSFs’ fame could be a bi-product of a team’s success. Within the 41 responses that 

identified team association as the link between FSF and fame, a handful of narratives emerged; 

1) players are famous if they maintain a professional or collegiate NCAA D1 team status; 2) 

sports figures are famous because they were on a championship winning team; and 3) players are 

famous when they are on a fan’s favorite team. Each one of these three narratives can be linked 

to fan identity when considering the foundational measures – fanship and fandom.  

 Reviewing these constructs, it is noted that fanship (Branscombe & Wann, 1991) is the 

affinity towards a team, player, or organization, and fandom (Reysen & Branscombe, 2010) is 

the connectedness to a community of fans who support a team or individual. Thus, what might be 

observed here is a that one’s fan identity resides largely with the team or organization and less 

with the individual sports figures involved. This may offer increased loyalty to the team and less 

to the sports figure. This can be thought of as supporting the more permanent symbol, the team, 

rather than the sports figure, who is a liminal actor, because the individual may retire, ask or 

unknowingly be traded, or in some form remove themselves from the organization, which may 

cause undue stress to a fan.  

 The team is a much more permanent fixture with roots (regularly) in geographic locations 

with stadiums or arenas and developed fan communities. Thus, the idea of team association 
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seems increasingly rational, however the commodity of sports is the player, which reverts back 

to the independent success of the individual sports figure, who has the potential to be a dynamic 

entity.  

Excluded Themes 

While expected themes emerged from the dataset, it is worth discussing a handful of 

topics that were expected, but did not arise from the responses. One of the most prominent 

expectations that failed to emerge was wealth. As discussed in the previous section, marqueeism 

is popular within sports communication and sports management fields, however fans did not 

seem to concern themselves with finances as a bridge to fame. It is possible, that fans may not 

have mentioned wealth as this may have been assumed since the survey prompt asked to describe 

elements that create fame; perhaps within in the grand scheme of being a famous sports figure, 

wealth is inherently implied. Alternatively, maybe wealth is simply not as important as sports 

figures’ job performance – athletic ability, success, and general social visibility. While wealth 

offers a readily accessible, quantifiable measure of fame it is possible to think of players within 

all sports who are more well known for their performance, but get paid less than the highest paid 

player on their team, per the definition of marqueeism.  

To push the boundary of fame status, a sports figure must activate a level of knownness 

within their field. To this point, it seems like celebrity status would act as a precursor for fame. 

Celebrity status may be accomplished from performing a spectacular play, getting involved with 

local communities, or promoting themselves on social media – each of which are singular 

moments in time. Sports figures may then enter a level of fame for enacting the previous 

behaviors over a long period of time, potentially reimagining the current culture of a team or 

community. At no point, is there a consideration with owning the top contract on a team. 
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Additionally, marqueeism offers two flaws when considering measurement of fame. First, 

marqueeism does not indicate that this player is currently the best athlete on the team. As players 

age, their abilities decline and new players rise to prominence, however contracts must be 

fulfilled and the once marquee player is now in a supporting role, but is still being paid the same. 

The second flaw in marqueeism, aligns with the former argument and that is just because the 

player is paid the most, does not equal that they are the most relevant.  

A second expected theme that did not appear frequently was social media following. 

Again, social media following is a readily accessible and quantifiable variable that can be used to 

measure one’s popularity among their peers across all sports. However, reflecting on this 

expectation, social media following may more accurately characterize celebrity more so than 

fame – i.e., someone who is seen as a modern phenomenon, propelled by media, and known for 

their well-knownness. Having thousands, even millions of followers is a strong method of 

determining someone who is well known, however, per the results, the demands associated with 

fame does not seem to translate to social media followers. To the majority of participants within 

this study, fame was not determined by follower count, rather it was the tangible visibility, such 

as community engagement, public media appearances on reputable networks, and performance 

were most salient to fans.  

 Concluding this section, it was interesting to find that fans strayed from wealth and social 

media following. Both of these variables are well studied within sports communication research, 

and there are no doubts that both play a role with fan identity. However, when it comes to the 

distinct determination of fame, fans alluded to classic fan identity structures to classify elements 

of fame such as performance and success, public outreach and community involvement, and 

interactions on mainstream media, mainly TV. It goes without saying that performance and 
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winning were the most important to fans, and can also be rationalized as the foundation for all 

other categories, as failure within their job performance would push a figure out of sports in 

general. Beyond the performance element, it seems that fans bask in the idea of the athlete being 

pro-fan participation in community events, providing inspiration, and being seen as someone 

who is larger than life, yet somehow still grounded and approachable. While money and follower 

count contribute to popularity, it is also ephemeral. Considering the responses from fans, fame is 

operationalized as performing in a recognizable manner that provides a lasting impact. 

Discussion (RQ2) 

 While the grounded theory approach process looks to expand, collapse, and then create 

theoretically capable categories to further assess textual data, it is prudent to attempt to rejoin the 

seven categories previously discussed. This process is important, because in the communication 

discipline borders between constructs and even theory are regularly hazy. Communication is a 

fluid event, and with this in mind it is difficult to create boundaries especially when analyzing 

experiences from a large group – sports fans – and interactions that may involve several 

interpersonal categories at once. However, the research pursued to rigorously and ethically 

determine where communication behaviors differed and how meaning was created under 

multiple guises.  

To review, the grounded theory process involved the line-by-line analysis of over 50,000 

words offered by 523 participants from across the United States and Canada. 179 exemplars 

from participants were extracted to help control the categories and work towards distinct 

differences making each category as unique, and thus as functional as possible. The goal of this 

method is to create a system for viewing and reviewing data that revolves around fan and FSF 

interaction and the search for meaning and how these elements can alter one’s fan identity. A 
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benefit of using the grounded theory approach for this specific set of data within this dissertation 

is two-fold. First, a creation of usable codes for organizing and analyzing interactions between 

fans and FSFs is now accessible as previously, a code for this type of research did exist per my 

review of the field. Second, a benefit of conducting analysis through a grounded theory approach 

is that conceptual frameworks are defended through direct, fan responses incorporating their 

actual experiences in a meaningful way to be used for understanding interactions in the future.  

Retroactive Meaning 

 Asking fans to recall a meaningful interaction with a famous sports figure (FSF) is a 

unique request. During the infancy stages of this dissertation design, it was believed that people 

would have offered more grievances as the surveys could have acted as an anonymous meta-

dump for negative memories and an opportunity to put a FSF on blast in an anonymous 

environment. In sum, less than 20 of the 523 open responses were interpreted as openly negative, 

and only one was openly neutral. This raised both concern and questions. Colloquially thought of 

as a rose-colored glasses effect, retroactive meaning is potentially being observed. Potentially, 

the opportunity to simply be in the presence of a famous sports figure may yield a positive 

retrospection in which neutral (or increasingly negative) experiences may be supported by 

benefit-of-the-doubt thinking, and recalling stories with gradual optimism.  

When offered opportunity to write about a positive or a negative experience, fans may 

have decided that spending time recalling a negative memory was uncomfortable. Research has 

shown that the conscious recall of negative events may lead to negative emotions and 

consequential depressive moods that can survive extended periods of time (Conway & Pleydell-

Pearce, 2000; Houle & Philippe, 2017). Recently, research has been conducted on how negative 

memories may not always result in decreased well-being, however the key factor was ones’ 
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adaptability to the event (Houle & Philippe, 2020). Furthermore, the noted adaptability to 

overcome negative recollection may be the result of healing over time (Houle & Philippe, 2020). 

Interestingly, this healing over time may begin to introduce a change from negative to gradually 

positive as one distances themselves via elapsed time. In a meta-analysis by Reed, Chan, and 

Mikels (2014), 100 empirical studies offered evidence that aging and the processing of 

information are positively correlated. These finding contest what the authors label a “doom and 

gloom” mentality as one ages (Reed et al., 2014, p. 1). 

Elaborating on the dynamic nature of memory, Morewedge (2012) identified that positive 

emotional preferences of nostalgia were widespread from interactions and periods of ones’ life to 

media. Morewedge’s findings showed that participants gave preference to nostalgic events over 

similar present and recent events. When considering how fans gauged their experiences, it is 

possible that fans were biased in their responses in that they selected the positive experience 

when given the opportunity, or that in the recall of the event some of the negative details were 

lost. Thus, there is rational logic behind selecting a positive event sharing. Documented under 

the Memento category, Norman (2003) discusses the ritual of storytelling and within this, there is 

an implicit lean towards positive sharing. In an attempt to interpret his discussion on storytelling, 

it seems that individuals maintain higher levels of motivation to share, along with the activation 

of positive emotions that accompany the telling of a happy story. 

Discussion (H1-H8, RQ3, RQ4) 

 To further expand upon the results of the eight hypotheses and remaining research 

questions, the forthcoming discussion section will look to examine intricacies, unique findings, 

and theoretical contributions. The discussion section will be organized in the same manner as the 

results, beginning with H1 through H8, followed by elaboration on RQ3 and RQ4. 
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 In general, the data was supportive of the hypotheses, except for H8 which did not 

support length of the interaction as an impactor for perceived meaningfulness. Overall, the 

dataset was unique in that the majority of the sample reported that their experience with a famous 

sports figure was overwhelmingly positive. A silver lining from this descriptive information is 

that famous sports figures either tend to perform in a positive manner regularly when interacting 

with fans or potentially fans themselves perceive any interaction with a famous sports figure to 

be inherently positively biased. The serendipity of the off-chance of meeting a sports figure was 

potentially enough to categorize the moment as positive, even if it was not fully mirroring fans’ 

expectations. Expanding upon these two possible scenarios, it is motivating to see that fans 

generally enjoyed their experience with these sports figures as a positive interaction can have 

longer lasting impressions.  

The fans who experienced negative interactions are not discounted, and experiencing a 

disappointing or difficult interaction with a famous sports figure may have repercussions. The 

data did show that fans experienced less parasocial interaction behaviors, among other variables, 

after experiencing a negative event with a FSF. However, the largest obstacle to interpreting such 

negative experiences is the sheer magnitude of positive experiences, as compared to a relative 

paucity of negative and neutral experiences. Thus, the information gleaned from this study and 

discussion, while beneficial to the sports communication field that currently lacks research on 

athlete-fan communication, requires conscious awareness of the unique sample collected. 

H1 considered the relationship between parasocial interaction and fan identity, and found 

that a statistically significant, moderately positive relationship existed. Being observed is that as 

fan identity increased, parasocial interaction behaviors increased as well, and the opposite 

actions, moving together in a negative direction, is a fair statement. This result is in line with 
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previous research within the sports communication field that those who have an increased fan 

identity will partake in parasocial interaction behaviors as they feel more closely associated with 

players and teams and find this connection to be psychologically beneficial and may impact on 

fandom when with groups of fans (Earnheardt & Haridakis, 2009).  

Recent studies have shown that fans are continuously looking for increased connection to 

sports figures through social media (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016; Su et al., 2020). Hence, 

the more someone finds themselves prioritizing fan identity over other social identities, fans 

appear to be immersing themselves in activities that reduce the perceived distance between 

themselves and the sports figures and breaking what could be described as a fourth wall that 

separates audience from actors. The fourth wall or breaking the fourth wall (B4W) is defined as 

an interaction between a normally fictional character and their direct communication with the 

audience, with a recent study demonstrating that this interaction fosters high levels of audience 

enjoyment immersion (Schültz et al., 2020).  

The construct of B4W may have been experienced even more clearly within H2, which 

looked at fanship along with parasocial interactions to observe increased texture among how fans 

responded to their interaction with a FSF. Fan identity captures a global score of how fans view 

themselves within the sports world and combines fandom (i.e., fan community interactions) and 

fanship (i.e., affinity towards a specific person, team, or organization) in a single equation. By 

looking at fanship directly, the goal shifted to accurately assess a fan’s affinity towards the FSF 

through the relationship of parasocial interaction behaviors after experiencing the interaction 

with a FSF. Results were consistent with current literature in that a moderately strong, positive 

correlation existed between the two variables. Earnheardt and Haridakis (2009) note that 

increases in fanship may increase media consumption of the entity, spending on merchandise, 
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and may increase perceived feelings of closeness – each of which may contribute or relate to a 

fan’s parasocial interaction.  

Bauer et al., (2008) saw in their research how fanship can lead to intensified feelings of 

parasocial connection, and what may be gleaned from the current study is that this relationship is 

happening between these two variables after the interaction with a FSF. Distinctive from the 

previous studies mentioned, this study asked participants to directly consider an interaction had 

with a FSF, implying that the FSF involved in the interaction was random, and not a 

measurement of a participant’s favorite player or similar. This study saw that when a participant 

has an interaction with a random FSF, that parasocial interactions and fanship have a relationship 

and change positively or negatively together. Given that other scholars have not controlled for 

this specific type of interaction, such a finding should prove useful.  

H3 was the first hypothesis to incorporate the variable of interaction valence from 

negative to positive. The sample within this research found experiences to be chiefly positive, 

with very few participants indicating negative (n = 10) and neutral (n = 5), thus offering strong 

arguments for the relationship between valences and parasocial interaction is difficult and will 

require additional research that invites more participants with negative and neutral experiences. 

This being stated, the correlation analysis did report a statistically significant, moderately 

positive correlation between valence and parasocial interaction. This signifies that those who had 

a more positive experience may have involved themselves with increased parasocial interaction 

behaviors with the FSF they met. When considering the outcomes for FSFs during an interaction, 

the creation of a positive experience may encourage the fan to follow the figure on social media, 

watch programming featuring the FSF, and to create psychological connections.  
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Connections that fans develop may increase loyalty to the figure, regardless of their team 

or organization, create a customer profile in which the fan is buying items because of the figure’s 

influence, and generally increases the fan’s mood. Theodorakis et al. (2012) observed in their 

research that as fans became closer to athletes that fans then begin to see themselves as more 

similar to the figure, and that this similarity breeds a liking mentality. It is clear that athlete 

branding has increased during the age of social media, and leagues like the Premier Lacrosse 

League thrive on the marketability of their athletes to point where cross-brand endorsement and 

accessibility to fans has become a staple (Hakim, 2021; Hemme et al., 2020).  

A post-hoc analysis was conducted parallel to H3 to further observe some the participants 

experiences. An ANOVA was conducted to see if differences existed between negative/neutral 

and positive and parasocial interaction as the dependent variable. Moving to a two-category 

group was strategically prepared to increase the sample size of the negative and neutral groups 

that together only say 15 participants (2.89%). Results indicated that parasocial interaction scores 

were significantly higher in the positive groups when compared to the composite 

negative/neutral group. The average parasocial interaction score was 4.44 out of 7. Positive 

participant experiences averaged 4.49 out of 7 while those who had a negative or neutral 

experience averaged only 2.62 out of 7 on their parasocial interaction score. Thus, even while the 

negative and neutral group is small, their mean differences are significant when considering an 

approximate two-point difference on a scale that ranges from 1 to 7.  

The implications of these can be straightforward in that someone who experienced a 

positive interaction may find themselves connecting and even bonding with the figure after the 

interaction through social media and traditional media. Someone with a negative experience, 

however, may only become peripherally involved, and it seems that their interest with the figure 
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may fade away with only a negative story to recount. In a business where the athlete is trying to 

sell themselves both on the field and off the field, a positive interaction with someone who may 

or may not be a fan may indeed benefit the athlete. Additionally, with the speed at which news 

and events move through the social media sphere it seems salient to think that athletes would 

benefit from positive stories where individuals rave about their experience to the public, rather 

than blast a sports figure for a poor moment. 

Hypothesis 4 substantiated a positive relationship between fanship and fan identity. This 

suggests that as fanship increases, fan identity will mimic this shift and vice versa. It is surprising 

that the correlation between these two variables was not stronger as fanship is a construct 

component of fan identity. Potentially participants felt different within certain realms of the SSIS 

and fanship scales, however, when reviewing the means and standard deviations, it is clear that 

they are similar ideas on a global level (SSIS M = 5.66 SD = 1.20; Fanship M = 5.56 SD = 

0.855). It makes conceptual sense to believe that if either fan identity or fanship increase the 

other will be closely behind, however thinking with fans in mind it is not uncommon to see 

differences in fan ideologies. For example, some fans prioritize team or organization loyalty, 

while some are more loyal to the sports figure. There are fans that exist who find themselves 

immersed in the community element from geographical location to family upbringings, but 

potentially do not see the sports figures as much more than athletes deciding game outcomes. 

Regardless, this result provides evidence for further research to better understand how fans 

navigate fan identity and fanship elements within their social and personal lives. 

Hypothesis 5 examined how valence may predict changes in one’s fanship towards the 

FSF. Creating a positive environment in which a fan leaves an interaction happy does, at some 

level, increase their fanship towards a sports figure. The regression equation indicated a positive 
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increase; however, the increase is small across this sample. That is not to say that individuals 

would not experience high levels of fanship growth, but generally speaking it is a small increase. 

Hypothesis 6 observed the relationships between in-group perception, fan identity, and 

the valence of the interaction. These relationships are central because it is believed that the fans’ 

perception of the FSF’s status as a group member could be related to their fan identity. 

Additionally, observing relationships between in-group status and valence may indicate a 

potential bias for those who are in-group members and those who are considered irrelevant to the 

fan’s group, such as figures on a team in a different division, and those who are considered out-

group members such as direct rivals. The correlation matrix observed in Table 1 shows that each 

of these variables shared positive, weak to moderate relationships that were each statistically 

significant. The strongest of the three relationships was between perceived in-group status and 

fan identity. This makes theoretical sense when considering fan identity – as in-group status 

increases, fan identity increases as well. The current findings mirror social identity theory, in that 

someone who is on your team may be habitually viewed as someone who you identify with 

(Ashforth & Mael, 1989), and at a minimum a fan would see them as closer to their own identity 

and capable of creating positive or negative emotions as a member of your team or organization 

(Wann, 2006).  

Within the same correlation matrix located in Table 1, valence of the interaction and fan 

identity resulted in a statistically significant slightly moderate, positive relationship. Similar to 

that of valence and fanship, as the valence increased in positivity, fan identity increased as well. 

Again, it is believed that positive behaviors create a form of liking that has the potential to shift 

fans’ ideologies of a person, and potentially a team. This research cannot affirm the predictive 

qualities with firm postulation; however, the relationship between these two variables expresses 
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at some level that positivity can be a viable variable that may create bright and motivated fans 

after an interaction. Last, the relationship between in-group and valence of the interaction, while 

still statistically significant, was only weakly correlated, signifying that in-group and out-group 

differences may not be as salient as previously believed during an interaction with a FSF 

regardless of the valence. It is not possible through the Pearson correlation to determine which 

variable offers larger impact; however, it is clear that in-group and out-group differences matter 

in sports fan research. Possibly due to the overwhelmingly positive responses, valence may have 

been a less powerful variable since only 15 out of 519 participants either have only experienced 

negative or neutral interaction or actively chose to discuss a positive interaction. 

H7 saw the introduction of the variable that measured a fan’s perceived level of overall 

interaction meaningfulness, which was measured single-item measure from -5 to 5. The goal of 

this hypothesis was to suggest that differences would emerge between three different levels of 

fan identity and perceived meaning. As noted in the results section, the vast majority of the 

sample perceived themselves as highly identified sports fans, causing negative skew and also 

providing a sample within this analysis that failed the Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances. 

That being said, differences did exist in perceived levels of meaning based on the fan identity 

groupings. Interestingly, all groups on average found the interaction meaningful, however the 

low fan identity group’s mean was low enough for the meaningfulness to be less than zero 

indicating that some fans did not find this interaction to carry much meaning for them. Overall, it 

was unique to see that meaningfulness was not unanimous among participants.  

Viewing these results from the opposite angle, it is clear however, that for those who 

identify as high-level fans that this serendipitous interaction was very meaningful. This harkens 

back to the impact of meeting a famous sports figure. It is logical to think that if a fan is 
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recognizing a sports figure outside of the stadium or arena, that they are at some degree of sports 

awareness and thus meeting someone who is recognized may inherently carry high amounts of 

meaning. When considering this point of view, it may be advantageous to compare 

meaningfulness of an interaction to the perception of sports figure role models and impact to 

behaviors and attitudes. Bush et al. (2004) noted in their research that teenagers specifically, 

represent an incredible market for sports growth, and that within this role model function athletes 

can shine as opinion leaders for products and ideologies. Thus, when observing meaningfulness 

of interactions for highly-identified sports fans, this engagement may be the equivalent of 

meeting a role model who is or was once viewed on TV, discussed with friends and family, and 

held in high regard. 

It is possible, however, that the meaning or impact of the interaction may actually operate 

dependently on the actions within the interaction. Fans who may have received a memento may 

have involuntarily placed this interaction at the apex of meaning, while those who received only 

a high-five may compare the weight of a high-five, in that it is fleeting and value largely rooted 

in story recall, to an autograph which can be shared, sold, or passed down as an heirloom. Thus, 

meaningfulness of the interaction is largely dynamic with multiple layers influencing the 

outcome of the interaction. 

 The final hypothesis (H8) targeted the predictability of meaningfulness through the 

quantifiable variable of the length of the interaction measured in minutes. While the survey 

explicitly stated that participants are to share their brief interactions with a famous sport figure, 

what may be brief to some fans could be a couple hours while for some it could have been a 

couple minutes. Thus, while the length of conversation did vary, 75% of participants had 

interactions that were 15 minutes or less, and 50% of the entire sample stated their interaction 
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lasted 5 minutes or less. It was originally believed that if a sports figure were to offer a fan more 

time, that the fan’s perception of meaningfulness would also be affected positively. What was 

observed, rather, was a nonsignificant relationship.  

 To counter this nonsignificant finding, a post-hoc ANOVA analysis was completed after 

transforming time into three groups – quick, moderate, and long interactions. Results show that 

statistically significant differences in meaning existed between interaction length. Coupled with 

the qualitative analyses, which found time to be a salient element of the engagement, it seems 

justifiable to not entirely rule out time as a impactful element of the sports figure and fan 

engagement. Perhaps, the element of time is deferred or relevant based on the current context 

and environment of the interaction. For example, if a sports figure is approached while at a 

coffee shop, a fan may perceive this person to have more available time than a sports figure who 

is approached in an airport. Overall, the findings from Hypothesis 8 stand out among all results 

within this dissertation because it was largely unanticipated.  

Within interpersonal immediacy and rapport literature, time reciprocation is a valued and 

readily used variable in describing positive interpersonal relationships (Matsumoto & Hwang, 

2017; Tickle-Degnen & Rosenthal, 1987). Since the opportunity to meet a famous sports figure 

is so low, potentially even one minute is enough to be meaningful, thus whether the interaction is 

one minute or one hour, the majority of fans may not consciously acknowledge the value of time 

given to them. Furthermore, during such a high energy moment – such as being caught off guard 

by a FSF – that a fan may not truly realize how much time was afforded until the moment has 

lasted long enough to consciously grasp. This is to say that in many open responses, fans were 

left star struck and seemingly unaware of the moment that just occurred. In sum, seeing that time 

was not a significant factor during an interpersonal interaction was unexpected and future studies 
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regarding athlete-fan communication may be attracted to observing if a point of diminishing 

returns exists within these high-level engagements. 

The final two research questions (RQ3 and RQ4) introduced the variable of rapport, 

which was measured using a seven-item measure. Statements that participants were exposed to 

on the survey included assertions such as the sports figure created a feeling of warmth and the 

sports figure was very patient. Three statements were reverse coded and exposed the participant 

to thoughts such as the sports figure had a condescending attitude, acted artificially, and 

performed in a routine or mechanical manner with fans. The rapport scale ranged from one to 

seven with an average score of 5.50 (SD = 1.10) indicating that generally, the fans experienced 

decently high levels of rapport with famous sports figures.  

Within this unique interaction scenario, rapport is sensitive in that this interaction 

between FSF and fan may likely only occur once. Thus, perceived rapport of the interaction is 

very much constituted from a thin-slice, dependent on the environment, the context, and the 

attitude, mood, and personality of both the FSF and fan. It is rational to think that perceived 

rapport would be related in some capacity to valence in this regard that positive interactions 

maintained positive rapport, and thus a post-hoc Pearson product-moment correlation was 

conducted on this premonition. Results indicate a statistically significant, strong positive 

correlation between rapport and valence of the interaction, r(517) = .625, p < .001. Thus, it can 

be stated that within this sample as positivity increased, perceived rapport also increased at a 

strong rate.  

RQ3 observed the relationship between perceived rapport and parasocial interaction. To 

this point in the sports communication field, rapport and parasocial interaction variables have not 

been tested together. The present research is hopeful to offer insight so future studies observing 
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fan-FSF (or athlete) communication can further examine how rapport may lead to increased 

parasocial interactions and potentially vice versa. The correlation procedure did observe a 

statistically significant, moderately positive correlation indicating that in some form these two 

variables are positively related and shift in a similar pattern. Perhaps the level of rapport had 

during the interaction led to higher levels of parasocial interaction behaviors after the 

engagement much like what was seen in the earlier hypotheses in that parasocial and fanship and 

fan identity were related. 

Likewise, RQ4 demonstrated that rapport and fanship are related at a significant, 

moderately positive level. What may be gleaned from this research question is that rapport, 

which includes three major pillars – mutual attentiveness, positivity, social coordination – relates 

to fanship levels in some form, however it is believed to be similar to positively valanced 

interactions and fan identity. Positive interactions appear to be embedded within rapport and 

those with high fan identity levels may introduce a sports figure bias (similar to a halo-effect) or 

may even perceive this figure to be a member of their in-group, which may accelerate one’s level 

of rapport building through high interaction intentionality and desire to have a successful and 

memorable interaction with such an esteemed figure.  

 Garnered from the analysis, it is evident that rapport and both parasocial interactions and 

fanship relate, however at this moment the research is unable to proclaim directionality or 

interaction. It is encouraging to see, however, that these interpersonal variables are relevant to 

the sports communication field. It is important to continue to research these phenomena within 

sports communication because it seems probable that fan satisfaction and a sports figure’s ability 

to interact and engage with fans successfully may have benefits for all parties involved. 

Additionally, with the amount of significant relationship findings, it is plausible to say that these 
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engagements, while fleeting and unique on a case-by-case basis, do indeed have some impact on 

fan identity and fanship perception and change. To say that a single interaction with a famous 

sports figure is the zenith of fan identity change would be incorrect; however, interpersonal 

engagements involving those who seem inaccessible can drastically impact the right person and 

at a minimum provide salient direction for fan behaviors following one of these special 

moments. 

Theoretical Implications 

 In the forthcoming section, theoretical implications will be discussed. The topics 

acknowledged offer a level of direction for future theory and construct testing and novel insight 

into popularly utilized variables.  

Marqueeism 

 Marketability and pop culture offer a unique category that also included the wealth and 

salaries of FSFs. Interestingly, the data yielded few – less than five – responses concerned about 

the intersection of FSF wealth and fame. This is important because within sports communication 

research, and sport management research, a variable exists titled marqueeism, defined simply as 

being the highest paid player on a team (Jewell, 2017). While the highest paid figure on a team 

seems like a reasonable way to address player abilities and relative importance to a team, one 

may also glean that marqueeism could offer a direct tie to fame. However, this being said, 

marqueeism may more accurately act as a modifier or a mediator variable in that it could add to 

fame, but it may not be solely responsible for the fame a FSF receives. The present research is 

unable to address if marqueeism is a modifier or a mediator, however a simple figure is 

discussed. When determining fame using the categories developed within this research question, 

fame would be the outcome variable (Y) and based on the frequency within this study, player 
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skill, accolades, and accomplishments would be listed as the predictor variable (X). However, 

marqueeism could be thought of as a mediator variable (Figure 1) as being the highest paid 

player on the team could help predict fame. Additionally, marqueeism can also be argued to 

operate at the moderator level (Figure 2) in that marqueeism may interact with the already high 

level of FSF skill and accomplishments to result in fame.  

Figure 1 

Marqueeism as a Mediating Variable between Player Skill and Accomplishments and Fame. 

 

 
             
             
             
             
             
             
              
 
 

Figure 2 

Marqueeism as a Moderating Variable between Player Skill and Accomplishments and Fame. 
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seems that the majority of participants within this sample do not consider wealth to be a salient 

factor in determining sports figure fame. Thus, using marqueeism to address fame may lead to 

errors and limitations within research that set objectives to measure the impact of high level 

athletes and sports figure solely using their contracts because according to fans, wealth is far 

down the list of elements that equate to fame. 

The Search for Identity and Meaning 

Merriam-Webster define the word meaning as the following – “significant quality” 

(2021). It can be argued that an interaction with a famous sports figure is a significant moment in 

many fans’ lives. Where this definition leads into ambiguity is through the term “quality” as 

individuals may define a quality interaction in ways that have been expressed in the previous 

findings section or not. For example, I introduced one of the more simplistic participant 

responses - "He actually stopped and talked to me for a little bit" (Participant #495). This 

response, however short, was seen as a significant quality encounter with a FSF. This response 

may rival what seems like a much higher quality interaction as stated by Participant #34 - "He 

was very nice, very generous with his time, and patient with everybody despite being too hurt to 

play in the actual game." While the latter response seems to include higher levels of quality, it is 

not up to me, rather it is up to the actors involved in the interaction. Thus, the search for meaning 

is difficult, however using the categories formed through this grounded theory approach can 

assist in organizing the interactions and contribute to our understanding of what individuals 

consider to be positive, neutral, and negative interactions with famous sports figures in future 

research. 

While the construct of meaningfulness is largely psychological, the impacts of change in 

what a person considers meaningful may certainly have an impact on their communication with 
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friends, family, and their sports community. Defined by May et al. (2004), meaningfulness is a 

value or purpose, which is then judged in relation to ones’ ideologies and standards. 

Additionally, the consequence of lack of meaningfulness may be alienation or a sense of 

disengagement from an entity, ideology, person, or object (Aktouf, 1992). Broken into two 

sections – positive and negative meaningfulness – there are inherent consequences to both, with 

a key element being the contrary actions that take place as directional relationships occur. For 

example, there is a relationship between positive meaningfulness and group fit and relationships 

with others, while the opposite exists for negative meaningfulness (May et al., 2004; Shamir, 

1991). Importantly, meaningfulness is not seen as an independent variable, rather it is a 

dependent variable based on the behavior and communication before and during the interaction. 

The post-interaction and personal reflection of an interaction could potentially be viewed as an 

independent variable as it may influence identity change moving forward. 

 Identity change in itself is meaningful, however paradoxically, it is meaning that seems to 

increase the chance of identity change. This dissertation aims to observe how fan identity can 

change as the result of interpersonal behavior of an individual sports figure during an interaction. 

This is different from organizational behaviors that alter fan identity such as promotion of group 

ideologies (i.e., a politically charged tweet) and changes in business that impact fans. This 

interaction is also different from the consequence of a sports figure transgression in which 

research is determining fan identity change from anti-social behavior. According to Burke (2006) 

identities are the conglomeration of “self-meanings that define who one is, and identity change 

as change in these meanings” (p. 81). It is well known that identity change occurs across 

arguably any group or affiliation (Burke, 2006). In sports communication, identity change has 

focused largely as the result of team influence (Laverie & Arnett, 2000) and also identity 
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(re)consideration as a result of athlete transgressions (Brown et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2016). 

Viewing identity shift after an interaction is unique in that experiences differ, however, based on 

observations within the analysis positive and negative behaviors can be identified, which can 

benefit sports figures in these more frequent, low-risk scenarios.  

 To elaborate on the generation of meaning and how a meaningful interaction may alter 

fan identity, it is important to consider seminal arguments for identity structure. Social identity 

theory is grounded in the idea of symbolic interaction (Laverie & Arnett, 2000) and maintains 

three focal elements – the connection between self, role, and society (Stryker, 1980). It is 

important to note that the self is created upon the foundation of “multiple selves” and is 

consistent with the literature of Goffman (1959) who proposed that individuals perform in a 

manner that will benefit them, which includes the idea of code switching (Laverie & Arnett, 

2000, p. 227). For example, an individual can play the role of a sports fan, within the social 

atmosphere of fan communities, and the level of intensity of the role is related to how important 

this version of the self is in the context of the social goals of that individual at that moment and 

the individual’s self-perception.  

Within this dynamic, environmental influences such as interactions can impact these 

three dynamics and also vice versa; an individual’s identity can impact an interaction with a 

famous sports figure and a famous sports figure can impact an individual’s identity. While the 

importance of the sports figures role seems legitimate, newer research such as Biscaia et al., 

(2018) state “while various definitions of fans exist in the sport literature, the term generically 

refers to individuals who have an interest in or follow a particular team,” and then proceed to put 

onus on the sport managers, and admit that managing fan identity is difficult based on numerous 

team-based activities (“increased attendance… merchandise sales…” (p. 459). There is a genuine 
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variable within this model of team and fan relationship that is missed, and it is becoming 

apparent that the sports figure plays a strong role.  

Pushing this research, Melnick and Wann’s (2011) observations of athlete importance 

went largely unnoticed in that the socialization of fans of a new team was heavily influenced 

from players and figures from the team. Additionally, Hakim (2021) observed how fans of the 

Premier Lacrosse League socialized into their team fanship, and displayed how athletes were a 

gateway to positive fan behaviors such as loyalty and media consumption. The sports figures 

themselves may be considered a viable bridge from potential team interest to potential team 

loyalty. Thus, these individuals may very well represent a meaningful influence on fan identity. 

 An excerpt from an academic article on trademark law by Jacob Jacoby generated a 

posteriori realization that stretches linguistic capabilities of fame (and famous) as the author 

states “… in his famous Harvard Law Review article…” (2001, p. 1013, emphasis added). It was 

then imagined if the word celebrity could be exchanged in this example, and it seemed rather 

improbable (i.e., in his celebrity Harvard Law Review…). What this example offers is additional 

language variation in which the term famous can be used, thus extending dialogue and 

syntactical usage.  

Thin-slicing 

 Thin-slicing is a concept in which people are assumed capable of creating perception-

based judgement within a limited amount of time and with limited communication and 

behavioral cues (Ambady & Rosenthal, 1992). The research from Ambady and Rosenthal (1993) 

observed how students were able to accurately assess teachers’ personalities within 15-, 30-, and 

60-seconds with consistency that paralleled students who submitted the same evaluation after a 

full class. The brief interactions had within this dissertation provide applicable scenarios for the 
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discussion of how thin-slicing can be utilized within the intersection of sports communication 

and interpersonal communication. Noted within the findings are explicit remarks from 

participants about how their encounter with a sports figure was memorable and guided their 

opinions on that person, and potentially their team. While this dissertation was not 

methodologically guided by thin-slicing, future research is encouraged to examine the potential 

for identity change within these brief fan-athlete moments as responses were clear that people 

were impacted by these interactions, and thus also demonstrating that the encounters were 

meaningful to an extent.  

The rarity of the actual engagement between a fan and famous sports offers an additional 

level of intrigue within the thin-slicing concept. Recently, scholars have utilized thin-slicing as a 

means of demonstrating athlete-to-athlete communication (Furley & Schweizer, 2014) and also 

athlete-to-audience communication (Furley & Schweizer, 2016), however research has yet to 

demonstrate the dyadic interaction between fans and sports figures using thin-slicing. The 

interaction between the participant and the sports figure met is highly atypical, and the chance of 

the interaction happening again may be considered equally uncommon, thus the first impression 

may in fact be the only impression. This introduces another interpersonal phenomenon, which 

can be described as the power dynamic between fans and famous sports figures based on what 

fame entails. What can be deduced from this analysis of fan interactions is that within a moment 

a fan can be elevated to a level of blissful positivity or left disappointed, and that fans seem to 

acknowledge this behavioral and emotional change quickly.  

Judging Fame 

The autonomous sports figure guides this narrative into the categories of marketability 

and pop culture, media attention, community and fan centered engagements, and role models 
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and pro-social qualities, each of which are FSF-centered behaviors or events that can be 

observed as independent to the team or organization. This ability to judge the individual returns 

to the foundation of the dissertation, which is fan identity change when interacting with a famous 

sports figure and the concept of thin-slicing. 

 The thin-slicing concept (Ambady & Rosenthal, 1992; Kruglanski, 1989) is a human 

communication tool used to make quick judgements of people in a short period of time using 

limited information. As respondents mentioned within the survey, sports figure fame is sizably 

weighted towards the actions and behaviors that sports figures can either control,  or at least 

influence. When looking at the following categories, community and fan centered engagements 

and role models and pro-social qualities fans may use the thin-slicing procedure to judge if this 

person is worthy of fame. Through a fan’s limited observations of public interactions between 

sports figures and other fans (and communities), they may determine for themselves if this sports 

figure holds these sought-after qualities. 

Expectancy violation theory (Burgoon & Jones, 1976) could offer an alternative 

viewpoint for these categories in that expectations of how fans’ ideally imagine a famous sports 

figure to act when engaging with fans may be created based on perception. However, once an 

interaction occurs this perception may or may not hold true. Thus, what is being reported is how 

fans, in an ideal scenario, may articulate the concept of fame and with that expectations are 

inherently intertwined.  

Returning back to how this fan-sports figure engagement may interact with thin-slicing is 

that through these built expectations – for example the FSF will show humility, behave with role 

model intentions, and work with communities – the fan is in a sense creating a thin-slice that 

may or may not agree with an actual thin-slice from an interaction. The categories of 
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marketability and pop culture, and media attention may also impact expectation when having an 

interaction with a FSF. For example, seeing legendary athletes like Michael Jordan perform in 

the movie Space Jam may lead a young fan to believe that Jordan behaves a certain, and 

expected way. However, if this person were to meet Jordan, their expectation could be 

strengthened or weakened depending on the interaction and the perceived thin-slice of that 

moment.  

The usage of fame and celebrity will colloquially be intertwined in conversation and 

messaging; however, qualitative findings suggest that the lexical interaction between fame and 

celebrity involves differentiation at the academic and research level. Referencing RQ1 and the 

thematic differences displayed by the grounded theory analysis, the definition of celebrity 

emerged within the spectrum of fame. The second most frequent theme that emerged was name 

recognition and general recognizability, largely mirroring Boorstin’s (1992) definition of 

celebrity: “a person who is well known for his well-knownness” (p. 57).  

Research regarding fame (or celebrity) and sports may strongly benefit from this 

differentiation as researchers develop hypotheses and research questions that are aimed at better 

understanding how FSFs perceive themselves in comparison to fans, organizations, media, etc. 

This is to say that famous individuals are recognized as celebrities, but celebrities may not 

necessarily be famous in return as fame is fortified, academically, through longevity of an 

individual’s relevance and their legacy. However, along with these traditional fame checkpoints, 

it may now be appropriate to include the remaining eight categories (not including the 

miscellaneous category) as potential avenues for gauging FSF fame, contingent on research 

goals. Accordingly, this dissertation cannot accurately assess how fans would define celebrity, 

however interestingly, through the coding process a similar definition for celebrity emerged that 
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would signify that knownness may be more accurately observed as a quality contributing to 

fame, rather than equals as used in colloquial language.  

 Masspersonal 

 The field of sports communication is integrally tethered to mass communication theory, 

assumption, and expectation as research is largely focused on how sports industry impacts 

individuals at a global level (Wenner, 2015). Whether researchers are aiming to understand how 

athletes navigate social, cultural, and political circumstances, fantasy sports, or information 

sharing among fans, research is viewed through mediated channels based on the current salience 

of our modern technology at both professional and social levels. While this dissertation is largely 

interpersonal, the interpersonal elements of fan and FSF interactions may inform the growing 

area of masspersonal communication.  

 Traditionally, mass communication is viewed as largely one-way messaging through a 

mediated platform to a large audience, while interpersonal communication is generally viewed as 

two-way communication among a small group (often two individuals), communicating without 

the assistance of media (i.e., face-to-face) (O’Sullivan et al., 2017). However, communication 

lines have been habitually blurred with increased Internet accessibility, and development of 

social media platforms (O’Sullivan et al., 2017). Coined by Reardon and Rogers (1988), a “false 

dichotomy” emerged in which mass communication and interpersonal communication could no 

longer be viewed as mutually exclusive. Within this dissertation, it is not difficult to see how 

mass communication information gathered by fans can influence feelings and subsequent 

behaviors when interacting with famous sports figures. Additionally, it is rational to believe that 

an interpersonal interaction with a FSF may influence an individual’s mediated behavior after the 
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interpersonal engagement. Thus, an area in which a masspersonal phenomenon may exist, 

especially with high level social media usage, is fan-FSF communication. 

 The incorporation of parasocial interaction with sports fanship, fan identity, and 

interpersonal interaction valence measures observes masspersonal qualities. Each of the elements 

listed resulted in positive relationships, in which interpersonal and mass communication qualities 

where inseparable in that each may have influenced the behavioral outcomes. What is then 

interesting to deliberate is where does parasocial interaction stop or start in relation to the 

interpersonal engagement had by the fan and FSF. One could rightly query whether an 

interpersonal fan interaction with a FSF in which they previously participated in parasocial 

behaviors previously can return to the parasocial interaction. Conversely, if the fan and FSF are 

having their first interaction at the interpersonal level, one could also question whether 

subsequent communication over social media should be considered parasocial in nature. When 

considering the directionality and initiation of the relationship, masspersonal assumptions may 

offer an avenue for future research concerning modern relationships in sports, but also in many 

other facets of communication where a power dynamic, such as the fan-FSF relationship, exists.  

Limitations 

 Human communication research studies are bound by their limitations, and this study was 

no different. Beginning with demographic based limitations, this dissertation was largely limited 

by a predominately White male sample. Researchers who aim to observe similar human 

phenomenon within sports communication would be wise to ensure, either through selective 

sampling or additional digital survey guidelines that samples are largely diverse of both race and 

gender participants. This survey is also limited to American, or at least United States based, 

participants. Thus, the findings here should not be assumed for sports cultures that are divergent 
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to American sports cultures. Research exists, especially within Olympic and nationalistic foci, 

that fans from divergent cultures throughout the world process fame, sports figures, and fan 

identity differently. Within demographic consideration, it may also be appropriate to consider 

controlling for fan age. This study is somewhat limited to the diversity of age within this sample, 

and it is suggested that future studies control or attempt to capture a specified age range as it may 

be beneficial to larger generalizations and application. 

 The method within this study also includes several limitations including valance of the 

interaction, survey length, and survey scales. First, this study is limited to the participants 

recalled valence. Participants were asked to freely recall an interaction with a famous sports 

figure, and 97.10% of all responses were perceived as positive. This limitation could have been 

avoided if participants were asked directly or offered the opportunity to discuss two interactions 

– one positive and one negative or neutral. Additionally, this study is limited in that the 

researcher cannot describe the number of interactions a fan has encountered and thus ambiguity 

exists if the sample generally only had a single experience or if a valence preference existed that 

navigated individuals to recall a positive story. 

 The survey length was another limitation in that survey fatigue based on time required to 

complete the survey and the number of tasks may have worn down participants. The average 

length of survey completion was approximately 27 minutes for those using Amazon MTurk and 

Cloud Research while students and Reddit users experienced an average length of 13 minutes. It 

is unclear why the average time doubled over Cloud Research; however, survey activity length 

may be incentive based. For example, those using Reddit did not receive compensation and  

attrition existed, along with several low quality surveys that were removed. A large incentive for 

Reddit users was to help for karma (both as a monetary system and metaphorically) and 
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potentially to create conversation, which can lead to Reddit based virtual incentives such as an 

upvote and community awards.  

Students were motivated complete the survey for extra credit. Both parties, however, 

could have potentially moved through the survey quicker in comparison to MTurk because of the 

missing (or low) incentive and nearly non-existent chance of repercussion. MTurk and Cloud 

Research survey completion, however, was incentivized throughout the process. Participants are 

paid for their time and issues with survey completion could result in their dismissal from future 

survey participation and monetary penalties. Hence, those who used MTurk and Cloud Research 

may have been influenced by the monetary incentive, or risk of earnings removal, and in turn 

took longer than expected to ensure higher quality survey. 

 Last, this dissertation is limited through the selection of the scales used within the survey 

and participant recall. Presently, a number of published scales exist within sports communication 

to measure fanship and fan identity and likewise a plethora of scales and adapted scales exist for 

parasocial interactions and rapport, thus selecting which scales are best for the sample is 

perceived as a limitation. It is difficult to predict the type of sample that will be obtained when 

using platforms such as social media, students, and MTurk and Cloud Research. Previous 

research on positive and negative recall in regard to interpersonal encounters with a famous 

sports figures does not presently exist, thus deciding on which scales and open-response 

questions to ask fundamentally limiting. Moving forward after observing the type of 

demographic and experiences shared, the open response questions, scales, and general survey 

direction would be altered. 

 What has been documented is that memory is a flawed human process in which memories 

can be created and destroyed, thus this study is inherently limited to participant recall, which 
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may or may not be altered by the participant. The researcher has an ethical obligation to trust the 

responses from the participants, so long as the responses are coherent and appropriate, however 

when considering the findings, it is important to consider that surveys fall victim to participant 

manipulation. 

Future Research 

Future research may look to create an experimental design with additional control to 

observe these feelings more closely. While survey data serves a purpose for foundational 

research, the next probable step would be to invite fans into a laboratory setting to potentially 

create these FSF-fan moments. Potentially, scholars may be able to collaborate with student 

athletes and university athletics to have undergraduate students interact with high caliber 

athletes. The opportunity to witness these interactions in person would provide additional control 

and recency to better gauge fan responses. Additionally, scholars may be able to work with the 

student athletes to better control their performance and therefore control the valence of the 

engagement. In sum, in lab experiments will push interpersonal and sports communication 

research forward by offering real world scenarios that can be observed and manipulated by 

scholars.  

An area for future research involves participants interaction selection if the individual has 

had multiple interactions with famous sports figures. For example, H3 looked at how valence 

groups differed in their perceived levels of parasocial interaction. However, the research did not 

ask participants to select a story that was specifically positive, negative, or neutral thus the 

procedure for selecting a specific interaction with a famous sports figure may yield additional 

differences in parasocial interaction, as well as many of the other outcome variables. 
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Another future direction interaction valence and fanship materializes when reflecting on 

the present research. First, it is possible that immediately following a positive interaction fanship 

may skyrocket and over time, this new fanship regresses based on recency and salience. Per the 

discussion of the qualitative analyses, the consideration of retrospective recall was brought to the 

forefront as fans may recall scenarios in the past as more positive (or more negative) than 

originally considered. Accordingly, those who thought very highly of the interaction may have 

seen drastic increases in fanship qualities. Following the FSF on social media, reading about the 

person’s career and successes, financially supporting the player or their team, and behaviors that 

show great interest such as personal research and discussion with friends and family may have 

occurred because of the lingering excitement of the engagement. However, over time this 

positive reflection may have decreased based on saliency of the moment, thus future research 

may want to consider time between the interaction and research, and directing participants to 

recall multiple events of different valence or to justify why they may recall a positive moment 

over a negative moment or vice versa. 

Since the vast majority of the interactions were positive, the analysis was unable to 

generate results that reduced variance ambiguity. As noted in the results, the variance explained 

by the regression was only 8.3%, a relatively low level of explained variance. Kind and positive 

interactions are important for athletes and sports figures; however, due to the understanding that 

these interactions are scarce, fans may prioritize other elements of fanship. Thus, an in-person 

interaction may fall lower on the list of foreseeable events that impact fanship. These other 

elements can be seen within in the qualitative portion where participants were asked to describe 

fame. Participants indicated that athlete abilities and accomplishments were one of the most 

prevalent features of fame, and this skill and accomplishment category could produce higher 
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predictive values on fanship. It is possible for future research to use the categories gleaned from 

the qualitative portion of this research and determine if these categories share qualities that 

would contribute to the growth of fanship towards a player. 

Future research may contribute to sports communication through additional observation 

of how sports figures can directly shape fans based on rapport. The construct of rapport is 

something that most are familiar with and can rationalize how positive rapport can benefit an 

individual. It is the researcher’s belief that positive rapport had by sports figures offers a win-win 

opportunity for the parties involved. Future research in the field of sports communication and 

sports management may want to examine further how rapport can be built in brief interactions 

among sports figures and fans, and attempt to quantify how rapport may provide a return on 

investment for both sports figures and organizations. 

Last, future studies within sports communication may benefit from harnessing the 

pragmatic nature of grounded theory. While research in sports communication has swelled in the 

past two decades, there are plenty of assumptions made by sports communication researchers 

based on outdated literature and experiences. A method to potentially confirm, or modify, these 

assumptions is to increase the usage of grounded theory as a normally accepted method of 

research within the current agenda of sports communication. It is believed by the researcher that 

grounded theory may play a substantial role in identifying new and underlying fan identities, that 

may go unnoticed when conducting survey research, resulting from rapidly changing technology 

modalities and considerable social change between 2021 and the year 2000 and beyond. While 

surveys offer researchers tangible avenues for gauging communication perspective within sports, 

offering a larger open-response and interpretive analysis may expose researchers to novel 

research ideas and develop questions used to test theory in the future. 
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Conclusion 

 This dissertation examined the unique interpersonal human phenomenon of a sports fan 

meeting a famous sports figure in a face-to-face and spontaneous context. As technology 

continues to reduce the perceived space between individuals who are famous and not, there still 

seems to be no equal alternative to an in-person interaction. There is a level of surreality, 

tangibility, and fulfillment that exists only when two individuals physically meet. The present 

research provided a distinctive perspective on a several constructs that exist as a consequence of 

a fan meeting a FSF. When observing the different pillars of sports communication, Wenner 

(2015) insists that the communication studies perspective has been recently overlooked in 

comparison to mass communication and critical societal research within sports. However, it is 

rational to believe that meeting a sports figure in person may have many positive or potentially 

negative consequences that may impact fan identity behaviors and also have direct consequences 

for the sports figure themselves. The overarching objective for this dissertation was to begin a 

line of research specifically looking at human behavior change and perspective through the lens 

of interpersonal events. Hypotheses and research questions were developed and supported, 

aiding the assertion that interpersonal engagements are important to the sports communication 

field as fan identity is impacted by these quick and serendipitous events.  

 An ambiguous construct that is pertinent to sports communication is fame and how 

individuals perceive fame in context to sports figures. While colloquial usage and interchange of 

fame and celebrity works when having conversation with friends and family, research requires a 

higher degree of control. Using a grounded theory approach to an analyze open response prompt, 

fans defined fame under the guide of ten categories - (1) name recognition and general 

recognizability, (2) playing at the highest level of professional or college, (3) contribution and 
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legacy to sports, (4) marketability, (5) FSF’s individual skills, accolades and accomplishments, 

(6) team association and affiliation, (7) community engagement, (8) media (social and 

traditional), (9) role model and pro-social characteristics, (10) miscellaneous. These categories 

provide guidance for future studies that utilize fame as a variable. Presently, fame has been 

subjected to publicly accessible, quantifiable measures such as social media following or 

marqueeism, however, fans within this study rarely addressed fame under these pretenses. 

Rather, fans leeched onto other tangible cues such as the extent to which the athlete is known to 

communities outside of an immediate team or sports in general, performance and level of play, 

social impact outside of sports, and traditional media visibility mainly reported as TV 

appearances. Thus, research that aims to utilize levels of fame within a stimulus selection or 

when considering fanship or fan identity, may find more accuracy in judging sports figures by 

the previously mentioned categories rather than solely wealth or social media numbers. 

 Additionally, the researcher examined how fans perceive meaning when meeting a FSF. 

Fan identity can be impacted by a variety of forces such as on-field performances, family and 

friend influence, and sports figure behaviors such as brand affiliations, media appearances, 

community service, and interpersonal interactions. While research exists observing fans 

responses to media appearances, acknowledgement of public activities, and professional 

performance, research has yet to intentionally observe how fans respond to interpersonal 

engagements with FSFs. Thus, exploring how fans rationalize and develop meaning through 

these one-on-one interactions is unique perspective that will contribute to overall fan identity 

development research. Using a grounded theory approach, participant open response answers 

resulted in seven categories that navigate how fans perceive meaning from these once in a 
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lifetime interaction - (1) Memento, (2) Nonverbal Behaviors, (3) Surrealism, (4) Authenticity, (5) 

Affability, (6) Aspiration, and (7) FSF Disappointment.  

 Each of the seven categories describes an element of the interpersonal interaction. While 

FSF Disappointment is the only exclusively negative category, the remaining six categories 

demonstrate how fans can perceive a positive and meaningful interaction. That is to say, the 

absence of these categories may also yield negative meaning. In sum these categories are here to 

better understand how fans are perceive these memorable moments and how their experiences 

may then correlate to fan identity shifts. 

 In order to determine the impact of these qualitative categories, this dissertation included 

a series of quantitative hypotheses and research questions that observed fan identity and how the 

valence and meaning of the interaction was related to variables that more closely examine fan 

identity structures such as fanship and parasocial interaction. The results indicate that fan identity 

and the related variables included in this dissertation are positively related to some degree from 

lightly moderate to strong. This is to say that parasocial interactions, fan identity, fanship, are 

related to interpersonal elements such as felt rapport and meaningfulness and valence of the 

interaction. Thus, evidence of fan identity shift and impact can be gleaned from these 

interpersonal interactions, and in turn puts communicative and psychological weight in these 

interactions; these interactions do not happen without resulting positive or negative consequence. 

As sports communication researchers continue to better understand fan identity origins and 

movement over a lifetime, these interpersonal experiences, and communication studies 

approaches, should not be dormant within this field, rather included in the algorithm that aims to 

describe how fans’ attitudes and behaviors transform as fan exposure and experiences unfold. A 

brush with stardom may be an unexpected catalyst for fan identity development. 
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Appendix A 
 

Full Survey 
 

Informed Consent  
Please read this informed consent carefully before you decide to participate in the study. 
Consent Form Key Information: Below is a brief overview of the research and Qualtrics 
survey that you will participate in, if you volunteer to do so: 

• This survey will take roughly 15 to 20 minutes. 
• Questions will pertain to an unexpected face-to-face interaction you had with a famous 

athlete or sports figure. 
• Your identity will remain confidential. All data will be stored on the secure UA BOX+ 

Cloud.  
• You are permitted to exit the survey at any point and for any reason. There are no 

repercussions for incomplete surveys. 

Purpose of the research study: The goal of the research is to better understand communication 
(behavior), attitude, and impact that result from unexpected interpersonal interactions with an 
athlete or sports figure.  
 
What you will do in the study: You will participate in Qualtrics survey that will take roughly 
15 to 20 minutes. This survey will contain a series of open response questions that ask about 
your interaction with an athlete or sports figure and the outcome of that experience. You will 
then be asked to respond to scale questions (e.g., agree to disagree format). 
Your identity and the sports figure’s identity will be confidential. All data will be stored on the 
UA BOX+ cloud (University protected cloud server) system.  
 
Time required: The survey will require about 15 - 20 minutes of your time. 
 
Risks: Risks are perceived to be minimal at most, but may involve the discussion of a potentially 
unfavorable interpersonal, social interactions with an athlete or sports figure. If you feel 
uncomfortable at any time you may exit the survey without any repercussion. There is always a 
risk that secured cloud data storage system can be compromised, however the primary 
investigator takes appropriate measures to ensure no study information is leaked through 
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controllable circumstances including manual removal of names and locations. Otherwise there 
are no additional foreseen risks while participating in this survey. 
 
Benefits: The study may help us understand better how impactful an athlete or sports figure may 
be on individual fans and their fan identity. While more and more fans are having interactions 
via social media, a face-to-face encounter offers enormous and immediate communication 
change that deserves research attention. Sports figures have incredible abilities to strengthen or 
weaken our relationships with sports, leagues, organizations, teams, and individual athletes.  
 
Confidentiality: This section will review the actions the primary investigator will take to ensure 
full participant confidentiality. Confidentiality is of the utmost importance.  
Data linked with identifying information: 
The information that you give in the survey will be handled confidentially.  Your information 
will be assigned a unique ID number to keep your name and athlete or sports figure’s name 
confidential.  The data connecting your name to this ID will be kept in a secure UA BOX+ 
account that is password protected. Your name will not be used in any report. Final write-ups 
will not include any names, email, or other identifying information.  
 
Data not linked to identifying information: 
The information that you give in the study will be handled confidentially. Your name and other 
information you will not be linked to the data or final report write-up. Measures such as the 
assigning of a unique ID number and storage of data on a password protected server, will operate 
as security measures. All data will be kept on a password protected UA BOX+ account. 
 
Voluntary participation: Your participation in the survey is completely voluntary. You may 
exit the survey at any time. There are no repercussions for exiting the survey before completion. 
 
Right to withdraw from the study: You have the right to withdraw from the survey at any time 
without repercussion.  
 
How to withdraw from the study: To withdraw, you can simply exit out of the Qualtrics 
survey. 
 
Compensation/Reimbursement (social media and Reddit users): You will receive no 
payment or compensation for participating in the study. The primary investigator thanks you for 
your invaluable volunteerism. 
 
Compensation/Reimbursement (Amazon Mechanical Turk Workers): You will receive 
payment or compensation for participating in the study. All payments made and payment 
amounts will be handled directly through Amazon. The researcher does not pay individual 
survey workers directly. 
 
If you have questions about the study or need to report a study related issue please contact: 
 
Principal Investigator: Samuel Hakim 
Title: PhD Student 
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Dept. of Communication Studies, College of Communication and Information Sciences 
Telephone: 205-348-5995 
Email address: sdhakim@crimson.ua.edu 
 
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Andrew C. Billings 
Department Name: Dept. of Journalism and Creative Media, College of Communication and 
Information Sciences 
Telephone: 205-348-8658 
Email address: acbillings@ua.edu 
 
 
If you have questions about your rights as a participant in a research study, would like to 
make suggestions or file complaints and concerns about the research study, please contact: 
Ms. Tanta Myles, the University of Alabama Research Compliance Officer at (205)-348-8461 or 
toll-free at 1-877-820-3066.  You may also ask questions, make suggestions, or file complaints 
and concerns through the IRB Outreach Website at http://ovpred.ua.edu/research-
compliance/prco/. You may email the Office for Research Compliance at 
rscompliance@research.ua.edu. 
Agreement: 
� I agree to participate in the research study described above. 
� I do not agree to participate in the research study described above. 
 

SURVEY BEGINS 
 
Have you ever experienced a chance/unexpected, face-to-face interaction with a famous sports 
figure?  
 
NOTE: Sports figure can mean any person involved in coaching, playing, and organization 
figures such as owners or general managers both past and present. Sports figures do not include 
media members, but do include current media members who were once athletes such as Tony 
Romo (football), Alex Rodriguez (baseball), Lisa Leslie (basketball), Tara Lipinski and Johnny 
Weir (Olympic figure skating), Eddie Olczyk (hockey), or Reggie Miller (basketball) just to name 
a few. 
 

[YES/NO]  - If NO, the survey will end here and participants will be fast tracked to 
the end. 

 
The next portion of this survey will ask you to discuss a moment in which you met a famous 
sports figure face-to-face unexpectantly. 
 
Who was the sports figure that you had this interaction with? Please include first and last name. 
 [open one line response] 
 
Does this sports figure play (or participate in some way with) on your favorite sport to be a fan 
of? 
 [Yes, No] 
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Is this sports figure on (or affiliated with) your favorite team? 
 [Yes, No, Player plays an individual sport (i.e., tennis) 
 
PAGE BREAK 
 
Would you consider this sports figure to be a member of your in-group or out-group?  
 
(In-group identifies a sports figure who you consider to be a fan of, where as an out-group is 
someone you do not affiliate with.) 
 
Selecting a “1” means that this person was from your rival team, and/or you genuinely dislike 
them as a fan. Selecting a 7 means that this person is a favorite player of yours and is a member 
of your team. Selecting a number in the middle indicates that neither like them or dislike them. 
 

[7-point Likert scale] 
 
 
OPEN RESPONSE QUESTIONS BEGIN 
 
Please describe in detail one meaningful, and unexpected face-to-face interaction you had with a 
famous sports figure..  
 
 [OPEN RESPONSE] 
 
What was your expectation going into the interaction? Was your expectation exceeded, not 
exceeded, or did you not have an expectation?  
 [OPEN RESPONSE] 
 
Was the interaction positive or negative? 
 

[SCALE -5 to +5 (Negative to Positive)] 
 
Please justify why this interaction was positive or negative. 
 [OPEN RESPONSE] 
 
Overall how meaningful (impactful) was this interaction? Meaningful does not mean positive or 
negative. Meaningful means impactful on you as a fan/person. 
 

[SCALE -5 to +5 (Not meaningful at all to Incredibly meaningful/life changing)] 
 
PAGE BREAK 
 
This interaction affected my fanship towards that sports figure directly. (Fanship is a word used 
to describe your views as a fan) 
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[7-point Likert Scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree] 
 
This interaction affected my fanship towards that sports figure’s team. (Fanship is a word used to 
describe your views as a fan) 
 

[7-point Likert Scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree] 
 
This interaction affected my fanship towards that sports figure’s sport. (Fanship is a word used to 
describe your views as a fan) 
 

[7-point Likert Scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree] 
 
 
Approximately how many minutes was this interaction? 
 [OPEN RESPONSE] 
 
What makes a sports figure famous to you?  
 [OPEN RESPONSE] 
 
 
Similarity and Attractiveness to Sports ID Scale (Fisher 1998) 
The following questions require you to answer via a one through seven scale – one indicates 
that you strongly disagree and seven indicates that you strongly agree (unless otherwise 
stated differently). 
 
The famous sports figure you met is popular.  
 
The famous sports figure you met maintains a large role on the team and/or in the sport. 
 
The famous sports figure you met has a recognized status in the league. 
 
The famous sports figure you met leads a life others would like to lead. 
 
The famous sports figure you met is admired. 
 
The famous sports figure you met has characteristics that others admire. 
 
The famous sports figure you met is liked by others. 
 
The famous sports figure you met is liked by other fans regardless of team affiliation. 
 
The famous sports figure you met is a regular talking point on social media. 
 
The famous sports figure you met and I share similar characteristics. 
 
The famous sports figure you met is attractive (has attractive features). (Lloyd et al. 2019) 
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Parasocial Interaction Scale (Adapted from Auter, 1992; Rubin, Perse, & Powell, 1985) The 
following PSI measure has been modified to better capture the PSI felt after the interaction with 
the famous athlete. 
 
The following questions require you to answer via a one through seven scale – one indicates 
that you strongly disagree and seven indicates that you strongly agree (unless otherwise 
stated differently). 
 
The interaction I had with the famous sports figure made me like them more than I did before I 
met him or her. 
 
The interaction I had with the famous sports figure made me dislike them more than I did before 
I met him or her. 
 
I paid more attention to the famous sports figure in the media after I met him or her. 
 
I followed the famous sports figure on social media after I met him or her. 
 
I became a fan of the famous sports figure after I met him or her. 
 
I became less of a fan of my past favorite players and team after I met this famous sports figure. 
 
I watch sporting events when this famous sports figure is involved because of the interaction we 
had. 
 
I like to compare my ideas with what this famous sports figure says. 
 
This famous sports figure makes me feel comfortable, as if I am with friends. 
 
I see this famous sports figure as a natural, down-to-earth person. 
 
I like hearing the voice of this famous sports figure whether it is on TV, on social media, or on 
the radio. 
 
I look forward to watching this famous sports figure perform because of our interaction. 
 
I will continue to follow this famous sports figure as their career progresses 
 
This famous sports figure seems to understand the things I know. 
 
I sometimes make remarks to this famous sports figure during their games. 
 
If there was a story about this famous sports figure on TV, social media, or in a newspaper or 
magazine, I would watch or read it. 
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I think of this famous sports figure like an old friend. 
 
I sometimes think back and remanence about meeting this famous sports figure.  
 
I find this famous sports figure to be attractive. 
 
Rapport Scale (Adapted and shortened from Anderson & Anderson, 1962) 
 
The following questions require you to answer via a one through seven scale – one indicates 
that you strongly disagree and seven indicates that you strongly agree (unless otherwise 
stated differently). 
 
 
The sports figure created a feeling of "warmth" during the interaction 
 
 
The sports figure had a condescending attitude 
 
 
The sports figure was artificial in his or her behavior 
 
 
The sports figure was very patient. 
 
 
I felt the sports figure had a genuine desire to share the moment with me 
 
 
The sports figure behaved as if the interaction was a routine, mechanical process. 
 
 
I felt a sense of satisfaction from the interaction with the sports figure. 
 
Sports Spectator Identification Scale (Wann and Branscombe, 1993) 
 
The following questions require you to answer via a one through seven scale – one indicates 
that you strongly disagree and seven indicates that you strongly agree (unless otherwise 
stated differently). 
 
I am a sports fan. 
 
In comparison to my friends and family, I would consider myself to be an avid sports fan. 
 
I strongly see myself as a fan of my favorite sport. 
 
My friends strongly see me as a fan of my favorite sport. 
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Being a fan of my favorite sport is important to me. 
 
I often display my favorite team’s name, insignia, colors, and/or logos at my place of work, 
where I live, and/or on my clothing. 
 
I closely follow my favorite sport via ANY of the following: in person or on television, on the 
radio, televised news or newspapers? 
 
Demographics 
 
What is your age? 
 
What is your identified race? 
 
What is your biological sex? 
 
What is your identified gender? 
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Appendix B 
 

Codebook: Elements of Sports Figure Fame 
 

Question asked to participants: What makes a sports figure famous to you? 
 

Notes: 
1) Each response may receive multiple codes from the categories below. 

 
2) To code, simply read the response through once. Then with the codebook, reread the 

response and decide the codes that best capture the response. There can be one code or 
multiple codes needed for each response. Include as many codes necessary to fully code 
the response. 
 

3) Please use only each individual category once when coding. Multiple codes are expected, 
but they will be different categories 

a. Hypothetical example: “I think a player is famous if they played at the 
professional level and also at the highest NCAA level and are also a great role 
model for children.” The coder would indicate category #2 once and also include 
category #9 when coding this hypothetical example. 
 

4) If you are unsure about how to code a particular response, please include the code you 
think fits best for that segment of the response, highlight the response cell (not the code), 
complete your coding for that response and continue with the remaining responses. The 
highlight will indicate a question to the lead author. 
 

5) If you are struggling while coding, please stop and contact the lead author for further 
training and interpretation of the categories. 
 
 

Code Name Code 
Number 

Description Example 

Name recognition 
and general 

recognizability 

1 This category covers fans 
awareness of the FSF within fan 

communities, within larger sports 
communities, and also to non-

“If it's an athlete can 
everyone can 

recognize regardless of 
fanship, like LeBron, 
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sports fans. This category also 
includes recognition from local 

and hometown teams. In sum, this 
category is all about fans’ 

perception of recognizability being 
related to fame. 

then they may be at 
another level of fame.” 
 
“If they are recognized 

easily in public in 
street (non uniform) 

[sic] clothing” 
 

“You can mention 
their name to other 

fans of the sport and 
they will know who 

that person is.” 
 

Playing at highest 
level (professional or 

college NCAA) 

2 Responses will indicate that fame 
is centered around participating at 
the highest college (NCAA D1), 

professional league, or 
international team level. 

“Plays professionally 
at the top level (NHL, 

NFL, NBA).” 
 

“Plays in a top league” 
 
“I follow hockey quite 

closely so basically 
any figure who makes 

it to the big leagues” 
 
 

Contribution to sport 
and legacy 

3 Responses will indicate that the 
FSF may have had a legacy on 

sports (at team, league, or national 
level). Responses will indicate 

some sort of contribution to sports 
or that their name is synonymous 

with sports. Additionally, this 
category includes comments about 

being famous within particular 
sports, impact on a sport, or 

dedication and passion to sports. 
 

“When it comes to 
being famous, that 
means they've done 

something meaningful 
whether it relates to 

the sport or something 
not related to the 

sport.” 
 

“Well known in sports 
news for doing great 
things in whatever 
sport they play.” 

 
“The hospital where 

my mom would go for 
her treatments has a 

whole floor dedicated 
to him. He is still 

being represented by 
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his two children at 
sporting events. He 

lives on and his legacy 
means a lot [sic] to the 

people of Chicago.” 
 

Marketability and 
Pop Culture 

4 Responses will indicate a level of 
marketable features such as being 

cool or novel, and include 
sponsorships, promotions, wealth, 

star power (in relation to pop 
culture, not athletics), popularity, 

celebrity status, or having fan 
bases/followings. This category 

will include any activities such as 
starring in movies or television 

shows as characters or 
involvement with commercials. 

 

“They have to have 
some sort of novelty or 
factor besides being a 
professional athlete. 

They need some 
coolness to them. Even 
someone like Jeremy 
Lin is very famous 

because of that 
Linsanity stretch. Just 
a regular basketball 
player isn't all that 

special or make them 
famous to me.” 

 
“National 

endorsements, tv 
commercials…” 

 
Famous Sports 

Figure’s individual 
skills, accolades and 

accomplishments  

5 Responses will indicate the FSF’s 
athletic abilities, skills, 
accomplishments, draft 

potential/drafted high, career 
success, career length or playing 
for extended time, anything with 
Olympic medal winning, being a 
starting player, being a captain or 

assistant captain on a team, 
winning personal awards, 

championships, play styles, and 
being considered a top or star 

player. This category is about on-
field, ice, court, etc. actions.  

 
**This category is individual-

focused. Being the star on a team 
would go here, but simply being on 

a star team would not – see 
category 6.** 

 

“Widely considered to 
be the greatest 

goaltender to never 
have played in the 

NHL and one of the 
greatest goaltenders to 
have played period in 

his era.” 
 

“Success and 
longevity” 

 
“Having accomplished 

something like 
winning an Olympic 

medal.” 
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Team association 
and affiliation (the 
team brought the 
player attention) 

6 Responses indicate that the FSF is 
famous because of a team’s 
accomplishments. This also 

includes being a coach on a team. 
Additionally, this category will 
include responses in which they 

are noted as being on a 
respondent’s favorite or local team. 

 
Being famous because of one’s 
involvement on a championship 
winning team would be listed 

under this category. 
 

“Especially being a 
player on a team that 
would eventually win 
a championship that 
year, like [FSF] and 

the [team] did.” 
 

“As someone who 
follows sports almost 
religiously, as long as 
they are or were part 

of the team, that's 
famous enough for 

me.” 
 

“Either a player from 
one of the teams I 

follow…” 
 

Community and fan 
centered 

engagements 

7 Responses include community 
service and engagement, and 
behaviors toward a positive 

community. This category also 
includes responses that are 

centered on fan engagement and 
fan benefit. Responses will be 

coded within this category if there 
is mention of FSF behaviors 

towards fans. 
 

“the charitable work 
he has done in 
impoverished 

neighborhoods.” 
 

“Kindness to fans is 
another important 

component.” 
 

“His/her ability to 
communicate with the 

fans” 
 

Social and traditional 
media 

8 Responses will indicate that fame 
is in some form related to 

traditional media (TV, newspaper, 
magazine), or social media 

exposure. Responses may include 
comments about being on the news 
(e.g., ESPN) or playing on national 

TV. 
 

**NOTE: comments about athlete 
following, even if on social media, 
will be listed under Category 4 – 
Marketability and Pop Culture** 

 

 
“You can watch them 

on TV.” 
 

“…is broadcasted that 
I can watch and follow 

stats…” 
 

“How much they are 
publicized in the 
media. (Example: 
someone who is 
putting up great 

statistics at a small D1 
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school that isn’t 
getting a lot of 
attention = not 

famous)” 
 

“They play on a 
nationally televised 
sport, like football, 

baseball, tennis etc.” 
 

Role model and pro-
social qualities 

9 Responses indicate that fame is 
related to being a role model or an 

idol for fans. Responses may 
include pro-social human qualities 
such as being a leader, reputable, 

nice, outspoken about social 
issues, and other personal qualities 

(e.g., humility/humble, 
intelligence, hard-working). 

General or global comments about 
personality that are not directed 

towards others will be coded here. 
Additionally, comments about FSF 
significance to a fan will be coded 

here. 
 

**NOTE: Responses about how 
players act directly towards fans, 

will go in category #7. Cat #7 
centers around community and fan 

engagement.** 
 

“I admire the sports 
figures with how hard 

they work.” 
 
“If they are a positive 

role model.” 
 

“Someone that is a 
role model, a positive 
influence and a strong 

character” 

Non-sequitur/Misc. 10 All responses or response elements 
that do not fit into one of the 

previous categories, are responses 
that they personally don’t believe 
in fame, or are responses that are 

not-related to the question of 
“What makes a sports figure 

famous to you?” 

“I [sic] like tennis” 
 
“I've seen him coach 

and participate in 
games from the 

sideline frequently.” 
 

“They cannot be a 
political activist I [sic] 
pay to watch sports not 

be preached to” 
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“I do not find them 
famous these people 
are normal humans.” 
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Appendix C 
 

IRB Approval 
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Appendix D 
 

IRB Renewal Approval 

 


